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1.0

INTRODUCTION

This report presents potential release scenarios for the defense highlevel waste (HLW) (a) on the Hanford Site. These scenarios are used in the
Environmental Consequences section of the Technical Status Report on Environmental Aspects of Long-Term Management of High-Level Defense Waste at the
Hanford Site (TSREA). Rockwell Hanford Operations (RHO) is developing the
TSREA document for the Department of Energy (DOE). The Pacific Northwest
Laboratory (PNL) operated for DOE by the Battelle Memorial Institute was primarily responsible for the development of the release scenarios. The selection of the scenarios was a joint effort by DOE, Richland Operations Office,
Rockwell and PNL.
Presented in this report are the three components necessary for evaluating the various alternatives under consideration for long-term management of
Hanford defense HLW:
•

identification of scenarios and events which might directly or
indirectly disrupt radionuclide containment barriers

•

geotransport calculations of waste migration through the site media

• consequence (dose) analyses based on ground water and air pathways
cal cu 1at i on s •
The scenarios described in this report provide the necessary. parameters
for radionuclide transport and consequence analysis. Scenarios are categorized
as either bounding or nonbounding.
Bounding scenarios consider "worst case" or "what if situations where an
actual and significant release of waste material to the environment would happen if the scenario were to occur. Bounding scenarios include both near-term
and long-term scenarios. Near-term scenarios are events which occur at
II

~

,-

(a) HLW is defined as the high-level waste contained in underground singleshell and double-shell tanks in the Hanford Site 200E and 200W areas and
the cesium and strontium stored in capsules at the Waste Encapsulation and
Storage Facility (WESF) in the 200E area.
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100 years from 1990. These scenarios were developed to satisfy the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency criteria of "Loss of Institutional Control" at
100 years (EPA). Long term scenarios are potential events considered to occur
at 1,000 and 10,000 years from 1990, although the events could occur at other
times.
Nonbounding scenarios consider events which result in insignificant
releases or no release at all to the environment, even though these events may
be disruptive to the actual waste containment system (e.g., loss of tank
integrity). For nonbounding scenarios, transport mechanisms to the environment
do not exist or they result in a low rate or low volume release. Some highly
disruptive scenarios such as volcanic action and warfare are considered nonbounding in this report because the effects of the events themselves are far
worse than any radionuclide release. A glacial age with associated flooding
could also have effects that would overshadow the release of waste from the
200 Areas and could be considered nonbounding for the same reasons as volcanic
action and warfare. However, ice advance and flooding could occur in any
degree and it was chosen to treat this scenario as bounding. The scenarios
represent a consensus of the contributors. Many of the nonbounding scenarios
were included because of public comment on earlier environmental impact
statements.
Three release mechanisms are described in this report: 1) direct exposure
of waste to the biosphere by a defined sequence of events (scenario) such as
human intrusion by drilling, with subsequent radionuclide transport by either
wind or surface water runoff; 2) radionuclides contacting an unconfined aquifer
through downward percolation of ground water or a rising water table, and subsequent transport by the unconfined ground-water system; and 3) cataclysmic or
explosive release of radionuclides by such mechanisms as meteorite impact, fire
and explosion, criticality, or seismic events.
Scenarios in this report present ways in which these release mechanisms
could occur at a waste management facility. The scenarios are applied to the
two in-tank waste management alternatives: in-situ disposal and continued
present action. In addition, scenarios are included that assume waste
disposal in a conceptual deep geologic repository and cesium and strontium

2
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capsule storage at the Waste Encapsulation and Storage Facility (WESF) or at
the proposed Dry Well Storage Facility (DWSF).

'.

While none of these release mechanisms are assumed to be occurring at
present, an attempt is made to investigate geologic, natural, and human induced
phenomena which could potentially result in release mechanisms occurring up to
10,000 years in the future. Also quantified, in as much detail as possible,
is the state of the geohydrologic system that could exist at the time a release
mechan ism occurred.
The scenarios presented in this report do not take into account the impact
of the disruptive events on local population distributions. For example, a
drastic climate change, glacial age, extensive flooding, meteorite impact, and
similar events could have a considerable impact on local populations. In
addition, these events could be far more disruptive at the time of occurrence
than any delayed radiological consequences. However, this report only considers radiological effects on constant or growing populations. Population
estimates are based on a study by Yandon and Landstrom (1980) which examined
current growth patterns. Any uncertainty in future population estimates will
have a direct effect on calculated population dose commitments and health
effects.
An attempt has been made to identify a sequence of events that could lead
to the occurrence of a release mechanism. Over the 100 to 10,000 year time
span considered, some of the release mechanisms described in this report are
highly probable, especially for those alternatives where the waste remains near
the surface. Numerical probabilities for certain natural disruptive events are
presented. These values were calculated using widely accepted assumptions,
models or geological observations. However, it was not possible to assign
numerical probabilities to all of the scenarios. Furthermore, the sequence of
events postulated in any given scenario is only one of many possible sequences
which could lead to a given release mechanism. Thus, the details of each
scenario are less significant than the potential release mechanism. While an
attempt has been made to base these scenarios on the best available scientific
evidence, firm long-term predictions of the geological system are beyond the
current state-of-the-art. Therefore, the scenarios presented in this report
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are not predictions of the future geologic systems or history, but rather they
represent possible system states which are based on a limited empirical data
set of past and present geological evidence.
A determined effort to develop "what ifll scenarios can result in many
imaginary means and methods in which buried materials might be reintroduced to
the biosphere, and even become concentrated. Currently, to absolutely prove
any given scenario is as impossible as to disprove it. The further into the
future the scenario timeline is projected, the more uncertain the level of
confidence about geologic events and the state of the waste system.

...

The descriptions, interrelationships and relative importance of the scenarios presented in this report will be revised as new information is gathered
through peer review and related research.
The approach employed to develop the release scenarios was three-fold and
inc 1uded :
•

identification of potential release mechanisms (i.e., what events
could breach the waste containment)

•

development of preliminary release scenarios (i.e., what sequence of
events could lead to a defined release mechanism)

•

experts· review and revision of the preliminary scenarios.
Inherent weaknesses exist in this approach.

Among these are:

• variation in opinions by qualified geoscientists as to how a
particular geosystem has performed in the past, and how it may
perform in the future
•

the present inability to accommodate a truly dynamic geologic system
(e.g., phenomena inter-relationships, synergisms and dependence)

• the inability to assess the thoroughness of the analysis (e.g., what
might not have been considered).
In spite of these limitations, the scenarios presented in this report are
believed to provide reasonable and credible methods by which a radionuclide
release could take place. Undoubtedly, many other ways could have been presented that ultimately would lead to the same release mechanism.
4
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2.0 SCENARIO DISCUSSION

-,

In this section, 20 bounding and nonbounding scenarios are presented.
These scenarios affect the general and specific alternatives listed in
Table 1. These alternatives were selected for consideration in the TSREA
(RHO 1980a, 1980b) Table 2 lists each of the scenarios and the specific
alternatives affected.
Bounding scenarios include six scenarios directly related to the Hanford
defense HLW tanks, two scenarios related to cesium and strontium storage facilities, and four scenarios that are applicable to deep geological disposal
alternatives. These latter four scenarios are adapted from the Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the Management of Commercially Generated Radioactive
Waste (DOE 1979), and are not discussed extensively. The twelve bounding
scenarios are grouped into two classes, near-term and long-term. Near-term
scenarios consider a relatively short time period associated with loss of
institutional control at 100 years, while long-term scenarios consider longer
time periods, specifically 1,000 and 10,000 years. In addition nine nonbounding scenarios are discussed briefly. These nonbounding scenarios are considered to have appreciably less impact than the disruptive release (bounding)
scenarios and the time interval is not specifically defined. Nonbounding scenarios generally will apply only to the in-situ disposal or continued present
action alternatives.

...

Scenarios presented here are primarily concerned with high-level waste
management alternatives that leave waste near the surface (i.e., the in-situ
disposal and continued present action alternatives), and further description
of these alternatives is warranted. For the in-situ disposal case, the
in-tank waste is stabilized in single-shell and double-shell tanks, the tanks
are backfilled with sand or gravel, a 2-ft (0.6 m) thick concrete surface slab
extending 25 ft (7.6 m) beyond the perimeter of the tank areas is poured, and
an earthen mound approximately 50 ft (15.2 m) thick extending 25 ft (7.6 m)
beyond the perimeter of the concrete slab ;s placed over the area. For

5

TABLE 1.

Alternatives for Hanford High-Level Defense Waste Management
Leave

Retrieve

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - " 8 - . "-"-;DC:eif;;-er:::r;;';e:;;d-O:Re:;<t~r i ev a1 UnflT"mo- - - - - A.

Near-Term Retrieval

(250 Years From 1990)

C.

In-situ Disposal in the Tanks

1.* Retrieve in-tank waste,
concentrate radionuclides,
convert to glass, dispose
in on-site repository.

5. Deferred retrioval of in-tank waste after
year 2240, process and package, dispose in
on-site repositury.

7. In-s itu rl iSpos,jl of in-tank
waste.

2.

Same as Alternative 1
except jispose in off-site
repository.

6. Same as Alternative 5 except dispose in
off-site rep os itor y.

9. Encapsulate CSr, dispose
in on-site repository

3.

Same as Alternative 1
except no radionuclide
concentration is required.

4.

Same as Alternative 2
except no radionuclide
concentration is required.

9.

Encapsulate Cs/Sr, dispose
in on-site repository.

10.

Encapsulate Cs/Sr, dispose
in off-site repository

9. Encapsu 1a te Cs/Sr, dispose in on site

repos itory
10. Encapsulate Cs/Sr, dispose in off -s ite
repos i tory

*These numbers from 1 to 11 represent specific alternatives.

, "4.

10. Encapsulate Cs/Sr, 1ispose
in off-site repository

No-Action
D.

Continue Present Action

8. Continue present action
for in-tank waste.

11. Continue present action
for encapsulated cesium
and strontium waste
capsules (a totll of
637 capsules as of
Janudry 30, 1980 and
projected to a total of
a~out 1957 capsules for
existing wastes and an
addition,l total of 1160
capsules for future purex
waste. Each capsule has a
va 1ume of 1.8 1 or about
0.5 gal).

TABLE 2.

.•
•

Scenarios and Specific Alternatives Affected

Event
BOUNDING - NEAR TERM
Human Intrusion, Drilling and
Exhumation (in-situ)
Irrigation
Loss of Cooling Water
Cs or Sr Release
Drilling into Cs/Sr
Can ister
BOUNDING - LONG TERM
Glacial Age
Climate Change and Irrigation
Meteorite (in-situ)
Meteorite (Deep Geologic Disposal)
Drilling, Basalt Repository
Solution Mining, Salt Repository
Fault, Fracture and Flooding

.
-

NONBOUNDING - LONG-TERM
Effects of Seismicity and Faulting
Biological Uptake
Ben Frank lin Dam
Volcanic Action
Warfare and Sabotage
Erosion and Groundwater
Fire and Explosion
Criticality
Tornadoes

Alternatjv{,!s
Affectedl a )
5,6,7,8
5,6,7,8
11
11

7

7
7

1-6
1,3,5
2,4,6,10
1,3,5

7

7,8
1-8
1-8,11

7,8
7,8
7,8

-

(a) Numbers indicated specific disposal alternatives
listed in Table 1.
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the continued present action alternatives, storage, monitoring surveillance
and tank maintenance is continued indefinitely. For the near-term scenarios
discussed here, both the concrete slab and the mound are considered to be
intact and effective as barriers to water moving downward from the surface to
the waste. Thus, for the tank scenarios in the near-term group, the concrete
slab must be penetrated by human activity, or irrigation activities would have
to increase ground-water levels to the point where they would intersect the
tanks to counteract these additional barriers. With loss of institutional
control assumed at 100 years from 1990, cooling water would be lost from the
basin containing the encapsulated cesium and strontium (Cs/Sr), followed by
release of an appreciable fraction of the Cs/Sr inventory within a few years.
In the case where the cesium and stroiltium capsules are stored in the proposed
Dry Well Storage Facility, on-site drilling of one or more canisters following
loss of institutional control could release the contents.
t

"

Several assumptions have been made for the formulation of the scenarios
involving the high-level waste tanks at the Hanford Site. These are listed
below.
•

for long-term scenarios the concrete slab and mound are not
considered intact or effective as barriers

•

no partial barrier effects are considered for long-term scenarios

•

the primary transport media for radionuc1ides would be unconfined
ground water

• the radionuc1ide inventory would be available for transport at time
periods greater than 100 years because of either total tank
disintegration or partial failure of the containment structure.
An additional factor in the formulation of scenarios for in-tank disposal
alternatives is the role of vertical recharge of the unconfined aquifer.· Vertical recharge of the unconfined aquifer by movement of water downward from
the surface could threaten the containment of the high-level waste by leaching
and transporting radionuc1ides from the waste toward and possibly to the
underlying unconfined aquifer. Under current conditions on the Hanford Site,
little, if any, vertical recharge results because of the high percentage of

8
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rainfall that is lost by evaporation. A climate change bringing about
increased precipitation could possibly lead to some vertical recharge of the
unconfined aquifer, especially in areas where the water table is close to the
surface or where runoff is concentrated. Preliminary analysis shows that
three times the current mean annual precipitation would be sufficient to supply
some excess water above evapotranspiration requirements. For the 200 Areas it
is questionable if any of this excess would reach the unconfined aquifer. If
greater precipitation were accompanied by other changes that are discussed in
the scenarios in this report, then additive effects might increase the possibility of initiating vertical recharge of the unconfined aquifer. A thorough,
quantitative analysis of the situation would require further study.
Bounding scenarios provide a transport mechanism for movement of the
radionuclide inventory. The tanks are considered to have already failed for
the longer time frames and a pathway is considered to exist in the porous
medium surrounding the tanks. The scenarios consider both possible surface
runoff and altered ground-water paths.
Nonbounding scenarios are considered to have appreciably less measurable
impact than bounding scenarios. These scenarios are included primarily to
indicate that they were examined and then dismissed as being bounded by the
consequences of the other considered scenarios. Many of these scenario analyses result from public comments on environmental impact statements and from
cOlTlT1ents on earlier drafts of this report. Table 3 lists estimated probability
(where available) for each of the scenarios discussed in this report.
2.1

•~
,

.",

NEAR-TERM SCENARIOS

Initiating events that could result in either disruption or release of
high-level waste at or before the loss of institutional control are considered
as near-term events. Institutional control is assumed to be lost at 100 years
from 1990. In this report, the near-term events are postulated to occur in
the year 2090. Near-term events will be influenced by the final engineering
design of the tank sites (height, slope, and material in the cover mound, type
of concrete in the cover pad, and type fill in the tanks). The following nearterm events are discussed in this section:

9

TABLE 3.

Estimated Probability of Potential Abnormal Events
Probabi 1 ity

Event

..

BOUND ING
Human-Induced
Drilling

1O- 2/km 2 /yr(a)

Loss of Institutional Control

1.0 after 100 yr( b)
1O- 2/yr(a)
1O- 2/yr

Drilling/Repository
Excav at i on/Exhumat ion

,~

So 1uti on Min i ng
Cooling Water Loss

1O- 2/yr
1O- 2/yr

Drilling/Cs-Sr Canister

3 x 1O- 6 /yr

Irrigation

Nature-Induced
Glaciation Induced Flood

o

River Course Change

o

in 10 3 yr
1O- 4/yr
in 10 3 yr
10 -4 /yr
2 x lO- 13 /yr(c)
3 x 10- 12 /yr( d)

Cl imate Change
Meteorite - Repository

3 x 10- 11 /yr( a)
4 x 1O- 1O /yr

Meteorite - Tanks
NONBOUNDING

1O-4/ yr (d)

Seismicity (:: 0.2 g)
Biological Uptake

1O- 2/yr
-6
(d)
6 x 10 /yr
1 x 1O- 6 /yr(c)
7 x 1O- 6 /yr

Dam Construction
Volcanism
Warf are, Sab otag e
Tornado
Criticality
Groundw,1ter

o

in 10 3 yr

Fire, Exp los i on
Faulting/Flooding - Geni'ric
Shaft Seal Failure - Basalt
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Little 1980.
EPA Criterion
DOE 1979.
Scott et al. 1979.
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2 x 10- 13 /yr(C)
5 x 1O- 7 /yr(a,d)

.. ( I

•

,

•

Human Intrusion: drilling into a waste tank and exhumation or
excavation of the waste

•

Irrigation: outside the Hanford Site where any excess water would
affect the tank areas as subsurface flow

•

Loss of Cooling Water:

•

Drilling into Cs/Sr Canister:
storage facility •

•

Cs/Sr release from the capsule storage basins
Cs/Sr release from the dry well

.

2.1.1 Human Intrusion
Human intrusion into high-level waste disposed in situ (in tanks) is considered by two means: drilling into a waste tank while exploring for water or
other mineral resources, and exhuming or excavating a tank and radioactive
waste. Both scenarios are assumed to take place after loss of institutional
control with the site area having reverted to a natural state and under climatic conditions similar to those currently existing.
For purposes of evaluating worst case situations, both human intrusion
scenarios are postulated to occur at 100 years after 1990, while the waste
inventory still contains some short-lived isotopes. The following assumptions
are made for both human intrusion scenarios:

". "

1.

the tanks and any engineered barriers are intact, and the waste is
in place inside the tanks

2.

the tanks and engineered structures are breached by human activity
and radioactive waste is brought to the surface.

For the drilling scenario the assumption is made that a drilled hole
penetrates a waste tank and drills through the waste to the tank bottom. For
purposes of analysis, a volume of waste equal to a cylinder 30 ft (9.1 m) high
and 18 in. (45.7 cm) in diameter is assumed to be drilled out and brought to
the surface. This volume of waste (about 53 ft 3 or 1.5 m3 ) is spread over an
area of 2.5 x 103 m2 with the radioactive waste located in the top 2 in.
(5.1 cm) of this material. A wind resuspension factor of 0.011 per year and
an availability of 0.25 of the material in the top 2 in. (5.1 cm) is used (DOE
1979).
11

For the exhumation/excavation scenario the assumption is made that a tank
is breached from the land surface by some mechanical means (perhaps by dragline, back-hoe or other excavating equipment), and that radioactive waste is
brought to the land surface. Several other assumptions are made for this scenario including:
1.

the excavators recognize some difference in texture, color, presence
of burial material, or other physical property when the waste is
encountered

2.

excavating is stopped after the first of the waste is brought to the
surface and dumped on a spoil pile

3.

approximately 0.3 yd 3 (0.26 m3 ) of waste is brought to the
surface and dumped.

..
• d

The excavated waste is considered to be placed on an existing storage or
spoil pile, where it is susceptible to wind action. The resuspension factor
mentioned above (O.Oll/yr) is applied and it is assumed that 50% of the excavated material is available to transport by wind action (DOE 1979).
The waste form was assumed to be glass for the generic site and
concentrated salt cake, and sludge for the Hanford site. A 70-yr maximum
individual whole body dose of 340,000 rem was calculated for a person living
on the drilling site and growing food in soil mixed with the drilling
tailings. The coresponding 70-yr whole body dose for the maximum individual
at the generic site is 240,000 rem. The 70-yr whole body dose to the Hanford
population 100 years after 1990 would be 22 man-rem with no expected health
effects to the general population. For the generic site, the 70-yr whole body
dose to the general population is 43 man-rem with no expected health effects.
2.1.2

Irrigation

~I

Water supplied by irrigation in excess of crop requirements and not lost
by evaporation or runoff would tend to move downward from the land surface and
would act as a leaching agent to any underlying material. Crop irrigation is
seasonal and would occur during the times of the year when the Hanford Site is
driest and when evapotranspiration is the highest (Wallace 1978).

12
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The amount of deep percolation or drainage that could become recharge to
the unconfined aquifer would vary with the crop water requirements, the quantity of water applied, and the irrigation method and practice followed.
Ideally the applied irrigation water would be stored in the plant root zone
and be available for plant use. However, in actual practice and for flushing
built up salts from the root zone, some part of the applied water gets below
the root zone, becomes drainage, and moves downward through the subsurface.
If a sufficient quantity of this water is available and the water table is
sufficiently close to the surface, the water will recharge the unconfined
ground-water aquifer.
Any increase in recharge to the flow systems within the Hanford Site will
have an effect on the flow systems. An expected effect would be a local and/or
seasonal rise in the water table where inflow or recharge occurred. For the
unconfined aquifer under the 200 Area, some lag time would be expected before
any effects were noticed, because of the depth to ground water and because of
the distance from the recharge areas in the case of off-site irrigation.
Irrigation Outside the Hanford Site - The effect of irrigation upgradient
from the 200 Area was simulated with the Hanford Ground-Water Model (described
in detail in Appendix A). Upgradient, as it is used here, describes the higher
relief areas that form the watersheds and recharge areas to the west and southwest of the Hanford Site (Figure 1). These areas are considered because they
have some irrigated crops, mainly grapes at present, and because they supply
the catchment areas for water that moves eastward to the Hanford Site as underflow or ground-water flow.

"

'"

The underflow into the Hanford Site that would affect the water level of
the unconfined aquifer below the 200 Areas was considered by locating the flow
lines in the model that bracket the region under the 200 Areas. The model
boundary nodes associated with these flow lines were delineated, thus marking
the section along the model boundary through which any flow change would affect
water levels at the 200 Areas. The flow through this section was determined
and changes in flow introduced to represent the effects of irrigation in the
areas upgradient from the 200 Areas.
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This scenario, which simulates upgradient irrigation effects, does not
require predicting the acreage, type of crop, and irrigation method for this
large and not clearly defined area. The scenario's purpose is to investigate
the effects of irrigation upgradient and adjacent to the Hanford Site from an
estimated increase in recharge to areas that affect the water level of the
unconfined aquifer under the 200 Areas.
The two cases described are for increases of 15 and 30% in the underflow
at the western edge of the Hanford Site and through the segment of the model
boundary that affects the 200 Areas water level. These levels are believed to
be achievable only through extensive irrigation and are conservative
estimates. These cases represent the effects on the unconfined water level if
irrigation should occur, regardless of its type, on a scale large enough to
increase the recharge by the two percentages.
For the first case, underflow across that part of the boundary adjoining
Cold Creek Valley was increased by 15%. The results indicated that the water
table rose 4 ft (1.2 m) at the Yakima Barricade and only 1 ft (0.32 m) beneath
200-West Area tank farms. No effect was evident in 200-East Area.
The results of a simulation in which the flux across the Cold Creek Valley
boundary was increased by 30% showed an increase of 9 ft (2.7 m) at the western
boundary. The increase in water table depth beneath the 200-West Area tank
farms was 2 ft and negligible in the 200-East Area. The results .are detailed
in Table 4. Thus, this case has no environmental consequences since the water
will not contact the waste, and no transport can occur.
TABLE 4.

•

,.

f" _

....

Water Table Rise Due to Increased Irrigation Upgradient
from 200-West Area

Increased Boundary
Flux Bl
15%
30%

Yakima
Barricade

200-West
Tank Farms

200-East
Tank Farms

4 ft (1.2 m)
9 ft (2.7 m)

1 ft (0.2 m)
2 ft (0.6 m)

o ft
o ft
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2.1.3 Loss of Cooling Water, Cesium/Strontium Release
For the cesium/strontium (Cs/Sr) release scenarios, the assumption was
made that loss of institutional control occurred at 100 years from 1990 (2090)
at which point no further control by man is exercised over the water basin
Cs/Sr storage facility. The following series of events are assumed to occur:
•

power and cooling water are lost to storage facility

•

water evaporates from storage basins (approximately 3 months
required)

•

equilibrium temperatures of 1400° to 1600°F (760° to 870°C) are
reached in the capsules (approximately 3 years required)

•

basin cover blocks deteriorate and collapse into the dry basin
causing approximately 2 of the capsules to rupture (within the
above 3 year time period)

•

cesium chloride corrodes through capsule walls (at approximately
3 years after loss of cooling water) and evaporation is initiated

•

temperatures in the facility warp building walls sufficiently to
allow one air change per day to occur (at approximately 3 years
after loss of cooling water)

•

strontium capsules corrode and allow fractional release
(approximately 20 years after loss of cooling water).

For the dose calculations, it was assumed that 50%
, of the Cs and 1% of the
Sr in the capsules is released to the air and subsequently enters the food
chain and other exposure pathways. The 70-yr whole body dose to the exposed
population of 390,000 persons would be 27,000,000 man-rem with 2937-23,310
health effects. The 70-yr whole body dose commitment to the maximum individual
would be 900,000 rem 100 years after 1990.
2.1.4 Drilling into Cesium/Strontium Waste Canisters in Dry Well Storage
For this drilling scenario, it is assumed that all cesium/strontium
capsules are placed in waste canisters and transferred from the water-cooled
storage basin to a dry well storage facility. In accordance with EPA
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guidelines, it is assumed that drilling can occur on the Hanford Site
100 years after 1990 due to loss of institutional control. For the "worst
case" drilling event, it was assumed that either eight cesium capsules or four
strontium capsules are removed and dispersed by the drilling event.
The probability of drilling anywhere on the Hanford site was taken as
10- 2 km- 2 - yr- 1 (Little 1980). The probability of hitting a waste
canister is:

where
N = the number of waste canisters
D = the diameter of the borehole
d = the diameter of the canister.
The probability of removing the entire canister is greater than:

where
D> d

Conservatively, the diameter of the boreholes was assumed to be 18 in.
(45.7 em) which is consistent with the waste tank drilling scenario. The diameter of the waste canisters was assumed to be 12 in. (30 em). Based on the
more conservative estimate, the probability of hitting a cesium canister is:

.

-
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The probability of hitting a strontium canister is:
=

=

245
336

(1.5 x 10

-6

)

1.1 x 10- 6 yr- 1

The combined probability is:
J

PT = P1 (Cs)

+

P1(Sr)

= 2.6 x 10 -6 yr -1
The probability of removing the entire contents of one canister is greater
than 10- 7 yr- 1 but less than 2.6 x 10-6 yr- 1 .
The 70-yr whole body dose to the exposed population of 390,000 persons
would be 1,800 man-rem if a Cs canister is removed or 13,000 man-rem if a Sr
canister is removed 100 years after 1990. The corresponding 70-yr whole body
dose commitments would be 18,000 and 272,000 rem for the maximum individual
living and growing food on soil mixed with the drilling tailings. The health
effects to the population were estimated to be 0-1 for a Cs canister drilling
event and 1-11 for a Sr canister drilling event. The preliminary 10,000-yr
accumulated total body dose to the population was about 33% higher than the
70-yr dose commitments. No significant doses would be expected for events
1,000 and 10,000 years after 1990 because of the decay of the 137 Cs and
90Sr isotopes.
2.2 LONG-TERM SCENARIOS
Long-term in-situ events are postulated to occur at 1,000 and 10,000 years
after 1990 and include Glacial Age Scenarios, Climatic Change and Irrigation,
and Meteorite Impact.
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2.2.1 Glacial Age
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I

Preceding the onset of a glacial age, a shift in climate toward a semiarctic condition is assumed. Ice masses begin forming in the Okanogan Highlands, farther north in the Canadian provinces and in the valleys of the
Cascade mountains. Eventually, the glacial ice propagates itself toward the
upper Columbia River. Figure 2 shows the maximum extent of the glacial advance
assumed in this analysis; it corresponds closely to the advance experienced
during the last glacial age in this region (State of Washington Pictorial Landform Map, 1976). The retreating glacial lobes release melt-water in large volumes, which accumulates in the Columbia River channel and tributary coulees.
Perhaps the most significant flows with respect to the Hanford region would
result from the catastrophic failure of ice marginal dams. These failures
would release large volumes of water in surges which would move rapidly toward
Hanford and could cause much erosion on the front of the floodwave.
Estimate of Water Discharge
This section provides an estimate of water discharged from glacial melting
that could inundate and erode the high-level waste tank farms located within
the 200-East and 200-West Areas. No attempt is made to establish a time frame
for this to occur.
Baker (1973) estimated that the Lake Missoula flood reached discharge
values of about 7.5 x 10 8 cfs (2.1 x 10 7 m3/sec)(a) and caused a gigantic lake
to develop upstream of Wallula Gap. The impounded water was released through
the gap at a lesser rate.(b) The maximum discharge through the gap is estimated to have been about 3.2 x 10 8 cfs (9.0 x 10 6 m3/sec). A flow of this magnitude through the gap could cause extensive erosion at the 200 Areas followed
by redeposition of massive amounts of sediment at the site as renewed impoundment of water upstream of the Wallula Gap commences. This scenario does not
(a) m3/sec = 0.028 cfs
(b) Baker discusses two possible flood events based on geomorphological
evidence and radiocarbon dating. The first event, which is the larger of
the two, occurred about 22,000 years ago and it is this one that is called
the Lake Missoula flood. A lesser flood confined mainly to the Columbia
River Valley is estimated to have occurred about 14,000 years ago.
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consider a Missoula-sized flood, as much lesser floods could also cause erosion
of the 200 Area and have worse dose consequences (less dilution of the released
waste products).
Three different flow conditions are proposed in this scenario:
,.

•
•
•

,

flow occurring over the 200-East ~rea only
flow occurring over both the 200-East and 200-West Areas
a change in the main Columbia River 'flow channel.

The flow rates determined to cause possible erosion for these three specified settings are assumed to be minimum flow rates and imply worst conditions
(maximum dose consequences). Rough estimates of flow rates were determined
for a channel cross-section near Vernita Bridge by application of the uniform
flow equation (Chow 1959):

/

where

Q = water discharge
A ; cross-section area
R = cross-section area/wetted perimeter
S = channel slope
n = channel roughness parameter.

--

,-

.

A water discharge rating curve was deveJoped for the Columbia River by
assuming steady flow conditions over a range of potential water surface elevations. Details of this calculation are presented in Appendix F. For the first
two flow conditions, water surface elevations providing at least 20 ft of depth
were assumed and the competent velocity checked. This would seem to insure
that enough flow would pass over the 200-East and 200-West Areas for the
divided flow conditions of major glacial age floods.
Erosion of the 200-East Area Only - Because of the lower elevation of the
200-East Area as compared to the 200-West Area, the possibility exists that
only this area may be eroded during glacial outwash flows. Since the flow
would be less than that required to erode both the areas the contaminant concentrations may be higher for this condition.
21

The water surface elevation required for this inundation is taken to be
700 ft MSL (213 m), which corresponds to a flow of 9.6 x 10 6 cfs (2.7 x
10 5 m3/sec). Figure 3 shows the approximate portion of the Hanford Reservation
that would be inundated when the water discharge is at the 700 ft (213 m) MSL
elevation in the 200 Areas. While some runoff might enter the 200-West Area
under this case, no significant erosion is assumed to occur.

..

Erosion of the 200-East and 200-West Areas - Erosion of the 200 East and
200 West Areas is assumed to occur simultaneously for the following reason. A
flood wave passing through the Hanford reach of the Columbia River and large
enough to inundate and erode the 200 West Area would erode the 200 East Area
as well. This situation would require a minimum water discharge of 9.6 x
108 cfs (2.7 x 10 7m3/sec), which would initially scour the 200-East Area and
the 200-West Area over a period of several days.
For the purpose of this study, the flood discharge estimated to inundate
and exhume high-level wastes from both areas is assumed to be approximately
1.1 x 108 cfs (3.1 x 10 6 m3 /sec) at a stage of 720 ft MSL (see Figure 4).
2.2.2 Change in Columbia River Course
If conditions developed during the advance and retreat of the glacial
lobes which forced the main flow through Sentinel Gap to pass between Gable
Mountain and the 200-East Area a lesser flow than indicated above (9.6 x
10 7 cfs - 2.7 x 106 m3/sec) may erode the 200-East tank farms.
Currently, two topographic characteristics of the Hanford Site combine to
make a major shift in river course highly unlikely. These features are the
almost circular shape of Umtanum Ridge immediately downstream from Sentinel
Gap and the incised channel of the Columbia River east of Gable Mountain. The
combination of the ridge curvature and the pathline of the Columbia River
channel topography would guide flows toward the White Bluffs area. From· the
White Bluffs the meltwater flow would follow the present Columbia River channel
and spread out over the adjacent area downstream of Gable Mountain.
Since Umtanum Ridge (an erosional basalt remnant) will probably remain a
fixed geological boundary for future incoming glacial flows, the assumption
has been made that any shifting of channel position would come from changes
22
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forced on the Columbia River channel topography. Such changes could possibly
occur if large melt-water flows brought enough sedimentary material into the
Hanford area by way of Ringold and Esquatzel Coulees, and the Snake River to
form alluvial fans along the base of the eastern bluff line. The fans would
form an apron of material which would obliterate the present Columbia River
channel and raise the ground surface elevations sufficiently to cause a shift
in channel position.
A temporary re-routing of inflows to the Hanford Area may have to occur
for alluvial apron development. This could be accomplished by: 1) damming of
the upper Columbia River by a glacial ice lobe, 2) landslides damming or partially obstructing Sentinel Gap, or 3) glacial ice and debris, including many
large boulders, damming or partially obstructing Sentinel Gap. These events
could be assisted by large floods down the Snake River, effectively reducing
the Columbia River effect of scouring. If one or more of these events occur
and force a change in river course, a water surface elevation of about 660 ft
MSL with a corresponding flow of 2.9 x 10 7 cfs (8.2 x 105 m3/sec) would
be required to erode the 200-East tank farm areas. The alluvial apron and
river course change are shown in Figure 5.
Summary of Postulated Glacial Age Flows
A tabulation and comparison of the postulated glacial age flow conditions
are shown in Table 5. The average annual Columbia River discharge and the
maximum estimated Missoula flood discharge are included for comparison of magnitude. These flows are only rough estimates of possible water discharges.
If backwater effects caused by Wallula Gap were included in the analysiS, the
flows are expected to be less and possibly the chances of scour may be less.
The water surface elevations with respect to the tank farms for three cases
are shown in Figures 6 and 7.
.,

.

2.2.3 Climatic Change and Irrigation
Disruption of the 200-East and 200-West Area tank sites could conceivably
result from changes in climatic and surface water conditions present at the
site. The following scenarios discuss the effects of climate change and
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TABLE 5.
•

Comparison of Estimated Glacial Age Flows with the Average
Annual Flow of the Columbia River at Vernita Bridge
Ratio to Columbia River
Average Annual Flow

Estimated Flow

Discharge (cfs)(a)

Columbia River Average Annual
Flow (at Vernita)

1.2 x 105

1

Flow Required for 660 ft MSL
(200-East Area only)

2.9 x 10 7

240

Flow Required for 700 ft MSL
(200-East Area only)

9.6 x 10 7

793

Flow Required for 720 ft MSL
(200-West Area only)

1.1 x 108

868

Maximum Missoula Flood

7.5

108

6215

x

(a) To convert to m3 per second, multiply by 0.028.
irrigation, both separately and in combination, at the tank sites. These scenarios are used to estimate change in ground water levels and to calculate flow
velocity and direction (flow tubes shown in Figure 8).

.

.

Consequences of these scenarios were assessed using the ground water
transport and EVAP-9 models presented in Appendices A and B, respectively.
All scenarios presented in this section assume that wetter and cooler climatic
conditions will exist at the Hanford Site at 1,000 and 10,000 years in the
future. This is based on a study by Kukla (Scott et ale 1979) that suggests
precipitation will increase two to three times the present amount and the
temperature will decrease by 5 to 6°C. However, the reader should note that
geologic evidence indicates periods of very dry climatic conditions occurred
during Pleistocene times. A wet climate scenario has been developed, as very
dry conditions are not considered as likely to affect waste containment.

,- -

-.

Climatic Change
Climatic change was calculated by varying temperature and precipitation
from the long term mean. Changes in input to the model were: (1) to increase
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FIGURE 8.

Water Table Contours and Flow Tubes from Tank Farms
for the Climatic Change Plus Irrigation on 200 Areas
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precipitation to three times the present rate and, (2) to decrease temperature
by 5 to 6°C. The computer model. adapted from Morton (1976. 1978), uses these
inputs to estimate potential evapotranspiration in the area. The evapotranspiration model indicates that the above changes result in a 1 in. (2.5 cm) per
year infiltration to the ground-water table.

•

Resulting variation in the ground-water table beneath the 200 Areas, the
Yakima Barricade, and Gable Mountain was estimated as follows. The flux
increase in each of the watersheds was estimated by accumulating 1 in./yr
(2.5 em) of infiltration over the Columbia Plateau. The ground-water model
simulated conditions where the water from the north slope of Rattlesnake Mountain and up Dry Creek Valley. (an area of 99 square miles, 257 km2), was
accumulated and that amount of water was input data for the ground-water model
along Rattlesnake and at the end of the buried Yakima Ridge.
On the western side of the ground-water system the increase was accumulated from a 54-square mile (150 km2) watershed and applied to the model
along Yakima Ridge and Cold Creek Valley supplementing the underflow that continually crosses that boundary.
Also 1-in. (2.5 cm) infiltration was accumulated and applied along the
flanks of Gable Mountain and Gable Butte and the eastern terminus of Umtanum
Ridge. Because this is a long-term scenario all disposal of cooling and waste
water in the 200 Areas was assumed terminated.

.

.

.

Comparing the resulting water table elevations from the climatic change
ground-water model as described above with a recent water table shows that
along the area beneath the Yakima Barricade the predicted water table was about
20 ft (6.1 m) higher. However, beneath the 200-West Area tanks the predicted
elevation was within only +6 to -6 ft (+1.8 m) of the present water table. In
200-East Area it was uniformly 5 ft (1.5 m) lower because of the termination
of waste water discharge. Table 6 shows the comparison results •
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TABLE 6.

Change in Water(T~ble Elevation Resulting from Climatic
Change Scenario a)
Change from Pre-Hanford
Water Table 2 ft

Yakima Barricade
200-West Area
200-East Area
Gable Mtn. - Gable Butte Gap

+12
+34
+18
+10

to
to
to
to

13
48
22
12

(3.7 to 4.0 m)
(10.4 to 14.6 m)
( 5•5 to 6. 7 m)
(3 •0 to 3. 7 m)

Change from Present
Water Table 2 ft

•

+20 (6.1 m)
+6 to -6 (~1.8 m)
-5 (-1.5 m)
-7 (-2.1 m)

(a) Assumes 1 in./yr (2.5 cm/yr) water infiltration.
Irrigation of the 200 Areas (Alternatives C and D) - For the case of
irrigation directly over the 200 Areas, the following assumptions were made:
about 75% of the 200 Areas, or about 4,350 acres (1,762 ha), would be
irrigated;{a) that circle-set sprinklers would be used, and that they would
be positioned at one per 160 acres (85 ha); that each sprinkler would require
about a 1,000 gallon per minute (3.78 m3/min(b)) supply of water, and that
the required volume of water would be pumped from the unconfined aquifer.
Approximately 27 sprinklers would be needed, requiring a continuous supply of
27,000 gallons per minute (102 m3/min).
A water requirement of 42 in. (107 cm) was assumed for this scenario.(c)
It was also assumed that water would be supplied to the sprinklers by pipes
with no conveyance loss and that the irrigation application efficiency would
be fairly high, e.g., 70% (Israelson 1967). The supply requirement would then
be 60 in. (152 cm). An irrigation season of May through September was chosen
(153 days).
Estimates were made that, at 1,100 gpm (4.1 m3/min) per well,
29,700 gpm (112 m3/min) would be required from the unconfined aquifer
beneath the 200 Areas for this irrigation case. The unconfined aquifer was
( a) The area represented by the tank farms is ~1% of the total irrigated area.
( b) (Gallons per minute) x 3.78 x 10- 3 = m3/min.
( c) Water requirements for pasture and alfalfa for the part of Washington State

that includes the Hanford Site are 36 to 50 in. (91 to 127 cm) (WSU 1969).
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selected for supply to determine if heavy pumpage and extensive irrigation
would set up a circulation between the aquifer and the surface. The
conclusion was that it would not.
At 70% irrigation water use efficiency, about 18 in. (46 cm) of the
applied 60 in. (152 cm) is lost and not used by the crops. The potential
evapotranspiration for the Hanford Site exceeds precipitation during May
through September by 25 to 35 in. (64 to 89 cm) (Wallace 1978); thus, most of
the unused water can be expected to evaporate from sprinkler application.
However, because of water application during times of lower temperature and
higher relative humidity, e.g., during night operation, about 15% or approximately 2.5 in. (6.4 cm) of water is assumed to be available for downward percolation and recharge directly under the areas irrigated.
Climatic Change with Irrigation - The climatic change scenario was combined with irrigation directly over the tank farm areas to postulate a leach
mechanism which would move the high-level waste to the water table making it
available to transport through the ground water to the Columbia River. Even
with a change to a wetter climate, irrigation would be required in the hotter,
drier months of the year (growing season). For this scenario an area of
4,350 acres (1,762 ha) was chosen to cover 200-East and 200-West Areas.
The combined effect of the climatic change and irrigation was the addition
of 3.5 in. (8.9 cm) of water infiltrating the 200 Areas directly through the
tank farm areas. The effect on the water table was compared to the pre-Hanford
water table and a simulation of the water table with 1975 cooling and waste
water disposal rates. The results are summarized in Table 7. The lower water
table in 200-East Area is explained by the discontinuance of waste water to
discharge areas which presently produces a ground-water mound.

.-

-

Integrating the postulated recharge of 1 in. (2.5 cm) over the Hanford
Site and along the boundaries indicates an insufficient long-term supply of
ground water for irrigation. The total shows 16,500 gpm (62.7 m3/min)
available for recharge, while the irrigation demand would be about 27,000 gpm
(102 m3/min). In addition, even with extremely high transmissivity, only a
fraction of the 16,500 gpm (62.7 m3 /min) is available in the region around
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TABLE 7.

Change in Water Table Elevation Resulting from Climatic
Change with Irrigation Scenarios(a)
Change from
Pre-Hanford Water Table

Yakima
Barricade
200-West

Change from
Present Water Table

12 to 14 ft
(3.7 to 4.3 m) higher

18 to 20 ft
(5.5 to 6.1 m) higher

42 to 52 ft
(12.8 to 15.8 m) higher

2 to 13 ft
(0.6 to 4.0 m) higher

•

.

200-East

18 to 23 ft
(5.5 to 7.0 m) higher

.

-3 to -4 ft
(-0.9 to -1.2 m) lower

(a) Assumes 3 to 5 in./yr (7.6 to 12.7 cm/yr) water infiltration.
the 200 Areas. Because of the storage already present, some irrigation water
could be supplied from ground water for a few years, but no transient analysis
was attempted to define how many or where wells could be placed.
Discussion of Climatic Change and Irrigation Scenarios
These scenarios indicate that the amount of water available for downward
percolation, due to climatic change and/or irrigation, is 1) insufficient to
cause significant changes in ground water levels near the 200 Areas and
2) insufficient to sustain irrigation at the 200 Areas for an extended period.
Combination of climatic change and irrigation scenarios provides the highest
gradients through the ground-water system to the river and produces the shortest travel time for the transporting water. In addition infiltration of
3.5 in. (8.9 cm) of water over the tank farms provides a leaching mechanism.
Therefore, the combined scenario was used for release consequence analysis.
Flow tubes from each of the existing tank farm areas were calculated and
are plotted in Figure 8 with the ground-water table contours. Travel time,
velocity, and length of each flow tube were calculated; and the flow of water
in each tube (flux) was determined. A width and an average depth for each tube
were calculated to get the input necessary for the transport program. Table 8
presents, in condensed form, the data from the different flow tubes detailed
in Figure 8.
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The 70-yr whole body dose commitment to the population residing within a
50-mile radius of the Hanford site from the combined scenario would amount to
1800 man-rems for a population of 1.3 million persons in the year 3140 and
2600 man-rems for a population of 5 million persons in the year 12,140. These
exposures would result in 0-3 health effects to the population .
2.2.4 Meteorite Impact Scenario for High-Level Waste Tanks
The disruption of a group of high-level waste tanks by the impact of a
meteorite could vary from a partial release of the contents of one tank to the
complete excavation of all tanks. Because most of the ejected material will
fall back into the crater or immediately adjacent to the crater, only a small
fraction will be vaporized and/or ejected in the particle size range that can
be dispersed in the atmosphere. However, for purposes of consequence analysis,
TABLE 8.

Characteristics of Flow Tubes

Tank Farm Areas (Includes all subdivisions)
A

Travt;!l Time

B

S

U

T

--'--

(yr)t a )

45

59

127

144

121

Velocity,
ft/yr (m/yr)

1,002
(330)

953
(290 )

658
(201 )

573
(175 )

519
(159)

Length,
ft tm)

48,510
(14,786)

56,340
(17,172)

83,790
(25,539)

82,710
(25,210.)

62,940
(1,918 )

Fl ux, 106
ft 3 /yr (10 6

3.8
(106.7)

4.7
(132.7)

3.4
(95.7)

1.5
(42.5)

3.3
(93.1)

Wi dth,
ft (m)

1,107
(337)

5,632
(1717)

3,246
(949)

600
(183)

1,223
(373)

Depth to
flow Tube, ft

31.4
(9.6)

8.7
(2.7)

15.8
(4.8)

43.6
(13.3)

51.8
(15.8)

/yr)

.-

(m)

(a) The porosity used to calculate the travel time and flux was 0.1.
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release fractions should be based upon the fraction of tanks excavated. For
example, if 50% of the tanks are excavated by one meteorite event, then it is
assumed that 50% of the total Hanford tank inventory is subject to transport
by wind erosion and surface water runoff.
The following assumptions are made about the meteorite impact of highlevel waste tanks at Hanford. Impact craters of diameters greater than 60 m
at the crater rim are sufficient for excavating to a depth of 10 to 20 m
(Grieve and Robertson 1979). Forty percent of the impact energy is converted
to heat, 50% is used in crushing and deformation of the surface material, and
10% goes into ejecta kinetic energy (OIKeefe and Ahrens 1977). Most of the
energy related to the ejected material is considered to be used in lifting
masses of shattered material, which falls back into the crater or outside the
crater to form an extended rim (OIKeefeand Ahrens 1977). Fragments thrown
out along low trajectories land and become stacked in an order inverted from
the order in which they were ejected (Foster 1971). Meteorite craters with
diameters larger than 200 m will penetrate to the expected depth of the water
table.
The annual probability of a meteorite excavating a Hanford high-level
waste tank or group of tanks is on the order of 10- 9 to 10- 10 yr- 1 •
Hence, over a period of 10,000 years the probability of a meteorite event is
on the order of 10- 5 to 10-6• The calculation of the probability of a
meteorite event is based upon terrestrial cratering rate data (Grieve and
Robertson 1979) and various models of tank distributions which are presented
in Appendix D. The single cluster model assumes that 160 tanks are located
within a single circular impact zone. This model results in the smallest
probability of a meteorite disturbing one or more tanks (2 x 10-10 yr- 1 ).
A second model assumes that 160 tanks are located in four impact zones
positioned near the existing Hanford tank farms. The four cluster model
results in a probability of about 4 x 10-10 yr- 1 that one or more tanks·
will be excavated by a meteorite event. A third model assumes random
distribution of tanks (and other near surface facilities) at Hanford. Based
upon the random distribution model, 100% excavation of the Hanford Site to a
depth of 10 m or more will occur within a time frame of 5 x 10 10 years.
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The probability that all surface facilities at Hanford might be excavated
by meteorite events is about 2 x 10- 7 during the 10,000 year period following
1990. It should be noted that the probability of a large release is nearly
the same as the probability of a small release. This is due to the relationship between the inverse diameter square (0- 2) cratering rate (Grieve and
Dence 1979) and the corresponding areas swept out by the cratering events
n(D/2)2. Consequently, for the high-level waste tank release scenario it
was assumed that 60% of the Hanford HLW was released by a single meteorite
event in the 200 E Area. A single meteorite capable of forming a crater with
a diameter larger than 2 km disrupts all HLW tanks located in the 200 E Area.
All of the volatiles in the 200 E Area tanks are released and 13.2% (22% x 60%)
of the HLW is dispersed as particulates. The 22% factor is based on the largest well-studied terrestrial explosion in historical time, i.e., the explosion of the island volcano, Krakatoa (Alvarez 1980, Symons 1888). About
two-thirds of the particulates reach the stratosphere and one-third are distributed locally. The total body dose consequences from this postulated event
are about a factor of 60 times greater than the dose results obtained for a
meteorite scenario postulated for a deep geologic repository. However, it
should be noted that the relative releases would be dependent on the size of
the event, e.g., a crater larger than 6 km across could excavate the entire
HLW inventory of a geologic repository and the relative release fractions
would then be similar.

.
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The 70-yr whole body dose commitment to the Hanford population in 2990
(1.3 million persons) would be about 2,000,000 man-rem with 326-2522 health
effects. The 70-yr whole body dose commitment to the maximum individual would
be about 14 rem. If the event occurs 10,000 years after 1990, then the 70-yr
whole body dose to the Hanford population is 3,500,000 man-rem with 560-4200
health effects and the 70-yr whole body dose to the maximum individual is
5.7 rem.

.
2.3 LONG-TERM SCENARIOS AFFECTING DEEP GEOLOGIC DISPOSAL
The scenarios included in this section describe events taking place in or
external to a conventionally mined deep geologic repository. Such a repository, at a hypothetical location in a salt or basalt rock formation, would be
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at least 600 meters below the land surface. Deep geologic repositories will
be sited, loaded, and sealed with every expectation that long term radiological
impacts will be nonexistent to negligible. However, because of the uncertain
nature of catastrophic events over long time periods, questions regarding what
would happen if certain events took place are appropriate.
Dose and consequence analysis of several catastrophic events for a deep
geologic repository are presented in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) for Management of Commercially Generated Radioactive Waste (DOE/EIS
1979). Four representative scenarios were adopted from this document to provide a basis for estimating dose and health effects for the HLW deep geologic
disposal alternative. Several changes were made to the basic scenarios in
order to include recent developments in probability estimates for these events.
Also, for the purpose of comparison of HLW disposal alternatives, it was
assumed that the repository contained only Hanford defense waste.
In general, repository media were not considered to influence consequences
of the Meteorite, Faulting and Flooding, and Human Intrusion scenarios.(a)
However, use of salt as a host media could influence consequences of a 10ngterm accident (e.g., due to its solubility, salt could enter the biosphere
with the waste radionuc1ides). Thus, the properties of a salt medium were
used in the analysis of a generic repository.
2.3.1

Repository Breach by Meteorite

Breach of a deep geologic repository would be possible by a meteorite
about 36 m in diameter striking a point above the repository at a speed of
about 35 km/sec on impact. If a density of 8 g/cm3 (which is representative
of iron or nickel-iron meteorites) is assumed, the mass of the meteorite at
contact would be about 200,000 metric tons and would have an energy equivalent
to about 30 megatons of TNT. The meteorite would be expected to produce a
crater roughly 2 km in diameter and 600 m deep at its deepest point •.
(a) Assumptions made for these scenarios preclude any affect of differing
properties in the host media: The Meteorite and Faulting and Flooding
scenarios assume breaches occur in the host rock. Faulting and Flooding
with Stream Transport and Human Intervention by Drilling scenarios assume
a fixed amount of waste is mobilized regardless of repository ~edia.
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Temperatures at the impact point would reach millions of degrees, and
most of the meteorite plus some of the surrounding rock would be vaporized.
Some of the rock material would be pulverized and ejected into the air as the
crater formed. Most of the ejected material would be expected to fall back
into the crater and its immediate vicinity •
The amounts of various radionuclides ejected would depend on the length
of time between repository closure and meteorite impact. This event ',lIas characterized for a strike at 1,000 and 10,000 years after 1990. "I:he fraction of
all radionuclides released would be a complex function of the depth of the
crater, the fraction of the repository disturbed and the composition of the
waste at the time of the event. At a penetration depth of 600 m, it was
assumed that 1.5% of the inventory was released as volatiles (3 H, 14C, 129 1)
and 0.15% of the inventory was released as particulate material. The dose
calculations assume a plume of dust and gas extends into the stratosphere.
About one-third of the material released is deposited locally and two-thirds
is dispersed to a fixed population located in the eastern U.S. The radionuclide. inventory was decay corrected from the year 1990.
(

The 70-yr whole body dose commitment to the Hanford population in 2990
(1.3 million persons) would be 33,000 man-rem with 5-38 health effects. The
corresponding 70-yr whole body dose to the Eastern U.S. Population (2 million
persons) would be 50,000 man-rem with 3-24 health effects. The 70-yr whole
body dose commitment to the maximum individual would be 0.23 rem. Similar
results were obtained for the meteorite strikes of a generic repository.
10,000 years after 1990 the 70-yr whole body dose to the Hanford population of
5 million persons would be 50,000 man-rems with 8-58 health effects. The corresponding 70-yr whole body dose to the Eastern U.S. population of 2 million
persons would be 7,600 man-rem.
Estimates of the frequency of disruptive meteorite events have been made
by Claiborne and Gera (1974), Hartmann (Scott et al. 1979) and Little (1980).
These estimates are based on various cratering rate models and probability
models. The data bases for the cratering rates result primarily from the work
of Hartmann, Grieve and Robertson (1979), and Grieve and Dence (1979). Using
a cratering rate model developed by Hartmann, Claiborne and Gera (1974)
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obtained a frequency of 2 x 10-13 yr- 1 for meteorite events capable of
producing craters 600 m deep and greater than 2 km wide on a projected land
surface area of 8 km 2• Based on Claiborne and Gerais model, the frequency
of craters with diameters greater than 1 km striking the surface directly
above the repository would be about 10-12 yr-1. Hartmann (Scott et al. 1979)
improved on the data base and probability model and obtained a frequency of
3 x 10-12 yr- 1 for crater diameters larger than 1 km intersecting a land surface area of 10 km 2• Little (1980) reported that the environmental effects
of large size meteorite impacts (crater diameters greater than 2 km) are of
greater importance than breaching a waste repository. Neglecting the contribution of these events and utilizing the higher cratering rate model of Grieve
and Dence (1979), Little obtained a frequency of 3 x 10-11 yr- 1 for meteorite
impacts producing craters with diameters greater than 1 km on a land surface
area of 24 km 2•
It was assumed in these analyses that meteorite impacts which produce
1-2 km diameter craters fracture to a depth of 600 m and release a relatively
small fraction of the radionuclide inventory. If the larger size meteorite
events are included in a probability model such as model 1 in Appendix 0, then
the frequency of events capable of fracturing or excavating to a depth of
600 m is about 9 x 10-11 yr- 1 for a single 10 km 2 repository. More importantly,
about 50% of all craters which might intersect the repository are capable of
totally exhuming the contents. For example, if a crater with a diameter of
2 km or larger were to intersect the repository, there is about a 50% chance
that the crater would totally envelop the repository. Over a 10,000 year time
period, the probability of a meteorite crater larger than 2 km intersecting
a circular land surface area of 10 km 2 is about 6 x 10- 7• The probability that
the entire contents of the repository might be released during that same period
of time is about 3 x 10- 7•
2.3.2 Repository Breach by Drilling
In this accident it is assumed that at 100, 1,000 and 10,000 years after
1990 an individual (or group) drills 600 m into a generic waste repository in
search of a mineral resource or for geologic study. For purposes of this analysis, repository markers are no longer evident, or are misunderstood, or
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ignored. These individuals have the technology to drill to that rlepth, but it
is assumed that they do not possess or do not apply the knowledge and apparatus
to assay material brought up in the drilling process and discover its radioactive properties. In qualitative terms, someone would likely explore for
salt, potash, oil, etc. in the area of a repository in salt based on the same
exploration principles that established the presence of the formation in the
first pl ace. In other formations such as granite, shale, and basalt, such a
strong association with particular resources does not seem to exist as in the
case of salt, but water, oil, and gas exploration are possible.
The frequency of future drilling could not be determined for this scenario
(DOE 1979), however, other studies indicate that the annual probability value
may exceed 10- 2 yr- 1 (Little 1980). If drilling occurs somewhere on a repository site, then the probability that the drill will strike a waste canister is
about 0.001-0.005 per drilling event (Little 1980, DOE 1979). Thus, the overall frequency of a contaminated drilling event is 10- 4-10- 5 yr- 1 per site.
These probability estimates assume that only a fraction of the waste canister
will be intersected by the drill bit. Consequently, it was conservatively
estimated that one-fourth of a canister (a reference high-level waste canister)
is circulated to the surface with the drilling mud and that the radioactive
material is uniformly distributed over 0.5 ha in the top 5 cm of the surface
so i 1 •
For the population dose calculations at Hanford 1,000 and 10,000 years
after 1990, population estimates for the site were obtained from Yandon (1980).
100 years after 1990 the population on the Hanford Site is assumed to be
16 persons per square mile. At 2090, the wastes are assumed to be in tanks
and the drilling tailings are mixed with soil over a 0.25 ha.

,..

The 70-yr whole body commitment to the Hanford population in 2090 (390,000
persons) would be 22 man-rem with no health effects. The 70-yr whole body dose
to the maximum individual would be 340,000 rem. For the generic site, the
70-yr whole body population dose was 43 man-rem for a drilling event in 2090.
The 70-yr whole body dose commitment to the maximum individual would be
240,000 rem. No significant health effects were obtained for drilling events
100, 1000, and 10,000 years after 1990.
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2.3.3

Solution Mining(a)

In this accident a geologic repository in salt is breached by solution
mining 1,000 and 10,000 years after 1990. Although this accident is typified
by solution mining for salt recovery, solution mining is also used for extraction of other resources and for construction of underground storage cavities.
This accidental breach of a repository is believed to be conceivable only for
an industrialized society having technological capabilities similar to those
ex ist i ng today.
Solution mining in domed salt involves drilling a well to the desired
level in the resource and inserting a double-walled pipe. Water is pumped down
the outer pipe into the salt, where it dissolves the salt into a brine and
forces the brine back up the center pipe. In stratified salt a more common
practice is to place wells about 500 m apart using water pumped into one well
to hydrofracture through the salt to the other welL
For this accident, as for the drilling accident, the assumption is made
that repository markers are either misunderstood, ignored, or no longer
evident. No probabilities are assigned to this event, and it is presented
only as a hypothetical "what if" accident.
The assumption is made that although the salt stratum of the references
site is about 80 m thick, the salt removed is principally that from backfill,
ceiling, pillars and floor where radioactive waste has been placed. In mining
the repository about 33 metric tons of salt were removed for waste placement.
This represents about one-fourth of the total salt volume in the mined area
(it is assumed that the repository has been backfilled completely with salt;
actually backfill of about 60% is presently planned). The total salt postulated to be solution mined over 50 years is then about 130 million tons. (This
represents about 10% of the total salt contained in the salt strata bounded by
the repository area.) If an equal amount of salt is mined in each of 50 years,
the annual production would be about 2.4 million metric tons. Such a solution
(a) This scenario applies only to waste emplaced in a deep geologic repository
sited in a salt formation.
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mlnlng operation for salt would exceed the size of those presently in operation in the United States. (a)
If 3% of the 2.4 million metric tons of salt mined per year is used for
human consumption, then about 72,000 metric tons would be used for that purpose. If a person consumed 1800 g/yr then 72,000 metric tons of salt would
provide for about 40 million persons.
Although daily monitoring controls on the salt would bring attention to
the presence of contaminated salt, the possible failure of such monitoring was
recognized. The producers' quality assurance laboratory may not recognize the
failure for a week. That failing, it might take as much as a year before a
consumer discovered the contamination. Therefore, the radiation dose consequence to an exposed po~lation of 40 million persons is based on the ingestion of contaminated salt for a period of one year.
To simplify the dose calculations, it was assumed that a constant 2.3 x 10- 4
percent of the radionuclides are leached from HLW mixed with the brine, and
carried to the surface. Based on other assessments of a solution mining event,
it was estimated that dose consequences could be 1-2 orders of magnitude higher
if the event occurs 100 years after 1990. Also, the dose consequences would
be higher if the source of contaminated salt is not discovered. For the oneyear release scenario, the 70-year whole body dose to the exposed population
of 40 million persons would amount to 7800 man-rem with 1-8 health effects
1000 years after 1990. The 70-year whole body dose to a fixed population of
40 million persons 10,000 years after 1990 is 17,000 man-rem with 2-14 health
effects. The dose is higher at 10,000 years due to the increase of 226 Ra
concentration from the decay of 238 U and 234U.
2.3.4 Repository Breach by Fault Fracture and Flooding

. .'
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A fracture or series of fractures either from the surface or from a nearby
aquifer is assumed to penetrate to the repository. These fractures are assumed
to be connected and to permit water to reach the wastes. For this scenario, a
(a) A very large operation in the United States produces about 0.4 million
tons annually, and in Europe a very large operation may produce on the
order of 1 metric tons of salt annually.
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large stream of water penetrates the repository and leaches out radioactive
waste and then, following a hypothetical conduit, returns to the surface
to form a stream. Alternatively, the water may enter a confined aquifer and
flow for miles to producing deep wells. This scenario is independent of host
rock properties and is conservative for purposes of consequence analysis as
discussed below.
These accident scenarios are based on assumptions which include an improbable combination of events with very low probabilities of occurrence, and in
some cases contrary to the evidence available. For example, faulting of thick
salt units generally does not lead to formation of permeable zones, and the
plastic behavior of salt tends to heal any opening. Also, massive salt units
generally occur in a geologic environment that contains clays, shales and
argillaceous units that again tend to deform plastically. Faults in rock
material that yields by brittle fracture (granite, basalt, some carbonates)
are more likely to form permeable zones of crushed, broken rock than faults in
salt. However, even in brittle rocks a fault zone may, through the grinding
and crushing of the material, form a zone of fault gouge with very low or no
permeability. That any fault would form a continuously permeable conduit to
the repository is doubtful, even if a fault should occur through the
repository to the land surface.
A "worst" situation is also assumed with respect to the waste form. In
particular, leach rates with water in contact with solidified reprocessing
wastes are assumed to be for devitrified glass in a fractured state.
In this scenario the repository is breached by fracturing at 1,000 and
10,000 years after 1990. Water in the form of a stream of 2.8 m3/sec
(100 cfs), invades the repository, flows past the wastes and enters the reference environment in a river about 10 km from the repository center. The stream
is assumed to be in contact with the wastes for one year. (This case simulates
the subsequent sealing of the breach line by further earth movement, healing
because of the nature of the host rock or because of plugging of the water path
by sediment carried by the stream.)
The 70-yr whole body dose commitment to the exposed population of 1.3 million persons amounts to 9.2 man-rem and zero health effects 1000 years after
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1990. The 70-yr whole body dose to the exposed population of 5 million persons
would be 33 man-rem if the faulting-flooding scenario occurs 10,000 years after
1990.
2.4

NONBOUNDING SCENARIOS

Nine nonbounding scenarios are presented in this section. These scenarios
have been examined and dismissed because they are considered to have appreciably less (or no) measurable impact than the bounding scenarios discussed previously. Many nonbounding scen~rios are included in response to comments on
1) earlier drafts of this report, or 2) previous environmental impact statements. These scenarios do not have a specifically designated time period and
could happen any time within the 10,000-year time frame for analysis. These
scenarios are applicable to the in-situ or continue present action alternatives
in which the high-level waste will remain relatively near the surface in tanks.
2.4.1 Effects of Seismicity and Faulting
Seismic effects of the magnitude predicted by the following analysis would
only serve to speed up the eventual disintegration of the high-level waste
tanks and associated facilities. Because the disruptive scenarios already considered assume that the tanks do not present an effective barrier to radionuclide transport, a slight perturbation in the actual time of disintegration
will not affect the ultimate results. In addition, seismic events of sufficient magnitude to convey high-level waste to the surface for transport by
wind or water erosion are not considered probable.
Seismicity of the Hanford Area

f

_

Seismicity in the Columbia Plateau is attributed to a north-south oriented
compressional stress regime that has resulted in thrust or reverse dip-slip
faulting that occurs ; n east-west oriented zones reported in Scott et al.
(1979, Smith 1979). The United States ~eolog;ca' Survey and the University of
Washington have carefully monitored earthquake activity in the Hanford Region
since 1969. Recorded earthquakes generally have magnitudes less than four on
the Richter Scale. These observations are consistent with the historical
record of large earthquakes known to have occurred in the Pacific Northwest
since 1872 (Table 9).
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TABLE 9.

Reported Seismic Events (M

Location
U. S. -Canada
Puget Sound
Puget Sound
Milton-Freewater
Puget Sound
Puget Sound
Corfu
Cascades

Date
12/14/1872
04/13/1949
04/29/1965
07/16/1936
11/13/1939
04/29/1945
11/01/1918
12/30/1926

~

M
7.5
7.1
6.9
5.8
5.8
5.5

5.5) near Hanford Since 1872
Distance from
200 Area 2 km
304
232
223
122
267
182
14
54

Intens ity at
200 Area
5
1 - 4
4
4
3
1 - 4
3 4
1 - 3
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This data shows that historically large earthquakes have occurred at distances
greater than 200 km from the Pasco Basin. However, geologic evidence suggests
that a few moderate to strong earthquakes have occurred in the Pasco Basin
during the past few thousand years.
Many effects caused by earthquakes could damage a waste storage facility.
These include the primary effects of vibratory shaking and fault displacement
as well as secondary effects such as differential compaction of alluvium,
liquefaction, and landslides. Of these, only vibratory shaking and fault displacement are considered important to the present storage options. Liquefaction of alluvium beneath waste storage tanks during an earthquake is very
unlikely given the present dry climate and deep water table at the site. However, soils in the Hanford area have been tested and found to be capable of
liquefaction in some cases if saturated (WPPSS 1978). Landslides are present
in the area, but major landslides along the Saddle Mountains are now thought
to be related to the Missoula flood. Differential compaction of alluvium
beneath waste storage tanks would be a secondary effect of intense vibratory
shaking or fault displacement and will not be considered independently of these
events.
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Vibratory Shaking
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The occurrence of a moderate to large earthquake, Richter magnitude
M 6.5, within 100 km of a storage facility would produce sUbstantial ground
accelerations at the site. Resulting damage to a tank farm would include damage to pipes or vents at the sides and bottoms of the tanks, possibly cracking
the tanks themselves if they had been weakened by internal corrosion. The
upper parts of partially full tanks could be especially vulnerable to vibratory damage because of the impedance mismatch between the surrounding earth
material and the empty (air-filled) tops of the tanks. Filling the tanks with
sand/gravel would reduce the impedance mismatch somewhat. The result of such
damage would be to create pathways for waste to migrate from the tanks.
Wight (Scott et al. 1979) has considered the effects of vibratory shaking
on a deep repository and finds that this mechanism provides a negligible
hazard to a deep repository, provided back fill is properly engineered.
Estimated Maximum Accelerations for Hanford Area
The probability of having a major earthquake near a storage facility must
be estimated conservatively since the historical record is so short. Wyss
(1978) presented an equation for estimating the expected maximum magnitude
earthquake that may occur on a known fault. This equation (M = 4.2 + Log A)
relates maximum Richter magnitude M to the rupture surface area A of a fault.
Fault rupture surface drea is the product of fault length and fault depth.
Table 10 presents maximum magnitude earthquakes estimated for known faults in
the Hanford area. Depths of faults were measured along the dip of the fault
to depths estimated from seismic activity in the area. Fault length was
measured at the surface. Peak ground accelerations are also shown in Table 10
for the four potential earthquakes. These values were calculated using the
following empirical relationship from Wight (Scott et ale 1979):

.
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where:
Ag = peak ground acceleration (g); (1 g
R = distance (km)
M = Richter magnitude.
TABLE 10.

= 980 cm/sec 2)

Predicted Maximum Magnitude Earthquakes for Faults in Hanford Area

Fault

Length,
km

Depth,
km

Area,
km 2

Peak Ground
Distance from Acceleration,
Richter 200 Area 2 km
9
M

.-

.' ~

1

Saddle
Mountain

25

10

250

6.6

20

0.24

Umtanum

20

10

200

6.5

10

0.32

Walla Walla

20

10

200

6.5

100

0.06

Wa 11 ul a Gap

5

5

25

5.6

50

0.07

Probabil itoY of a Major Seismic Event
Work performed to establish seismic design criteria for nuclear reactors
at Hanford (Blume and Associates 1971) provides a conservative estimate that
the maximum cred i b1e earthquake over the next -iO years mi ght be of Richter
magnitude 6.7, located at the northv.est end of the Rattlesnake-Wallula fault
~zone and result in a 0.25 g acceleration on the Hanford Reservation.
Wight
(Scott et ale 1979) calculated that the annual probability of the maximum
ground acceleration exceeding 0.20 g in the area is 10- 4 . Thus over a
hundred year period from 1990 the probability of storage tanks or geologic
repositories being disrupted by vibratory motion is 10- 2• Note that the
above accelerations refer to ground motions experienced at the surface. Underground response is lower, especially in higher frequencies. Wight (Scott
et ale 1979) estimates underground motion will be 1/2 to 2/3 that of the surface in an undisturbed medium. However, these calculations are site dependent,
and unconsolidated backfill might respond to a higher degree. A good deal is
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known about the response of underground structures to intense shaking. Perhaps
the most relevant data are from underground nuclear explosions at the Nevada
Test Site; the ground motion recorded in deep tunnels and boreholes often
exceeds gravitational acceleration, g, by an order of magnitude. The motion
is sufficient to cause spalling of walls. Even in these extreme dynamic
environments, no tunnels or boreholes have been significantly damaged. Similarly, Dowding and Rozen (1978) have correlated earthquake damage in tunnels
with ground motion to conclude that tunnels are much more resistant to damage
than are surface structures. The only significant damage reported in the
40 tunnels examined was due to fault displacement rather than vibratory
exc itat ion.

•
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Fault Displacement
The probability of a moderately-sized earthquake in a 100 km 2 site area
anywhere in central Washington is roughly 5 x 10- 7 yr- 1 . This estimate by
Wight (Scott et ale 1979) and others (Little 1980) was based on an assessment
of active tectonic forces in the area. Starting with an average strain rate
of 3 km/4 million years, Wight used a relationship between geologic slip rate
and seismicity to determine the frequency of unanticipated faulting in the
site area.
As previously indicated, near term seismicity and fault displacement are
not considered to be bounding scenarios for waste tank disruption due to the
low probability of Richter M ?6.5 events during the 50-year design lifetime
of double-shell tanks (DOE 1980). However, the moderate earthquake event
postulated by Wight indicates that the probability of faulting through a
repository during the 1 million year design life is rather high. Consequently,
the annual probability of significant fault displacement through the
repository was assumed to be 10- 6 yr- 1 for the following scenario.
Shaft Seal Failure Scenario
r

_

A scenario is postulated in which the sealing material of a sealed access
shaft, or the material sealing the shaft to the rock walls, has failed. The
seal failure may be caused by fracturing from fault activity or by a distant
earthquake. The failure mechanism is assumed to operate from the lower
aquifer, through the repository and into the upper aquifer unit overlying the
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repository and to be a hydraulic conduit for water. No sealing method or
material is specified; only that the seal exists and a conducting channel has
been formed.
For the postulated scenario a shaft diameter of 6 m (19.7 ft) into the
repository is assumed. It is further assumed that the seal failure occurs
through 1% of this diameter and that the seal failure is equivalent to a
through-going vertical hole with a diameter of 0.06 m (~2.4 in.).

•

Hydrologic conditions and parameters were used that are similar to
present day conditions on parts of the Hanford Site (LaSala and Doty 1971;
ARHCO 1976; Gephart et al. 1979). Conditions were selected which have a
hydraulic head differential of 2 m toward the upper aquifer, i.e., flow would
be upward. Using data cited above and assuming steady-state flow conditions
it can be calculated that upward flow under these conditions will be about
10.7 m3/day (2 gal/min) into the upper aquifer unit. As a result of the low
postulated flow rate, the shaft seal failure scenario is believed to be
bounded by the results of the more conservative faulting and flooding scenario
originally developed for the generic (off site) repository and applied to the
Hanford site.
2.4.2

Biological Uptake

This scenario applies only to in situ disposal of the waste and is based
on the assumption that, following the construction of concrete slab and earth
mounds over the high-level waste tank farms, institutional control is lost and
the area reverts to a natural state. Over the short term, the area is stabilized, but over a period of thousands of years, the concrete caps deteriorate,
the mounds erode away, and native vegetation becomes established.
If no change in the present climatic regime occurs, most of the vegetation
will not root deeply enough to reach through the earthen covering and tap into
the radioactive waste. However, if the mound is eroded and the concrete slab
deteriorates, a deep rooting shrub species like Artemisia (sagebrush) could
extend roots into the disintegrated tanks. By the time this is possible, the
90Sr and 137 Cs , which are readily taken up by plants, will have decayed
and only the less readily available heavy metals will be left. Given the
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plant-soil concentration ratios, which have been determined, the uptake of
these heavy metals will be small.
One pathway by which the radioactive wastes can be brought to the surface
is via ants and burrowing mammals. Once the depth of cover is reduced by erosion, the wastes may be within burrowing range of these animals.
Plant roots do not normally penetrate through areas of dry soil if moist
soil is available and this should provide a barrier to their reaching the
wastes. If occasional or future precipitation should occur that exceeds the
holding capacity of the soil within the rooting and burrowing depth, some
moisture could percolate deeply enough to provide access for plants to reach
the wastes. Soluble wastes may possibly move up in the soil column as water
evaporates from the soil surface.
A climate change, as postulated in a previously discussed scenario, would
cause some major shifts in soil-water movement and type of vegetation. Precipitation of 20 to 30 in. (51 to 77 cm) per year accompanied by a 4° to 5°C temperature decrease would provide sufficient moisture to shift the vegetation to
deep-rooted species. Materials that find their way to the surface by either
plants or animals will eventually be subject to resuspension and may be dispersed to nearby farming areas. Rates of dispersion by this means would probably be so low that the radionuclides would be undetectable.
2.4.3 Ben Franklin Dam

.
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The Ben Franklin Dam is a proposed power generating structure to be built
on the Columbia River approximately 10 miles upstream from Richland, Washington. Construction of the dam will increase the water level approximately 50 ft
(16 m) above the mean level at the dam-site pool 400 ft above mean sea level
(MSL) (Harty 1979). A comparable rise in the ground-water table is expected
near the dam with decreasing effects upgradient and upstream from the site of
the dam. Ground-water levels are expected to raise 8 to 16 ft (1.7 to 3 m)
beneath the 200 Areas plateau (Harty 1979). Computer modeling studies (Kipp
et ale 1972) indicate that these increased ground-water levels from the proposed dam reservoir will not intrude into nor significantly affect the
200 Areas.
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Geologic and hydrologic conditions in the newly inundated zone are assumed
to be comparable to those below the existing water table. However, the permeabilities may be slightly higher and the rise in the water table may be less
than predicted. This benefit may be offset by higher overall travel rates of
the ground waters in the higher permeability sediments. Locally, very high
flow rates may occur, and new flow paths may be formed. A rise in the unconfined water table will also result in increased recharge to the uppermost confined aquifer in the basalt sequence through existing and known erosional windows in the confining horizons.
2.4.4

Volcanic Action

The Hanford Site is located in the north-central part of one of the largest known continental accumulations of basaltic lava flows. The flows are
plateau type features believed to have been emitted from fissures by quiet
extrusions of low viscosity material. The majority of the flows are thought
to have been emitted between 14 and 18 million years ago with the most recent
about 8 million years ago (ERDA 1975).
If such flows should occur again they probably would not disrupt the HLW
tanks unless a feeder dike or fissure intersected a tank directly or developed
immediately adjacent to a tank. A direct intersection with a tank could conceivably transport waste with the flowing lava and possibly vaporize some
material. On the other hand, a flow that covered the land surface above the
waste tanks could act as further protection by covering the site with a layer
of so 1i d rock.
However, because no basalt flows in the Hanford Site vicinity have
occurred in the last 8 million years and because no feeder dikes or fissures
are known on the site, this type of volcanic action is not considered as a
disruptive event.
A different type of volcanic activity is the more violent and sometimes
explosive activity that produces volcanic peaks or cones. A number of these
exist in the Cascade Mountains several hundred kilometers to the west of the
Hanford Site. The molten rock associated with this kind of activity is often
more viscous, allowing pressures to build up and release in a spectacular and
explosive way. Volcanos are generally formed by a more locally restricted
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conduit than the linear fissures that yield plateau basalts, and can cause
considerable destruction in the nearby vicinity. Eruptions may scatter ash
and rock particles over a wide area. Eruptive volcanos are generally associated with growing mountain ranges, island arcs along crustal plate margins or
large faults that extend to molten rock reservoirs.

•

Because of the distance from the Hanford Site to the Cascade volcanos and
because no volcanic action of this type is known in the Hanford vicinity, no
disruptive event is considered for this type activity.
A third type of molten rock movement is generally described as igneous
intrusion. Here, magma or molten rock moves from depths toward the earth's
surface but does not reach the surface. If this should occur directly adjacent
to or under the HLW tanks it could result in some arching or doming of the
near-surface material. However, with several hundred meters of unconsolidated
sedimentary material below the tanks to distribute any stress fracturing is
unlikely to result. No igneous intrusions are known to exist within the
Hanford Site or its vicinity.
Therefore, because no eruptive volcanos or igneous intrusions are known
to exist within the Hanford Site vicinity, and because the stress field that
is believed to have caused tensional fissures allowing lava flows to flood the
area has altered (WPPSS 1977) to where no flows have occurred for 8 million
years, volcanic action of any of the three types is not considered a probable
disruptive event for the next 10 4 years. Volcanic action in a basalt repository is considered to be bounded by the above scenarios. Volcanic action in a
salt repository is not considered.
2.4.5 Warfare and Sabotage
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Warfare waged with conventional or nuclear weapons could pose a threat to
the waste tanks. Any hit or near hit at the tank site would probably disrupt
the tanks and waste containment. The depth of tank burial (less than 10 m to
tank tops) plus a proposed concrete slab and about 16 m of earthen cover would
probably be insignificant as protection. For example, a 25-megaton nuclear
device would produce a crater estimated to be 270 m deep and a fracture zone
down to about 400 m in a geologic medium with properties of dry soil
(Glasstone 1962).
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However, if the Hanford Site should ever be under nuclear attack, the
blast, heat and radiation effects of nuclear weapons would make the disruption
of a waste tank or tanks seem inconsequential. Nuclear warfare is, therefore,
not considered further as a disruptive event. Attack with conventional
weapons would also probabily cause effects that would overshadow the effects
of some tank disruption and is not discussed further.

•

Sabotage to the waste tanks is considered to be a remote possibility if
the proposed concrete slab and earthen mound alternative is put into effect.
Both the slab and the mound should be effective barriers to forced entry into
the tanks from the land surface. A determined and properly equipped person
could drill into a tank with some effort. To remove waste by drilling a hole
into the waste itself (through the mound, slab, tank and any inert filler
material above the waste) would be hazardous to the p rsons involved through
equipment contamination, as would drilling into the waste to plant
explosives. Conventional explosives, if properly emplaced, would probably
bring some material to the surface because the tanks are confined on the sides
and bottom and the force would be released upward. A good share of the
loosened material (and waste) would probably fall back over the tank.
The mound and slab would make release of waste by excavation difficult
without large earth-moving equipment. Such an operation would be hazardous to
the persons involved as the tanks were uncovered or breached.
In short, for anyone intending to release the waste, the risks would be
great and the effects small, and the attempt would require considerable effort.
Post-disposal sabotage is not treated further as a disruptive event. Nuclear
warfare or sabotage effects of the closed geological repositories is not considered to be a credible or consequential scenario.
2.4.6 Erosion and Ground Water

..
•

Stream erosion is not considered a bounding or effective process for HLW
tank site disruption in the 200 Areas. No perennial streams occur in the area
and even with a climatic change to two to three times the present annual precipitation, the area is not likely to develop an integrated drainage system or
support perennial streams. This is because of the approximately 50 to 75 m of
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unsaturated, porous material between the tanks and the underlying water table
and because of the annual deficit between evapotranspiration requirements and
precipitation (Wallace 1978).

•

Wind erosion and deposition occur on the Hanford Site and at times can
move surface material. Even if rates of wind erosion were temporarily as much
as 1.0 cm/yr during wind storms, the amount of effective removal of material
is limited by formation of lag concentrates of coarser material as the finegrained material is removed. This armoring effect is quite stable and tends
to prevent further wind erosion unless the surface is physically disturbed,
and another armored surface begins to form. Wind action can also fill
depressions and deposit material as effectively as it removes material, and
the long-term rate is probably considerably less than 1.0 cm/yr. Thus, wind
erosion alone is not considered disruptive.
Denudation, the total of all processes that reduce surface relief, operates continuously. Rates for the Pasco Basin have been estimated at 0.025
mm/yr for long time periods under existing conditions (Scott et ale 1978). If
the concrete slab and 16 m earthen mound alternative were used, and a mean
depth to waste taken as 5 m, about 8 x 10 5 year would be required to reach
this depth. This figure does not consider the effect of the concrete slab or
any armoring effect of sand/gravel in the tanks above the waste. For those
alternatives without the slab and mound, assuming the 0.025 mm/yr rate
continues for 10 4 years, the surface would only be lowered by 25 cm
(~1 ft).
Consequently, denudation as a disruptive process is not considered
significant for the 10 4 year period.

..
•

Ground-water changes offsite are not considered to affect significantly
the 200 Areas other than the effects described in the irrigation and climate
change scenarios. Ground-water conditions offsite are not believed to be able
to raise the water table below the waste tanks the 50 to 75 m required to contact the tanks. The Columbia River is the main sink for unconfined ground
water on the north and east sides of the site and the Yakima River serves as a
sink at the south side. The west side contains Cold Creek Valley which, if
the water levels rose sufficiently, would form a surface stream draining to
the Yakima River because of its lower elevation.
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2.4.7 Fire and Explosion
The in-tank Defense High-Level Wastes currently in storage at Hanford
contain a relatively high percentage of nitrates based on the current knowledge
of waste composition (ERDA 1977). A fire in the tank would require the combination of fuel, oxidizer and ignition source (Beitel 1976). Elimination of
anyone of these is sufficient to prevent combustion. Thus, for a fire to be
possible, sufficient quantities of fuel (or organic material) would have to be
added deliberately to the tanks. In addition, sufficient quantities of oxygen
must be available to sustain the fire. From available evidence, a fire in the
high-level storage tanks does not appear to be a credible scenario.
An explosion in the high-level tanks might be possible if preceded by
events such as the following:
Hydrogen-Caused Explosion
A potential exists for accumulation of molecular hydrogen arlslng from
the radiolytic decomposition of water in the tanks. The hydrogen so formed
could accumulate under the dome of a sealed tank or beneath the crust of a
hardened salt-cake. For a hydrogen explosion to occur, the following conditions or combinations of conditions would be necessary: 1) sufficient water
to provide a source for radio lytic hydrogen, 2) sufficient radioactive sources
in the salt cake and sludge to cause the radiolytic decomposition, 3) tank
vents that have failed and have allowed an explosive mixture of hydrogen to
accumulate, 4) hydrogen forming under the salt-cake crust, and pockets which
have high resistance to hydrogen migration existing in the salt-cake and maintain a pressure differential (of several percent of atmospheric pressure) in
all directions because of lack of sufficient water to soften the cake, and
5) an ignition source. Even if all of these factors were present, the consequences of such an explosion are estimated to be minimal and certainly less
than some of the disruptive release scenarios already considered.
Introduction of Organics
If a sufficient quantity of reducing agent were introduced into the tanks
it might possibly react violently with the large amounts of nitrates present.
An unlikely event would be the deliberate dumping (sabotage) of the contents
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of a large fuel-oil tank truck into the tank, either through the tank vents or
into a hole bored into the tank top. This would require considerable effort
for very little effect. After introduction of the fuel oil, in order for an
explosion to occur, the oil must mix thoroughly with the nitrates. Such a
thorough mixing would be very difficult to achieve except after long periods
of time.
Beitel (1976) showed that when a volatile organic was mixed with sodium
nitrate in an experimental attempt to generate an explosion, the organic merely
wicked to the surface and burned. Thus, current evidence indicates that even
if a liquid organic were to be introduced and initially mixed well, unless the
mixture was somehow kept in that state, separation would occur and an explosion
could not be supported.
Another possibility for explosion is to mix solid organics with the saltcake. Aside from the physical difficulty of introducing solid organics into a
sealed tank, Beitel (1976) has shown that only certain solid organics will
support a deflagration with sodium nitrate. The overall conclusion from
Beitel's work is that, while an explosive mixture of nitrate and organics can
be defined, to introduce a suitable organic into a waste tank, generate the
requisite ignition temperature, and produce an explosion sufficient to breach
the tank would be very difficult, if not impossible. The probability of such
a deliberate introduction of organics into a tank cannot be estimated with any
reasonable assurance of accuracy.
Sabotage by Explosives
Sabotage by explosives has been considered in the Warfare and Sabotage
section.
The Soviet Union Incident

•

Evidence for an extensive release of radionuclides following an accident
in the Soviet Union has been discussed by Trabalka et al. (1979). While conclusive evidence that an accident occurred in the winter of 1957-1958 has been
determined from a review of the Soviet radioecology literature, no direct evidence is available concerning either the release mechanism or the extent of
the contamination.
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Several potential release mechanisms were advanced by Trabalka and his
coworkers. The most credible mechanism involves a 137 Cs separations scheme
employing the ammonium alum process. The resulting untreated wastes from the
ammonium alum process can contain significant quantities of ammonium nitrate.
The explosive qualities of ammonium nitrate have been well recognized, and in
the United States, the ammonium alum process for 137Cs removal formed only
an intermediate step in the fission product separations scheme. Storage of
large volumes of high-level waste containing ammonium nitrate following 137 Cs
removal was not practiced at Hanford. The Soviet literature, however, suggests
that storage of high-level waste for a period of 2 to 2.5 years following 137 Cs
separation, but prior to isolation of isotopes such as 90Sr and 144 Ce , might
have been the case in the USSR in 1958.

•

Other possible release mechanisms were discussed by Trabalka et al., but
no such mechanisms have been identified for waste stored at Hanford.
2.4.8 Criticality
Criticality scenarios were assessed because of the significant quantities
of plutonium contained in the sludge region of some of the Hanford high level
waste tanks. Currently, the tanks are well subcritical and a major plutonium
concentration and seperations mechanism would be necessary for criticality to
occur either inside or outside of the tanks.
Criticality scenarios involving the Hanford HLW tanks require that a
number of events occur over a considerable period of time. Namely,
•

loss of institutional control

•

failure of tanks (top and bottom)

•

on-site irrigation over the tank farms

•

concentration of plutonium either inside or below the tanks

..

•

redistribution of plutonium to form a more geometrically compact
shape.

•

The probability of a criticality depends on the combined probabilities of the
chain of events, i.e., all of the above events must occur before criticality
can occur. An examination of the probability of each event would ultimately
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lead to the conclusion that criticality could not occur in the near term by
this sequence of events. Loss of institutional control and waste dissolution
are basic assumptions in this report. Tank failure would probably occur within
50 years following loss of institutional control (DOE 1980); however, the mode
of tank failure is less certain. The 700 year time frame necessary for complete dissolution of the waste form is based on a simplified model that assumes
a salt solubility of 92.1 g/100 m~ water (see Section 3.1.2, formula 1).
Because the sludge region (which contains the plutonium) is less soluble than
the salt cake, dissolution of the sludge would probably not occur within 7001000 years following 1990 based on this model. Therefore, concentration and
redistribution of the plutonium to form a critical mass is not a credible
near-term event.
The most credible mechanism for concentrating the relatively insoluble
plutonium oxide during the long-term would be by: 1) preferential dissolution
and removal of the more soluble sludge components, and 2) physical
displacement of the residual plutonium, alumina, and ferric hydroxide
particles by water flowing through the tank. Sorption of soluble plutonium in
the soil is another possible mechanism for concentrating plutonium beneath the
tanks. However, without the presence of a sufficient quantity of insoluble
plutonium particulates, it is doubtful that the sorption mechanism alone would
lead to a critical concentration of plutonium in Hanford soils.

•

The critical configuration is postulated to occur in a tank which
contains a relatively high inventory of plutonium (10-40 kg) and essentially
no uranium. At present, there are only a few tanks at Hanford which would
satisfy this condition. If the insoluble components of the tank are
physically transported to a low point in the tank by the flow of water through
the sludge region and accumulate at a breach in the tank bottom, then, it is
conceivable that plutonium oxide particles could form a critical mass in the
presence of alumina, ferric hydroxide and other low neutron absorbers. Only a
few kilograms of plutonium are required for criticality under the proper
conditions.
This discussion focuses on those options under the in-situ disposal
alternative wherein the wastes are not retrieved from the tanks. Also the
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deferred retrieval options are included in this analysis, since loss of
institutional control of the tanks is assumed to occur after 100 years. This
discussion does not apply to the various retrieval options. For the
encapsulated cesium and strontium, criticality is not an issue. The
consequences of a criticality in a geologic repository are felt to be less
than or comparable to a criticality in or below a high-level waste tank.
Also, the probability of a criticality in a geologic repository is thought to
be less because of the controlled placement of the fissile material in the
host rock.
Criticality Scenarios
In this analysis, two scenarios are identified in which the plutonium
content of the waste could be brought into a critical configuration. Both of
these scenarios are predicated on a loss of institutional control followed by
the establishment of irrigation or a major climate change to a wetter climate
throughout the area containing the waste tanks as discussed earlier in this
report. In addition, the assumptions are made that the tank (or tanks) under
consideration will have failed so that water can flow in at the top and out at
the bottom, that natural uranium is not present in significant amounts, that
the tanks and contents remain essentially undisturbed with waste in layers,
and that the society at that time remains unaware of the tanks.
Scenario 1 - Criticality Inside a High Level Waste Tank
If the tank fails at the top and bottom and sufficient water is made
available (through irrigation or climate change), the first result of water
flowing throug.h the tank will be the leaching of the soluble components. As
the soluble constituents are removed, the resirlual insolubles (alumina, ferric
hydroxide, and plutonium hydroxide)(a) could compact at the bottom of the
tank, resulting in a reduced volume sludge layer of greater plutonium
concentrat ion.

.

-

(a) It is assumed that uranium is not present for the following discussion.
Tanks containing natural uranium would be effectively IIpoisoned and
criticality would not occur.
ll
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The potential for criticality was estimated using a simple calculation
for Koo(a) based on one (thermal) group of neutrons. While such a calculation
is less accurate than reactor design calculations, it is adequate to indicate
a potential for criticality. Details of the calculation are given in Appendix E. The calculation was done for several assumed tank inventories from 10
to 40 kg of plutonium for the small tanks and 100 kg for the large tanks and
for various admixed water concentrations. The estimated values of K were
greater than unity for the plutonium-water combinations indicated in Table 11.

•

TABLE 11.

Estimated Criticality Potential for 20-ft Diameter High-Level
Waste Tanks

Pu Inventori:
J5ll g/liter
40
53
40
34
14
10
10
12
( a)

Fina 1 H20 ComQosition
weight
1
16

a
5

H/Pu (a)

K

200
500
740
1070

1.65
1.54
1.07
1.01

H/Pu including hydrogen in FE(OH)3·

Scenario 2 - Criticaliti: Outside of a Tank
An assumption made in this scenario is that the tank top has been breached
and carbonate-saturated wat~r is free to enter the waste tank and that a small
failure occurs in the bottom of the tank. This failure directs the flow of
water through the tank to a limited volume beneath the tank.
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In the initial stages, the pH of the water is -12, since the salt-cake
and sludge in the waste tanks are highly basic and are composed mostly of very
soluble compounds. These soluble compounds will be rapidly removed by
dissolving in the water flowing through the tank. With the soluble component
(a) Koo infinite multiplication factor. For reasonably large spherical or
cuboid systems, the effective multiplication factor (Keff) approaches
the value of Koo. If Koo is much larger than unity, the potential for
criticality exists for the finite dense systems.
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removed, the water, which is saturated with carbonate ion from the surrounding
soil, will have a reduced pH and form a carbonate complex with the otherwise
insoluble plutonium. (a) As the carbonate-saturated water flows through the
tank it will mobilize this complex and carry it through the failure in the
tank bottom. Because of the positive ionic charge on the complex, it has been
suggested the PUCO;+ will strongly sorb onto the soil beneath the tank.
If this is the case, the plutonium will accumulate locally at the place where
it first contacts the soil. This series of events provides a concentration
mechanism where a potentially critical amount of plutonium may collected.

•

Since there is initially a large amount of water present, hydrogen poisoning may suppress the criticality as long as the plutonium enriched volume
remains wet. If the water flow should stop for some reason (stopping irrigation, drought) the local water content will decrease by evaporation until a
critical concentration is reached. At this point, increasing temperature
will accelerate water removal and increase the reactivity. Potentially, a
large amount of thermal energy and fission products could result from this
critical incident. A more specific discussion of this scenario is presented
in App end i x E.
Both criticality events discussed in this section could occur only at a
considerable distance below ground level. The tank bottoms are typically 37
to 45 ft below ground, so that only gaseous fission products would be expected
to vent to the surface. The energy release of the reaction could result in
additional tank failure and provide a more direct route to the surface. The
tank would remain in place to impede the flow of fission products. The
ultimate consequences of such a critical event would probably be far less than
some of the scenarios already discussed in this report and thus is considered
nonbounding.
2.4.9 Tornadoes
The Hanford record of tornadoes occurring in this area indicates that
they are rare events and that those observed have had little effect on the soil
(a) It has been reported (Moskvin 1958) that carbonate ions will form a
stable complex with plutonium (mono-carbonate plutonium (IV) ion, PUC03+)
at a pH of 8-9.
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surface. A tornado touched down near the east end of Rattlesnake Mountain
June 16, 1948 (Stone 1972). Funnel clouds were also observed in 1961 and in
1970 to the south-southeast and south-southwest respectively, of Rattlesnake
Mountain.
r,

Based on a study of observation within a 100 mile radius of the Hanford
Meteorological Station, the probability of occurrence for a tornado in any
year, at anyone point within this 100-mile radius is 6.8 x 10- 6 or one tornado at anyone point within a 100-mile radius each 146,000 years (Daubek
1970). This study also indicates that the maximum tangential wind speed which
could be expected is approximately 145 mph. Assuming that maximum wind velocities would be 145 mph, this wind should not significantly disturb HLW sites.
Furthermore,' with the probability of occurrence of such an event being one in
146,000 years, the event although credible can be dismissed as highly unlikely.
Because of the underground nature of the high-level tanks, tornadoes should
have no measurable effect.
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3.0 TRANSPORT MODELING FOR THE HIGH-LEVEL WASTE RELEASE SCENARIOS
3.1

INTRODUCTION AND DISCUSSION
•

Ground water flow patterns and velocities are the controlling mechanisms
for radionuclide migration from high level waste disposed in situ at the tank
farms in the 200-East and 200-West Areas. Other possible mechanisms of radionuclide migration will not be treated in this simulation. In principle, the
classical convective dispersing equation with its dependence on groundwater
velocity at each aquifer location and geological epoch could be solved for
concentration of escaping radiocontaminants. Such a calculation, however,
would require an absolute knowledge of the release rates from the breached
tanks, the hydrodynamic dispersivity as defined over the entire simulation
region, and a complete characterization of the chemical phenomena of radiocontaminant sorption on porous media.

••

Another obstacle in making predictions of transport through the Hanford
ground-water system is the inherent spatial variability of media transport
properties. Spatial variability of the transport dynamics occur even though
field and laboratory measurements indicate relative constancy or regularity of
properties. This stochastic aspect questions the validity of the classical
transport equation when it is applied to extensive regions to make predictions
covering thousands of years (University of Arizona 1979). In addition, the
relationship of radioactive chain decay presents a further complexity because
as daughter nuclides produced by more rapidly moving radionuclides will manifest early arrival.
In view of these indicated uncertainties, a one-dimensional transport
model having a stochastic formulation has been adopted for the far-field transport simulations. This simulation incorporates the best available estimates
of transport parameters. The specific geometry of the in-situ waste is not
considered important to the far-field effects. Furthermore, for purposes of
obtaining conservative predictions of consequence, all radionuclides are
modeled as moving entirely along minimal length pathways established in the
Hanford ground-water model. Also, organics are assumed to be either not present in the waste form or ineffective in complexing with the radionuclides and
significantly altering the sorption equilibrium constants (kd) used in the
transport simulations.
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3.1.1
•

Climatic Change and Irrigation Scenarios

Radionuclide transport, along the five flow tubes established in the
ground water model, (see Appendix A), was simulated for the combined climatic
change and irrigation scenario. Leaching of radionuclides by 3.5-in. (B.g-cm)
infiltration begins after a 1000-year residence. The total radionuclide
inventory was assumed to be distributed in the following manner. Sixty
percent of the inventory was allocated to the tanks in the 200-East Area (tank
groups AN, AX, AY, AZ, BX, BY, C). The additional 40% of the inventory was
allocated to the 200-West Area tanks (tank groups S, SX, U, T, TX, TY).
The objective of this study was to simulate transport of radionuclides
that might reach the Columbia River. Thus only nuclides with relatively long
half-lives were considered as these nuclides will not decay away during the
residence period before leaching into the ground water. Initial inventories
for the nuclides whose transport was simulated, are listed with sorption
equilibrium constants (Kd) in Table 12. Nuclides not included in the
simulation are nuclides that decay before discharging into the Columbia River
and members of the four transuranic decay chains having short half-lives. The
latter are in secular equilibrium and assume the concentration distributions
of their parents.
3.1.2 Tank Farm Release Rate
The rate at which radionuclides are leached from the tanks is an
important factor, along with hydrodynamic dispersion, in determining the
concentration of radionuclides discharged into the Columbia River.
The release rate of radionuclides from the tanks was estimated based on
the following assumptions:
1.

tanks do not provide a barrier to the infiltration of water after
1000 years from 1990

2.

release of radionuclides in the tanks is concurrent with the
dissolution of the sodium nitrate (NaN0 3) salt cake associated
with the waste
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TABLE 12.

Inventories of East and West Tank Farms
After 1,000-Years Residence(a)

Nuclide
14C
59Ni
79S e
93Z r
99Tc
107Pd
126S n
129 I
135Cs

Half-Life,
years
5.73E+3
1.0E+5
6.5E+4
1.53E+6
2.13E+5
7.0E+6
1.0E+5
1.57E+7
2.3E+6

Initial
Inventory,
curies
1543.
2414.
986.
8443.
37570.
78.9
86.4

Kd,

107 .0

0
100
10
2000
0
50
50
3
2000

58.9
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Decay Chains
Actinide Series:
243Am
239pu
235U
231pa

7.38E+3
2.44E+4
7.1E+8
3.25E+4

764.
23400.
12.8
0.27

1000
100
25
500

242pu
238U
234U
230Th
226Ra

3.87E+5
4.47E+9
2.44E+5
7.7E+4
1.6E+3

2.59
304.
421.
3.63
0.68

100
25
25
1000
100

237Np
233U
229Th

2.14E+6
1.58E+5
7.34E+3

162.
396.
35.9

10
25
1000

240pu
236U
232Th

6.54E+3
2.34E+7
1.4E+ 10

5870.
0.18
1.61

100
25
1000

Uran i urn Ser i es :

Neptunium Series:

Thorium Series:

(a) Nuclides are decayed over a 700 year release period.
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3.

the total waste volume is equal to 7.1 million ft 3 (201,000 m3 )

4.

a salt cake 20 ft (6.1 m) thick exists in each tank

5.

salt solubility is equal to 92.1 g/100 ml water

6.

dissolution occurs only at the surface of the salt cake and is
limited by the saturation of a water diffusion layer surrounding the
salt cake.

Using the above assumptions a surface area equal to 355,000 ft2
(33,000 m2) was calculated as the infiltration intercept surface. A curve
representing fractional inventory remaining was calculated. This curve
satisfies the equation
(1 - t/700 yr)2

(1)

where
t

=

time after initial emplacement (years) and total release time
= 700 years.

All modeled nuclides were leached according to formula (1).
3.1.3 Transport Simulation Methodology
A one-dimensional multicomponent mass transport model
method of discrete-parcel-random-walk was used to simulate
concentrations of radiocontaminants released from the tank
et al., 1977). The basic operational concepts used in the
following:
-

..

(MMT) based on the
movement and
farms (Ahlstrom
model are the

• convective and dispersive transport
• sorption on geologic media
• radioactive decay of contaminants
• tank farm release rates.
The one-dimensional model is made to represent the ground water's actual
three-dimensional flow pattern by associating a width and height with the
lines of travel, which are the streamlines obtained from hydrologic modeling.
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A collection of streamlines beginning at a release site and ending at an
environmental receiving region are called a flow tube. The flow tube's width
and height represent the extent of lateral transport (dispersion) expected
during transit. Furthermore, flow tubes are dimensioned so as to be mass
conservative by requiring that all released contaminants remain within a tube
until exiting the modeled region.
Radionuclide waste is released from the tank farms according to formula (1) and is assumed to move immediately into the ground-water system.
Delayed movement of radionuclides through the unsaturated flow zone between
the earth-covered tanks and water table is neglected. In the ground-water
system, nuclides not interacting with the porous media are transported with
velocity equal to the average of velocity along streamlines defining the flow
tube. Nuclides that are immobilized by sorption processes move with an apparent retarded velocity equal to the average velocity divided by a retardation
factor given by:
(2 )
where Kd
8 is the
times of
by their

is the sorption equilibrium constant for the particular nuclide and
ratio of media bulk density to media porosity. Consequently, travel
adsorbing nuclides are increased from those in Table 8 (Section 2.2.4)
product with K.

Dispersion in a fluid can be defined as the mixing between adjacent
regions with differing solute concentrations. Dispersion is a consequence of
random deviation, in both direction and magnitude, from the mean flow velocity.
Such deviation is manifest in a porous media at both microscopic and macroscopic levels. The extent of hydrodynamic dispersion is quantified by a
dispersion length parameter. A random-walk process is used in the model to
simulate dispersion of radionuclides. During transit of a flow tube, while
moving with a retarded average velocity, nuclides are given random displacements that depend on the dispersion length and retardation factor. This random move process generates the concentration distribution which solves the
partial differential equation for one-dimensional convective/dispersive
transport.
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50 that dispersion in a one-dimensional flow tube might represent the

combined effects of both dispersion and velocity variation between streamlines, an effective macroscopic dispersion length parameter is employed. That
dispersion parameter is derived from velocity variance between streamlines
comprising a flow tube. Table 13 contains the dispersion length parameter
estimated for each flow tube. Greater dispersion parameters result in shorter
first arrival times and decreased peak discharge concentration or flux.

•

TABLE 13.

Dispersion Length Parameters
Tank Farm Groups, ft

A

0.19

B

4.60

5

2.04

U

T

0.31

0.58

The mass of radiocontaminants contained in both the tank farms and flow
tubes undergo radioactive decay during the simulation period. Released
fission or activation products have concentrations reduced according to simple
first order exponential decay as they transit a flow tube. Transuranic
nuclides are involved in four decay chains: actinide series, uranium series,
neptunium series, and thorium series. Mass balance of transuranic nuclides is
maintained in the transport model by creating daughter nuclides with total
activity equal that derived from chain decay. Daughters are spatially
distributed corresponding to concentrations of their parents.
3.1.4 Transport Results for Hanford Tank Farms

-.

.

..

-

Predictions of discharged rationuclide fluxes (curies/year) for each flow
tube are provided by the transport simulations. For purposes of dose
calculation, the Columbia River is treated as a single receiving point; and
the flux summed over flow tubes as a function of time is reported in
Appendices A and C. The discharge concentration (microcuries/ml) in each flow
tube equals the radionuclide flux divided by the ground-water flow rate.
Concentrations indicated in the graphs (Appendix C) were obtained by dividing
total nuclide flux by total water flow through the five tubes. Thus, the
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concentration-versus-time plots are proportional to the total nuclide flux.
That concentration represents a value as observed at a single discharge region
receiving all flow tube contents.

•

The zero time point of the concentration graphs begins with the
1,000-year residence preceding climatic change. Results for another residence
period (e.g., 10,000 years) can be deduced easily from those of the present
simulation. Concentrations of fission and activation products are estimated
by decaying their levels over the additional period. Levels of transuranics
would not be altered substantially, because of long half-lives. Short-lived
transuranics would maintain the same distributions established by long-lived
parents. All graphs, however, would be shifted by the additional residence
period.
During the lOO-year release period, all nuclides undergo simple or chain
decay; and the ninitial inventory" listed in each graph title is defined as
the actual total activity entering the ground-water system. On the other
hand, "present inventory" is the total activity discharged into the Columbia
River; it equals the time integral of rate (curies/year) over the discharge
period.
Graphs of concentration versus time manifest two patterns. Nuclides with
zero or low Kd yield curves with a single peak (e.g., 14C). Transuranic
radionuclides located at decay chain ends display a similar pattern as a
consequence of their short half-lives and high Kd (e.g., 226 Ra ).
Radionuclides having high Kd values display a distinct multi-peak pattern
corresponding to the individual flow tubes. Greater Kd values result in
magnified differences in travel times along different flow tubes. Discharges
from the five flow tubes are distinctly resolved inasmuch as the release time
is short relative to travel time differences (see, for example, 239 pu ).
Enlarged and divided graphs are provided for radionuclides with multi-peaked
curves (Appendix C).

,
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4.0

DOSE CONSEQUENCES

The defense high-level waste (HLW) will be isolated from the environment
by some method (deep geologic repository, salt repository, underground tanks,
etc.) that prevents the general population from receiving a potentially harmful radioactive dose under normal circumstances. However, scenarios can be
postulated for disrupting isolation systems and exposing people to various
amounts of radionuclides.

•

'.

This chapter discusses the potential radiation dose to members of the
general population that would result from the occurrence of certain bounding
scenarios; i.e., those events that have the potential for releasing the greatest quantities of radionuclides to the environment. The dose assessment for
these bounding scenarios is the end result of a process that includes scenario
development in which a potential mechanism is identified to move HLW into the
environment. An estimate of the amount of HLW that enters the environment is
obtained from transport models and the potential dose to the general population is based on various assumptions and models discussed in Section 4.2.1.
In this chapter, dose is defined, and the assumptions and methodologies
used to calculate dose and health effects are outlined.
4.1

..

.

-

-

DEFINITIONS OF DOSE AND HEALTH EFFECTS

Dose, as used in this report, is a measure of energy deposited in a given
mass of human tissue from the decay products of radionuclides. These decay
products consist of alpha particles, beta particles and X or gamma radiation.
Alpha particles are positively charged particles which travel extremely short
distances in tissue. Therefore, alpha particles emitted by radionuclides
external to the body are stopped by the dead skin layer and do not contribute
significantly to the body dose. However, alpha emitters can make a significant contribution to the dose when they are deposited within the body, as in
the lung, for example. Beta particles are negatively charged particles which
have a greater range in tissue than alpha particles. Beta-emitting radionuclides can produce a skin dose if deposited outside the body but are of greater
concern if deposited internally. X-rays and gamma rays are electromagnetic
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energy (photons). Distinctions are often made between X-rays and gamma rays
based on how they are produced or their energy levels. X-rays are generally
of much lower energy than gamma rays. High energy photons are very penetrating and contribute to both the external and internal doses.
Dose consequence analyses considers three principal exposure pathways:
• external radiation
• inhalation of radionuclides
• ingestion of radionuc~ides.
External radiation sources are clouds or gaseous plumes of radionuclides, contaminated water b,(jies and contaminated ground cover. Inhalation of radionuclides considers human exposure to the plume release and airborne contaminated
soil particles. Ingestion of radionuclides considers the affects of drinking
contaminated water and eating contaminated food. Food contamination pathways
consider deposition of airborne radionuc1ides on leaves of vegetation,
sprinkling crops with contaminated irrigation water, root uptake of
radionuc1ides from soil or irrigation water, and meat and milk contamination
caused by animals inhaling and/or irgesting radionuc1ides. These processes
are represented in Figure 9.

•

.'
•

The radiation dose to man from ingestion, inhalation, or external exposure to specified quantities of radionuclides are calculated using standard
procedures designed to assure that dose is not underestimated. The relationship of dose to so-called "health effects" is less well-defined. Thus, estimates of health effects that may result from radiation exposure are expressed
over a range of values. The lower end of the range may be considered more
appropriate for comparison with the estimated risks of other energy technologies. The upper part of the range may be more appropriate for radiation protection considerations.
Radiological health
generation fatal cancers
hea lth eff ec ts th at mu st
body exposu res, and more
lung, bone, and thyroid;

effects are defined in this report to be present
and genetic effects in future generations. The
be can s i dered are c anc ers th at may re su 1t from who 1e
specifi ca lly, from rad i oacti ve rna teri a 1s depos ited in
and genetic effects that are reflected in future
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Radiation Exposure Pathways to Man
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generations because of exposure of the germ cells. Appendix E of the Generic
Environmental Impact Statement for Commercial Waste Management (DOE 1979)
provides a more detailed discussion of health effects. This report uses
Appendix E as a basis for estimating health effects.

•

4.2

...

CONSEQUENCE METHODOLOGIES

The following sections discuss the assumptions and methodologies used to
calculate the doses occurring from the radiological releases specified in the
various scenarios. Assumptions relating dose to health effects are also
discussed.
4.2.1 Assumptions for Dose Calculations
Dose calculations were performed for the bounding scenarios listed in
Table 14. These include eight Hanford based scenarios and four generic
off-site scenarios. This section describes the assumptions used to calculate
dose-health effects for each scenario.
The dose to the Hanford population is based upon population projections
reported by Yandon and Landstrom (1980). These population data are given for
sectors defined by 16 compass directions and 10 distances out to a 50-mile
(80 km) from the HLW disposal site radius. A summary of the total popu'lation
residing in a 50-mile (80 km) radius as a function of time is given in
Table 15. The population for the generic site was assumed to be fixed at
2 million (DOE 1979).
The individual who would receive the maximum dose (maximum individual)
was assumed to live primarily wh~re the highest dose occurs. Typically, this
is the closest point of access for the general public. For acute air releases
the maximum individual was assumed to be stopped on the Hanford highway,
(about 5.5 miles from the 200 areas waste tanks). For chronic air releases,
the maximum individual was assumed to live 15.5 miles from the 200 areas. The
maximum individual at the generic site was assumed to reside 800 meters, from
the release pOint. For those cases which assume loss of institutional control
at Hanford, the maximum individual was assumed to be only 100 meters from the
release site. Where only water transport of the radionuclides was involved,
the maximum individual was defined as a person who lived alongside the water
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TABLE 14.

Accident Scenarios for Which Dose Analyses were
Performed
Hanford Site
• Faulting with Flooding
• Drilling into Waste
• Me teor i te Imp act
• Glaciation with Ice Marginal Flood
• Glaciation with River Course Change
• Climate Change-Increased Precipitation
• Loss of Cooling for Cs/Sr Capsules
• Drilling into Cs/Sr Canisters
Off-Site
• Drilling into Waste
• Meteorite Impact
• Solution Mining in Salt Repository
• Faulting and Flooding

•
.~

t·

TABLE 15.
Year
2100
2300
2990
11990

Estimated Total Population Residing Within 50 Miles
of the HLW Disposal Site
Hanford Site(a)
3.9
4.7
1.3
4.9

x
x
x
x

10 5
10 5
10 6
10 6

Generi c Site (b)
2
2
2
2

x
x
x
x

10 6
10 6
10 6
10 6

(a) Yandon and Landstrom 1980.
(b) DOE 1979.

,

.

-

-

and derived his drinking water and ate fish from the water. This individual
also consumed home grown foods irrigated with contaminated water and
participated in aquatic recreation, such as swimming and boating in this same
water. The above assumptions and definitions for population and maximum
individual dose calculations were used for most of the dose analyses. In
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certain scenarios, the actual maximum individual and population parameters may
differ. These differences are defined in the individual scenario discussions
where appropri ate.
Dose results were further differentiated on the basis of whether the
release was acute or chronic. For acute releases, the assumption was made
that the radionuclides were all released to the environment immediately prior
to harvest time. The actual release time span could be on the order of
minutes to hours depending on the scenario. Doses calculated included a
I-year dose commitment and a 70-year accumulated dose for both the maximum
individual and the population. Chronic releases were defined as continual
releases which occurred for at least the 70-year time span used for the dose
calculations. Doses calculated for the chronic release were the I-year dose
commitment and the 70-year accumulated dose to a maximum individual and to the
population. In some scenarios the release occurred at a constant rate but
only for a I-year period. These special situations have been reported in the
general scenario description.
Three principal exposure modes are considered in the radiation dose
calculations: inhalation, ingestion, and external radiation.
Inhalation
•
•

radionuclides in the initial plume of contaminated air from the event
radionuclides in particles resuspended from the ground.

Ingestion
•

radionuclides deposited on the ground(a) or crops from
contami nated air

•

radionuclides on the ground(a) or crops from contaminated
irrigation water

•

radionuclides in meat, milk, and eggs from animals consuming
contaminated feed and water

•

radionuclides in contaminated drinking water

•

radionuclides in aquatic foods raised in contaminated water.
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External

•
•
•
•

•

•

radionuclides contained in the initial plume
rad i onuc 1ides deposited on ground surface from contaminated air
radionuclides deposited on ground surface from irrigation water
rad i onuc 1ides in bodies of water and sediments where people might
fish, boat or swim .

A summary of the scenarios and information used to calculate dose is presented in Table 16. The column for release time~ refers to the date on which
the population and radionuclide inventory is based. The inventory release
column refers to the percent of the total inventory released during the event
for acute releases and the percent of total inventory released per year for
chronic releases. The inventory released to pathway column is the total percent of the inventory released to the particular exposure mode for acute
releases and percent per year for chronic releases. For the air pathways,
100% of the volatiles (H 3 , C14 , 1129 ) and 10 of the particulate material
released by the event is assumed to be dispersed to the atmosphere. Three
standard release heights were used: ground level, a 200-foot stack, and a
300-foot stack. Both of the latter stack heights considered the impact of
plume rise on dispersion. The dispersion factors in the last two columns are
defined as the concentration (Ci/m3) per unit release rate (Ci/sec).
4.2.2 Description of the Dose Models
Models and parameters used in evaluating the radiation dose from both
chronic and accidential releases of gaseous and liquid effluents from the
facilities and processes investigated in this study have been selected to give
a realistic but conservative appraisal. These models represent the state of
the art.

,

,

.

The dose calculations were performed using the computer program ALLOOS.
ALLOOS is essentially a report generator using input dose factors generated by
other computer programs. The models and programs used to generate the dose
(a) For vegetation, the radiation dose model considers both direct deposition
on 1eaves and uptake through roots.
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TABLE 16.

Sunmary of Scenario Assumpt ions
Atmos~her;c

Inventory

Re 1ease Time

Inventory
Released S

Re leased to
Pathwal S

Fault ;n9 scenario for
HaMord HLW, 1000 yrs
(plus floodin9)

2990/11990

5.7 x 10- 3

5.7 x 10-3

Drilling seenar io at

2990/11990

1.0 x 10-3

Scenario

Descri~tlon

Hanford

Human intrusion drilling
into waste

tank

-

Drilling into capsules

2090

2090

7.5 x 10- 4

4.0
1.0

IO- L Sr
IO- L Cs

Ex~osure

__

Dis2ersion Factors
Population

Max imum
Individual

Information

Re 1ease
Hei ght

Release
~

Water/food

Flow rate
100 ft 3/s

NA

Chronic

NA*

NA

2.B x 10- 6
volatiles
2.8 x 10-7
rest

Air/food

food grown

Ground

Chron ic

3.2 x 10-2

2.2 x 10-2/
9.4 x 10- 2**

2.1 x 10-6
vo1atiles
2.1 x 10-7
rest

Air /food

Ground

Chronic

3.2 x 10- 2

3.4 x 10-3

2.1 x 10-6
volatiles
2.1 x 10-7
rest

Air/food

Pathway

Person
(s/m3)

( s/m3)

con sumed on
dr i 11; ng

tal ls mixed
with soi 1

Food grown &

..

drilling
tai ls mixed
with soil
Ground

Chronic

3.2 x 10-2

3.4 x 10-3

Ground

Acute

I.? x 10- 7

2.> x 10-7/
8.7 x 10-2

Chronic

1.4 x 10-4

4.9 x 10-3

Stratosphere

Acute

NA

8 x 10-3/
8 x 10-3

con sumed on

drilling
tiJ; 15 mixed
with so; 1

Meteorite scenario for
2990/11999
Hanford HLW (repository)

1.0

0.5 volatile
0.05 rest

Air /food

Loss of Cool i ng Water
Accident for Cs/Sr
Capsu les

2090

50-Cs
1-5r

5O-Cs
I-Sr

Air/Food

Dose to eastern U. S.
population Hanford

2990/11 990

1.0

1.0 volatile
0.1 rest

Air/food

2990/11990

60

60

Water/food

Flow rate
2.9 x
10 7 ft 3/s

NA

Chronic

NA

NA

Glaciation with ice
marginal flooding for
Hanford HLW

2990/11990

100

100

Wa ter on ly

Flow rate

NA

Acute

NA

NA

Climate change at

11990

100

Varies

Wa ter on ly

NA

Chronic

NA*

NA*

Ground

Chronic

3.2 x 10-2

2.2 x 10-2/
2.2 x 10-2

Ground

Chron i c

3.' x 10-2

2.1 x 10-2

Ground

Acute

1.2 x 10- 7

2.6 x 10-2/
2.6 x 10-2

NA

Chronic

NA

NA

Ground

Acute

I., x 10- 7

2.2 x 10-7
8.7 x 10-2

meteor; te
Glaciation with changes

in river course for
Hanford HLW

Radioisotopes
left in basin
for 100 years

1. 07 x
108 ft 3 /s

Hanford

Flow rate
5.3 x
105 ft3/ s

Drill ing scenario at
generic site

2990/11990

Gener ic human intrusion

2090

1.0 x 10- 3

7.5 x 10- 4

(dri lling)

...
VI

consumed on

Food grown &

•

2.8 x 10-6
volatile
2.8 x 10- 7
rest

Air/food

2.1 x 10-6
volatile
2.1 x 10- 7

Air/food

Food 9ro"" &
consumed on
dri 11 ;ng
tails mixed
with soil

Food grown &
consumed on
dri 11 ing
tdoils mixed

rest

with soi 1

Meteorite scenario for
gener it sHe

2990/11990

1.0

0.5 vola-

Air/food

ti Ie

0.05 rest

Solution mining for
Hanford HLW at GEl S
site

2990/11990

Meteorite scenario for
Hanford HLW (tanks)

2990/11990

2.3 x 10- 4

5.7 x 1012
each

Salt with
food only

person

60

60 volatile
13.2 rest

Salt ingest i on by

40,000,000
people for
1 year
air /food

*Only water flow rate and popul at; on are used for water/food pathway.

*:J~U;~!/~~e t~, dU~~rH§I~opu1at ions.
++Tirne and activity into river vary for each isotope.

•
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factors and other input for ALLDOS are described below for both chronic and
accidental radioactive releases.
4.2.2.1

Chronic Releases

Doses from chronic releases were calculated for three environmental
pathways. The different models and codes are described below.

t .

Air Concentration. The concentrations of radionuclides released to the
atmosphere from these facilities were estimated using a Gaussian model
(Slade 1968). Meteorological data on the joint frequency of occurrence of
wind speed, wind direction, atmospheric stability and release parameters such
as height and plume rise were used for the site and facility involved. The
vertical dispersion parameters, 0z' were taken from curves derived from the
work by Pasquill as modified by Gifford (Sagendorff and Goll 1977).
Horizontal dispersion was determined by the sector boundaries.

•

I

Air Submersion Dose. Air concentrations were estimated as outlined above
for each of 16 sectors. For these sectors the centerline ground level dose
was calculated for 10 downwind distances from 0 to 50 miles (80 km). Radiation doses to skin and to total body were estimated from these air concentrations. A semi-infinite cloud model was used for both skin and total-body
factors. The penetrating power of the radiation emitted determined whether it
contributed to skin dose only, or to both skin and total-body dose. Beta and
gamma radiation which can penetrate 7 x 10~2 mm of tissue is considered to
contribute to skin dose; radiation which can penetrate 50 mm of tissue is
considered to contribute to total-body dose. Air submersion dose factors for
input to ALLDOS were calculated using the computer program SUBDOSA (Strenge,
Watson, and Houston 1975).

.

~

,
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Inhalation Dose. The air concentrations derived as described above were
used along with the ventilation rate and dose factors to estimate the dose
from the inhalation or radionuclides dispersed in the air.
The ventilation rate is the volume of air taken in by an individual per
unit time. A value of 0.23 £/sec was used in this study (ICRP 1959).
The inhalation dose factor is given in units of rem/yr per Ci/yr intake
and is dependent on the complex transport, retention, and elimination of
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radionuclides through the respiratory and gastro-intestinal tracts. The model
of the respiratory tract adoped by the Task Group on Lung Dynamics forms the
general basis for the calculation of this dose factor (Task Group 1966). For
each organ considered, the dose factors were calculated assuming that the
radionuclides were of a solubility class that gave the highest dose to that
organ. The inhalation dose factors for ALL DOS were calculated using the
computer program DACRIN (Houston, Strenge, and Watson 1974).
Ground Contamination Dose. Radionuclides from the air may settle on the
ground, where they can accumulate during the time of the release. These can
be a source of radiation that will irradiate an individual or population
groups.
This dose is determined uSing the: 1) air concentration, 2) deposition
IIvelocityll of the radionuclides traveling to the surface from the air, 3) an
accounting of the accumulation of the radionuclide on the ground over a
certain time period, 4) a dose factor, and 5) an occupancy factor.
The deposition IIvelocityll given in terms of m/sec is highly dependent on
surface roughness, wind speed, and particle size. Based on many experimental
studies, values of 0.001 m/sec for particles and 0.01 m/sec for iodine gas
were selected for use in this report (Slade 1968).
The time over which the radionuclides accumulate in the soil is dependent
on the lifetime of the facility releasing the material. The dose factors
calculated for this study included consideration of the length of time of the
re 1ease.
The dose factor for the dose from ground irradiation is calculated by
assuming that a receptor is 1 m above a large, nearly uniform, thin sheet of
contamination (Soldat 1971, Fletcher and Dotson 1971). A factor of 0.5 is
included to account for dose reduction due to ground surface roughness in the
dose factors. These dose factors have units of rem/hr per pCi/m2 of surface.
They were calculated in this study using the computer program PABLM (Napier,
Kennedy, and Soldat 1980).
Ingestion Doses. Food crops may become contaminated by deposition of
radionuclides directly from the air or from irrigation water upon the plant
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surfaces or by radionuclides taken up from soil previously contaminated via
air or water. Many factors must be considered when calcuating doses via
ingestion of these foods. These factors account for the movement of
radionuclides from release to the receptor and form a complex sequence
(Napier, Kennedy, and Soldat 1980).

•

Equations used to calculate ingestion doses consist of two parts: The
first accounts for direct deposition onto leaves and translocation to the
edible parts of the plant, while the second accounts for long-term
accumulation in the soil and root uptake.
For sprinkler irrigation (and for deposition of airborne materials) both
parts of the equation are used, while only the part dealing with root uptake
is required for ditch irrigation. Tables of transfer factors and plant uptake
factors are stored in files in the program PABLM (Napier, Kennedy, and Soldat
1980). The program can handle nine crops and their pathways to man.
Dose factors based on unit atmosphereic concentrations were calculated
using PABLM as input to ALLDOS for a summary to total doses from all crops
combined.
The nuclides tritium and 14C are treated as special cases in the PABLM
program. The concentrations in the initial environmental merlia (air or water)
are calculated on the basis of the specific activity of the nuclide in the
naturally occurring stable element.
Five animal products--milk, eggs, beef, pork, poultry--are included in
the PABLM program. The concentrations in the animals' feed are first
calculated as discussed above for human food crops.

, .

The equation, the values of animal feed and water consumption, and a
listing of the transfer factors (fraction of each day's intake appearing per
liter of milk or kilogram of eggs or meat) are given by Napier, Kennedy and
Soldat (1980). The output of PABLM lists doses to various organs by nuclide
and food type and summarizes total dose from all nuclides in milk, eggs, and
meat (beef, pork, and poultry). Dose factors were combined with the food crop
results as input to ALLDOS.
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Accumulated Doses. Many scenario releases continued for periods of time
greater than 1-year. For these scenarios, the dose factors calculated were
intended to reflect the continuing nature of the release. The dose factors
were accumulated for many years of continuous exposure. During the exposure
period, the radionuclides in the environment were allowed to build up and
decay.

.
•

4.2.2.2 Accidential Releases
Doses were also calculated for accidental releases to the three
environmental pathways. Methods are similar to those used for chronic
releases.
Atmospheric Concentration. The atmospheric concentration of radionulides
in a passing cloud of accidentally released material were calculated using the
spatial distribution methods described in Meteorology and Atomic Energy (Slade
1968). These methods were similar to those used for chronic releases with the
addition of a dispersion parameter, 0y' for diffusion in a horizontal
direction.
Air Submersion. External exposure results from both gamma and beta
radiation emitted by airborne radionuclides in the vicinity of the human
receptor. The dose is dependent on the type of radiation, energy, and the
spatial distribution of radionuclides in the atmosphere. The radiation dose
factors input to ALLDOS were derived from a semi-infinite cloud model. This
model can result in an overestimate of the dose, but since the total dose is
normally dominated by the inhalation and ingestion pathways, such a model is
deemed acceptable.
Inhalation Dose. Inhalation dose factors are calculated using the same
models and codes as used for chronic releases except for an increased
ventilation rate (0.35 /sec) (ICRP 1959).
Ingestion Doses. Ingestion dose factors are calculated for input to
ALLDOS using the same models and codes as used for chronic releases. The
crops are assumed to be harvested immediately after the deposition of
radionuclides.
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Accumulated Doses. Air submersion and inhalation doses only consider the
exposure during the passage of the cloud. However, any deposition of
radionuclides on soil and vegetation would result in a continual exposure to
internal and external radiation sources for many years following an accidental
release. PABLM dose factors from accidental releases account for cumulative
external exposure and consumption pathways following an accident.
Radionuclides are allowed to decay in the environment.
4.2.3

,
I -

Relation of Health Effects to Dose

The radiological health effects reported in this document are based on
the assumptions presented in Appendix E of (DOE (1979). A range encompassing
commonly used cancer risk factors has been employed (Table 17). The lower end
of the range may be considered more appropriate for comparison with the
estimated risks of other energy technologies. The upper part of the range may
be more appropriate for radiation protection considerations. At the same
time, the possibility of zero risk at very low exposure levels to radioactive
materials is not excluded by the available data.
TABLE 17.

Health Effects Conversion Factors Employed in this Report
Predicted Incidence
per 106 Man-rem

Type of Risk
Fatal Cancers From:
Total-Body Exposure
Lung Exposure
Bone Exposure·
Thyroid Exposure

00-000

5-50
2-10
3-15

Specific Genetic Effects to
all Generations From:
Total-Body Exposure

•

50-300

4.3 RESULTS OF DOSE CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS
A summary of the estimated doses for the selected bounding scenarios is
presented in Tables 18-20. 70-year accumulated doses are presented for the
83

TABLE 18.

Estimated Radiation Dose from Human Intrusion Events at Hanford:
Release at 100 Years

Scenario

CD
-I='>

(~o~ulation

70-Year
Max imum
Individual

in man-rem, maximum individual in r~
Thyroid
Lung
70-Year
70-Year
Maximum
70-Year
Maximum
70-Year
70-Year
Individual
Po~ulation
Po~ulation
Individual
Po~ulation

8.0 x 10 1

4.6 x 10 3

1.0 x 10 2

Dose
Total Bod)::
70-Year
70-Year
Maximum
Individual
Po~ulation

Bone

Health(a)
Eff ects
to the
Po~ulation

4.6 x 10 3

8.0 x 10- 1

0

Dr(Ini 11 tn~
a k)

3.4 x 10 5

2.2 x 10 1

1.2 x 10 6

Dr i 11 i ng
(Offs i tel

2.4 x 10 5

4.3 x 10 1

3.9 x 10 5

1.5 x 10 2

6.5 x 10 3

3.3 x 10 0

6.5 x 10 3

2.4 x 10 0

0

Loss of Cooling
Cs/Sr Capsules
9.0 x 10 5

2.7 x 10 7

1.5 x 10 6

3.6 x 10 7

6.2 x 10 5

2.1 x 10 7

5.8 x 10 5

2.0 x 10 7

2900-23,000

Dr ill i ng
Cs Capsules 1.8 x 10 4
Sr Capsules 2.7 x 10 5

1.8 x 10 3
1.3 x 10 4

1. 9 x 10 4
1.0 x 10 6

1.8 x 10 3
4.8 x 10 4

1.5 x 10 4
4.4 x 10 2

1.6 x 103
4.4 x 101

1.4 x 10 4
5.0 x 100

1.5 x 103
5.0 x 10-1

0-1
1-11

\dTHealth effects ar.e based on population dose only.

"
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,
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TABLE 19.

Scenario

Estimated Radiation Dose from Abnormal Events:

Total Body
70-Year
Maximum
70-Year
Population
Individual

j

••

Release at 1000 Years

Maximum
Individual

70-Year
Population

maximum individual in rem)
Lung
Thyroid
70-Year
70-Year
Maximum
70-Year
Maximum
70-Year
Individual
Population
Individual
Population

Health(a)
Effects
to the
Population

Drilling/
Repos i tory
Onsite

8.S x 10 0

6.0 x 10- 2

1.5 x 100

9.2 x 10- 1

6.7 x 100

3.5 x 10- 1

1.1 x 10 1

4.3 x 10- 1

0

Drilling/
Repos i tory
Offs ite

1.2 x 10 1

6.0 x 10- 2

2.6 x 10 1

9.0 x 10- 1

9.2 x 10 0

3.S x 10-1

1.2 x 10 1

2.2 x 10- 1

0

Solution(b)
Mining

1.9 x 10- 4

7.8 x 103

4.6 x 10- 3

1.8 x 105

1.1 x 10- 7

4.3 x 10 0

2.4 x 10-S

9.7 x 102

1-8

Climate(C)
Change

2.2 x 10- 3

1.8 x 10 3

1.1 x 10- 2

9.1 x 10 3

2.2 x 10- 3

1.8 x 10 3

2.2 x 10- 3

1.8 x 103

0-2

Meteorite
2.3 x 10- 1
Ons i te
Eastern U.S. --

3.3 x 10 4

8.0 x 10- 1

3.9 x 105

8.0 x 10- 1

1.4 x 10 5

2.S x 10- 1

3.2 x 10 4

S-38

Meteorite
Offsite

2.1 x 10- 1

3.~ x 10 4

2. '3 x 10-1

4.2 x 105

7.9 x 10- 1

1.6 x 10 4

2.0 x 10- 1

1.9 x 10 4

S-31

Meteor ite
(Tank)

1.4 x 101

2.0 x 10 6

4.0 x 10 1

3.0 x 10 7

6.4 x 10 1

1.2 x 10 7

1.0 x 101

2.8 x 10 6

330-2500

Fau It i ng
Onsite

1.3 x 10- 5

9.2 x 10 0

1.4 x 10- 4

7.3 x 10 1

6.8 x 10- 6

6.1 x 10 0

1.0 x 10- 5

8.5 x 10 0

o

2.0 x 10 4

2.6 x lOS

•

9.7 x 10 4

1.2 x 10 4

tal Based on a range of 1-8 health effects per 10 000 man-rem.
(b) "Maximum Individual" doses refer to individuals in general population. The population doses are based on 40 million people ingesting
salt for 1 year. If the solution mining scenario occurs earlier in time, i.e., 100-1000 years after 1990, or the ingestion period is
longer than one year, then doses and corresponding health effect values presented here would be low by 1-2 orders of magnitude.
(c) The timeframe is actually 1,150 years, since it requires an estimated ISO years for the first wastes to reach the water transport
mechanism in significant quantity.

TABLE 20.

Est imated Rad i at; on Dose from Abnormal Events:

70-Year
P012ulation

70-Year
Maximum
Individual

70-Year
P012u1ation

maximum individual in rem
Lung
Th1rold
70-Year
70-Year
Maximum
Maximum
70-Year
70-Year
Individual
Indi vidual
P012ulation
P012ulation

7.B x 10 0

1.3 x 10- 1

2.4 x 101

1.9 x 10 0

2.B x 100

5.3 x 10- 1

7.3 x 10 0

loB x 100

0

Dr i 11 i ng/
Repository
Offs ite

7.6 x 10 0

3.0 x 10- 2

1.9 x 10 1

4.2 x 10 1

3.0 x 10 0

1.2 x 10- 1

7.0 x 10 0

2.1 x 10- 1

0

Solution(b)
Mining

4.3 x 10- 4

1.7 x 10 4

1.5 x 10- 3

5.9 x 10 4

7.2 x 10- 8

2.9 x 10 0

2.4 x 10- 5

9.7 x 10 2

2-14

C1 imate(c)
Change

7.9 x 10- 4

2.6 x 10 3

3.8 x 10- 3

1.2 x 10 4

7.5 x 10- 4

2.6 x 10 3

7.4 x 10- 4

2.6 x 103

0-2

9.0 x 10- 2
Meteor ite
Ons ite
Eastern U.S. --

5.0 x 10 4

1.0 x 10 0

6.9 x 10 5

2.8 x 10- 1

1.9 x 10 5

1.7 x 10- 1

8.6 x 10 4

8-58

Meteor ite
Offs i te

8.0 x 10- 2

1.2 x 10 4

1.0 x 100

1.9 x 10 5

2.8 x 10- 1

5.5 x 10 4

1.3 x 10-1

1.2 x 10 4

2-15

Meteor He
(Tank)

5.7 x 10 0

3.5 x 10 6

7.8 x 10 1

5.7 x 10 7

2.3 x 10 1

1.6 x 10 7

7.0 x 10 0

4.8 x 10 6

560-4200

Faulting
Onsite

1.9 x 10- 5

3.3 x 10 1

5.7 x 10- 5

1.1 x 10 2

2.3 x 10- 6

7.7 x 10 0

5.7 x 10-6

1.7 x 10 1

0

G1 ac i at ion

2.3 x 10- 3

6.3 x 10 3

7.7 x 10- 3

1.8 x 10 4

4.0 x 10- 5

1.2 x 10 2

4.5 x 10- 4

1.5 x 10 3

1-5

River Cou rse 5.0 x 10- 3
Change

1.2 x 10 4

1.7 x 10- 2

4.1 x 10 4

8.7 x 10- 5

2.8 x 10 2

9.8 x 10- 4

3.4 x 10 3

1-10

Dose
ota
70-Year
Maximum
Individual

Dr ill i ng/
Repository
Onsite

Scenario

(X)
Q)

Release at 10,000 Years

od1

one

7.6 x 10 3

1.~

3.4 x 10 4

x 10 5

( a) Based on a range of 1-8 health effects per 10,000 man-rem.
( b) "Maximum Individual" refers to individuals in general population.
for 1 year.
(c) The timeframe used is 10,150 years.

,

..;;

I

,

.

,

Hea lth (a)
Effects
to the
Population

7.4 x 10 3

The population doses are based on 40 million people ingesting salt

•

,.

'

•

maximum individual and general population residing within a 50-mile radius of
the release point. For the solution mining scenario, it was assumed that the
salt is consumed by a given number of people regardless of where they live.
The meteorite scenario results in a local release of radioactive material and
a release to the stratosphere which is transported to the general population
residing in the eastern U.S.

•

Health effects estimates are also shown in Tables 18-20. The basis for
these health effects is Table 17. The health effects are estimated from the
total collective dose (man-rem) received by the population .
For some scenarios, an integrated population dose over a period of
10,000 years has .been calculated. These are shown in Table 21 in conjunction
with the appropriate 70-year integrated doses. These 10,000-year population
doses are based on preliminary estimates and should only be used for rough
comparison purposes. A more precise analytical model to calculate 10,000-year
population doses is now under development and the results of this new model
will replace the 10,000-year population doses presented in Table 21 •

•
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TABLE 21.

Seventy-Year and 10,000-Year Accumulated Population Total-Body Dose

Scenario
Drilling
8 Cs Capsules
4 Sr Capsules
Meteorite
Hanford Site Local Dose
1,000 Years
10,000 Years

70-Year Accumulated
Tota 1 Body Dose
(man-rem)

10,000-Year Accumulated
Tota l-Body Dose
(man-rem)

..
1,800
13,200

2,400
17,210

•
33,000
50,000

38,000
. 86,000

Hanford Site Eastern U.S. Dose
1,000 Years
10,000 Years

20,000
7,600

21,000
10 ,000

Generic Site
1,000 Years
10,000 Years

32,000
12, 000

34,000
16,000

Glaciation
1,000 Years
10 ,000 Years

600
5,300

6,600
15,000

•

.
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,

,
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APPENDIX A
VARIABLE THICKNESS TRANSIENT (VTT)
GROUND-WATER HYDROLOGIC MODEL
INTRODUCTION
Any modeling effort requires some simplifying assumptions to bridge the
gap between reality and our current knowledge or understanding of the system
being modeled. In most modeling fields certain basic simplifying assumptions
are routinely accepted, whereas others require justification based on data
gathered and observations made on the real-world system being modeled. In the
set of equations in this appendix, a large amount of the modeling effort and
associated assumptions have already been made (cf., Bear et al. 1972). The
set of assumptions and modeling effort discussed in Chapter 4 of Bearls report
go from the complex world of porous media particles and the associated
tortuous flow paths for ground water to the regime of representative elementary volumes and the fluid flow continuum. These assumptions are generally
accepted in the field of ground-water hydrology and are complex enough that
they will not be presented here. The equations we write to describe an
aquifer system will be for a fiuid flow continuum in porous media. However,
it is not sufficient for a mathematical model to be based on a sound set of
equations which describe the phYSical system. The model must also be based on
technically sound hydrologic information and reasonable simplifying assumptions regarding these hydrologic interpretations. The advent of high-speed
digital computers has paved the way for making computer simulation of complex
ground-water systems a practical reality.

•
.
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The digital computer model is designed to simulate the hydrauliC-head
response to natural and man-made aquifer stresses in a multi-layered twodimensional aquifer system. The real ground-water system is, of course, a
three-dimensional system, consisting of precipitation percolating from the
surface through unsaturated soil into the uppermost aquifer. In some cases

A-l

along rivers or streams or at the base of lakes and ponds, the aquifers are
discharging into or being recharged from these surface-water bodies. These
conditions formulate one type of boundary condition for our mathematical
model. The units we call separate aquifers are really water saturated layers
in the soil and rock matrix which make up the earth's crust. These units are
generally more permeable than the geologic units directly below them and sometimes more permeable than those above. As a result, the water in an aquifer
tends to flow in a horizontal direction along the bedding plane of the more
permeable geologic formation since the resistance to flow is less. The less
permeable (aquitard) or sometimes impermeable (aquiclude) layers below, and
sometimes above, the aquifer materials retard or completely block the vertical
flow. These less permeable layers are designated as the base and top of the
aquifer unit. When a more permeable layer exists below the upper aquifer
unit's base, another aquifer may exist. When the aquitard material between
aquifers is somewhat permeable, there can be water transfer between the
aquifer units, depending on the water potential or pressure in the units. For
most regional ground-water models which are currently being used, a
simplifying assumption is made which trans- forms this three-dimensional
system to a layered two-dimensional system with interaquifer transfer via a
potential-driven leakage term. The mathematical model which utilizes this set
of simplifying assumptions is the multi-aquifer formulation of the Boussinesq
equations.

•

,
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MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION FOR THE VARIABLE THICKNESS TRANSIENT (VTT) MODEL
Often an exact solution of the general, three-dimensional, saturated flow
equation and free-surface boundary condition is not required to obtain useful
results. VTT utilizes the Dupuit-Forchhiemer or Boussinesq approximate
method, which assumes a simplified, two-dimensional horizontal view of the
ground-water system. This allows the free-surface boundary condition and the
flow equation to be combined into a single equation amenable to practical
numerical solution techniques. For simplicity we will refer to this method as
the Bouss;nesq Flow Model.
Let x, y, z be the coordinates of a fluid particle, then dx/dt, dy/dt and
dz/dt are the components of "pore velocity," and the Darcian seepage
velocities are:

(1)

v

= n

v

= n

y

.z

where:
ne

Qy
e dt

(2)

dz

(3 )

e dt

= effective

porosity.

Now, if we let z = h(x, y, t) represent the coordinate of the free surface
and formally differentiate with respect to time, we have:

•

..

az
at

=

£l!. dx

ax dt

+ ~ Qy + ~

ay dt

(4)

at

Substituting the Darcian velocities and rearranging we have:
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n

e 2b.
at + vx £.!l
ax + vy ~
ay - vz (h)

= 0

(5)

The Dupuit assumptions used in this model may be simply stated as:
¢(x~ y, z, t) =¢(x~ y~ z, t) where
= average height of the water particles
abov~ reference datum.
This is equivalent to stating that flow is essentially
horizontal, so that vertical flow components can be neglected and that the
slope of the water table surface is slight «50). If we assume an incompressible fluid and full saturation, then our equation of continuity written in
terms of Darcian velocities becomes:

z

(6 )

Since we wish to average in the z direction, we must integrate this equation
from the base of the aquifer to the free surface or:

Vz

Z

=h

z

= 0 = base

of aquifer

v]
aaVx + [a~
= Vz (h) =--!
aY

(7)

Defining <p as the head in units of length, tP = P/pg + z, the value of ~ is
equal to z at the free surface, since P = 0 at that pOint. Using this result
along with the first Dupuit assumption and our earlier equation (z = h(x, y,
t), we have:
h(x, y, t) = tP(x,

t~

z,

(8 )

t)

From this result Oarcy1s law can be rewritten as:

x = -K ~
ax

,
(9 )

V
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vy = -K 3y
~
where:
K(x, y)

=

(10)

vertically averaged value of hydraulic conductivity at
1ocat i on (x, y)

Substituting Equations 9 and 10 into 5 we have:

n
e

.£h _ K [( ~)2 + (~)2l
at
ax
3y J

Vz (h)

=0

(11 )

Now replacing Vz (h) with the expression obtained from substituting the
results of Equations 9 and 10 into Equation 11:

3h
ne at

- -K L~(ah)2
ax

+ (3h)2]
ay
- h aax

~(~x3h)
L
0

+

~y(Kayah)J = a

0

(12)

Rearranging Equation 12 yields:

( Khdh) _

ax.

-2.. (Khah) = 0
3Y

3Y

(13 )

or in gradient vector notation:
ne
-,

-

.

..

~

-

IJ· (KhIJ h)

=0

(14)

Equation 13 is termed the Boussinesq equation. To this point for simplicity
of development we did not include source terms and have assumed that the
aquifer base elevation is the zero reference elevation. To expand Equations
13 or 14 to handle an aquifer with varying bottom elevation hb (x, y), and
to include source/sink or accretion terms, we must do the following:
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•

assume that the bottom slope is slight, as we did for the free-surface
slope;

• replace h in Equations 13 or 14, which was a result of integrating from z
= 0 to z = h by h-h b, since our integration is now done from z = hb
to z = h;
•

add the accretion term,

N.

The resulting equation is the Boussinesq equation for unsteady flow:

..
neat
~ =9
where:
ne (x, y)
h (x, y)
hb (x, y)
N (x, y)
K (x, y)

•

K (h-h b)

9 h + N

(15 )

= vertical

average of the effective porosity of the
aquifer (dimensionless)
= elevation of the free surface from some reference
elevation (L)
= elevation of the aquifer bottom from the reference
elevation (L)
= accretion rate (LT- l )
= vertically averaged value for hydraulic conductivity at
point (x, y) (LT- l )

. .#

•

-

"'
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ASSUMPTIONS
The basic assumptions of the Boussinesq flow model for describing
saturated unconfined flow are:
• Flow is by an incompressible fluid that saturates a rigid, porous soil
matrix.
#

• Compressibility effects of the fluid and soil matrix can be neglected
under conditions of unconfined or free-surface flow; however, they are
incorporated into the storage term for confined flow.
• Hydraulic conductivity and effective porosity can be represented by the
vertical average values and are isotropic but inhomogeneous throughout
the region.
• The free-surface slope and the aquifer bottom slope are both assumed to
be s 1i gh t « 5 0) •
• Vertical velocities are assumed to be small and therefore can be
neglected.
• Coefficient distributions and dependent variables are assumed continuous
over the simulation region.
• Flow in the capillary fringe is neglected.
• Seepage surfaces cannot be handled and are therefore neglected.

I'

.

-

The Boussinesq formulation as presented above al10ws one to approximate
the elevation of the free surface in a single unconfined aquifer at every (x,
y) location. Many times in a real system, one wishes to simulate a
multi-aquifer system, in which one or more of the aquifers are confined,
although these confined aquifers may be unconfined in some places. Also there
may be transfer of water between the aquifers. This kind of a multi-aquifer
system can be handled by a multi-aquifer set of Boussinesq equations with
potential driven interaquifer tranfer or leakage terms. For a multilayered
system the equations would be:
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n

+

I:

(16)

;=,,;+1

u "

where:

,

= 1, 2, ... n
n = number of layers

1..

C. . = C.. = interaquifer transfer coefficient between layer '!.,
'!., ....J
J+1..,
and j
Si = n~ for unconfined system or storage coefficient for
the confined system
r1.. = transmissivity for a confi~ed.system is Ki times the
thickness of aquifer or K1..,(h1.., - hj} for an
unconfined or water table aquifer
Ni = the flux or stress term applied to layer i
As with any mathematical model there are specific data requirements, boundary
conditions, and initial conditions which must be specified. Equation 16 as
presented is the transient equation. When the left-hand side of Equation 16
is replaced by zero, the steady-state equation results. As mentioned
previously, the transient equation allows one to investigate the effects of
seasonal fluctuations and rates of change, whereas the steady-state equation
Use
allows one to investigate the ultimate effect of any water use policy.
of the transient model requires that the storage coefficient distribution be
known, whereas the steady-state model does not require this distribution.

.
-
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SPECIFIC DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PHYSICAL PARAMETERS
The following are the specific data requirements:
• Hydraulic conductivity (K=k/w, where k = intrinic permeability and w =
fluid viscosity); transmissivity (T=Kb, where b = saturated thickness of
the aquifer material) .

.-

The Boussinesq flow model requires as an input the saturated hydraulic
conductivity or transmissivity distribution throughout the region being
modeled and for each aquifer being modeled. The values required by the
Boussinesq model must represent the vertical average of the K or T of the
saturated thickness of the aquifer.
Hydraulic conductivity or transmissivity reflects the ability of the rock
and soil matrix to allow water transmission. The K or T distribution is
usually determined via appropriately conducted pumping tests, where the
well is fully penetrating and perforated throughout saturated aquifer
Data from these type of field measurements are expensive to
mater i a 1.
obtain, and therefore the K or T distribution is extrapolated from a
small number of these measurements. This initial distribution is further
modified during the model calibration phase to obtain better agreement
between mode l-pred icted potent i a 1s and observed potent i a 1s. Hydrau 1i c
conductivity can also be estimated from laboratory studies of aquifer
material samples, lithologic data and inverse mathematical modeling
methods.
•

.

..

Storage coefficient (or effective porosity ne and vertical
compressibility of the soil matrix [aJ).
The transient form of the Boussinesq equation requires the distribution
of the vertical averaged value of the storage coefficient for each
aquifer throughout the region being modeled. This parameter controls the
rate at which the water and disturbances in the potential surface
propagate throughout the groundwater system. In the case of an
unconfined system, the storage coefficient is dominated by the effective
porosity of the aquifers soil matrix.
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Contributions to the storage coefficient based on soil matrix
compressibility and water compressibility are ignored.
In the case of
confined systems, the storage is a function of the aquifer soil matrix
compressibility (a), effective porosity (n e ), with storage = pg(a +
nes).
Storage or effective porosity can be determined via pumping tests with
observations wells, lithologic data from core samples, and laboratory or
in situ measurement techniques. In addition, storage coefficients can be
determined during model calibration when adequate transient data on
potentials exist •
•

Interaquifer transfer coefficients (C .. )
J~

The multiaquifer Boussinesq Flow Model requires an interaquifer transfer
coefficient, which is a measure of the hydraulic interconnection between
aquifer systems. This value is a function of the thickness and hydraulic
conductivity of the aquitard separating the aquifer systems; it must be
determined at each (x, y) location where an aquitard exists between the
aquifers. This value arises naturally in the other three dimensional
formulations in the form of (x,y,z) hydraulic conductivity distributions. It is generally obtained via model calibration of inverse
modeling techniques.
Initial Conditions
The Boussinesq flow model requires initial conditions. The Boussinesq
flow model requires one average potential value for each aquifer for each (x,
y) grid location throughout the region being modeled.
Boundary Conditions
Like all mathematical models, the Boussinesq model requires that boundary
conditions be specified. Boundary conditions are difficult to formulate and
result from interpretations of potential data, well logs, and lithologic
data. The physical extent of the aquifer and or aquifers are defined. This
includes a geometrical description of the positions in space of the aquifer
materials such as:
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• the lateral boundaries of the aquifer or aquifer systems
• contour maps of the base and top of the aquifer or aquifer systems.
Along each of the lateral boundaries, the conditions which describe the
physical situation which exists must be determined. These include:
4

•

Lateral Flow Boundary
This results from not extending the model to the geologic
boundaries of the aquifer or aquifer systems. At these boundaries the
rate that water is flowing into or out of the aquifer of aquifer system
must be specified.
No Flow Boundaries
These occur when the model has been extended to the geologic
boundaries of the aquifer where the aquifer materials and impermeable
barriers meet.

• Held or Time Varying Potential Boundaries
These occur at large lakes and rivers, where the saturated aquifer
materials are in contact with large bodies of water whose water surface
elevations are essentially unaffected by aquifer potentials •

.
....

..
.

-
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RECHARGE - DISCHARGE LOCATIONS AND RATES
Typically when modeling an aquifer system which extends to the major
recharge areas of the aquifer, the following types of data are used to
estimate aquifer recharge:
•
•
•
•
•
•

precipitation records
surface slope
temperature record
surface soil types
vegetation cover and land use
evapotranspiration data.

Man-made recharge or discharge must also be accounted for by
determining:
• location of pumping and recharge wells
• use of water and infiltration mechanisms (e.g., septic tanks, irrigation
infiltrations, settling ponds).
Along flow boundaries where the area being modeled does not extend to
geologic boundaries, the flow across this boundary must be determined via pump
test and geologic studies conducted along this boundary.
Figure C-l illustrates graphically the phenomena which must be considered
in calculating the distribution of aquifer stress values throughout the region
being modeled.

•
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7. EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
3.

I

I

------FIGURE C-1.

Nodal Recharge/Withdrawal Phemomena

NUMERICAL FORMULATION OF THE SYSTEM EQUATIONS
For numerical formulation, a horizontal x-y coordinate grid system was
adopted with uniform nodal spacing. R represents the region of flow and r ..
lJ
the sub-area associated with node ij (Figure C-2).

I

.

i,.j+1

R

t

t::.y

'I>11-

.i

i -I ~ i

i+(i

i,

~

ri i

.

i. i-I

-t.xFIGURE C-2.

The Finite Difference Grid with the Nodal Numbering System

The differential equation, Equation 11, is then converted to finite
difference form by integrating around the node area r;j' Now:

( r..

Jr ~ lJ [1/-

. K(h

- hb)I/h - A,dth + NJ dxdy
-

'I'd

=a

By Green's theorem in the first form (Kellogg 1954):
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(17)

(18)

where n denotes the outward pOinting normal to the curve r which bounds the
area r ij • The line integral is taken in the anticlockwise direction. Using
Equation 18, Equation 17 reduces to:

(19)
In Figure 2 the corner points of the node area are at (i-1/2, j-l/2),
(i+1/2, j-l/2), (;+1/2, j+l/2), and (i-l/2, j+l/2). The area of r .. is
lJ
1x6Y. The integrals of Equation 19 are approximated as follows, with the
integral along rij divided into the integrals along the four sides of
r ;j :

j;+l/2, j-l/2

:. (K6h) ; ,j _1/2
K(h - hb)~x
an
f-l/2, j-l/2

f

h .. - h. . 1
lJ
12::1 - 6x
-6y
h ..
h'+
1 l ,J.- lJ 6y
6x

i+ 1/2, j +1/2

K(h - hb)~y :. (K6h)
i +1/2, j
an
i+l/2, j-1/2

f i - 1/2,

j +1/2

i+1/2, j+l/2

f i - 1/2,

j - 1/2

i-1/2, j+l/2

.

... .
1

JrJlJ

K(h

h'b) ~x::: (Kth);
, j+1/2
an

K(h -

hb)~y :. (K6h)i_l/2, j
k

(+n eo~ht - N)dxdy:::n e ..

12

..
j+ 1 -h lJ
6x
6y

hij - hi_l~j
6.y
-6.x

(20b)

(20c)

(20d)

k-l

h .. - h ..

lJ

h.

( 20a)

6.t lJ

~

A

~x~y

- Nij~x~y

lJ

where the superscript k denotes the iteration number
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A

A

(20e)

and where the

K~h

(K6.h).1,J. 1/2

half way between node center in the j-l direction is:
b
k
b
= 1/2[K 1J.. (h k1J
.. - h1J
.. ) + K.1,J. 1 (h.1,J. 1 - h1J
.. ) J,

A fully implicit representation of the time derivative has been used in
Equation 20e. Combining the above approximations results in the finite
difference approximation to the Boussinesq equation for a square grid system,
6.:<

= ~y:

= (K6.h)1',J._l/2 h~1, J·_l+(K~h) 1,. .J +1/2 h~1, J.+1+n e·· ~
(6.x)2
1J

h~~l+N~~l
1J
1J

(6.x)2

(21)

For node on boundaries along which the hydraulic potential is specified in
time and space (and therefore no calculation is needed):

h~. = H~.
lJ

1J

The impermeable boundaries of the region must be approximated in the grid
system by shapes selected from Figure C-3. This avoids right angles which
cause stagnation points and singularities in the mathematical solution of the
ground-water flow equation.

. ."
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Schematic Showing Shapes and Rotation of Available
Boundary Condition Types

The boundary conditions are put into finite difference form by applying
the technique described above to a node area at the boundary of the region R.
The boundary types are illustrated in Figure C-3. The associated nodal area
.. can be either inside or outside the octagon. The finite difference
r lJ
equations are derived by setting the appropriate portions of the integral on
rij in Equation 18 to zero when the segment is impermeable, and by inputting
N;j = Nijn when the flux across the segment is specified. In finite
difference form, 24 different equations correspond to each of the different
boundary point subregions illustrated in Figure C-3. Either a specified flux
or no flow can be imposed by each of the 24 equations. The accretion term,
whether infiltration or withdrawal, in finite difference form

1
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becomes Nij = qij(6X)2 (units L3/T) to be specified at each node.
Accretion at the fractional boundary nodes must have the nodal area properly
reduced from (6x)2.
The partial differential equation and boundary conditions subsequently
A
become a set of N finite difference equations, one for each node of the region
R being modeled. The boundary conditions have been effectively absorbed into
the equations for their respective boundary nodes.
It should be noted that the finite differ'ence equations can be derived in

the same form by other techniques, such as Taylor series expansion. The
equations for nodes on impermeable boundaries are equivalent to those obtained
by introduction of a point external to the region for purposes of forming the
normal derivative.
Boundary Definitions
To simulate the system, a model depends on segmenting the physical
continuum into a discrete grid. Each grid segment is then represented by a
single node within the model. The vn Model uses a finite difference
algorithm with a uniform grid and requires that each node within the Cartesian
coordinate system be marked with a calculation type as:
•

within the aquifer

•

external to the aquifer

•

a water or held potential boundary node [h

•

an impermeable boundary for the aquifer with q = 0 (aquifer boundary
nodes, where the flux is known, are treated as the mathematical
equivalent to an impermeable boundary node with the appropriate accretion
term; i.e., q 1 0).

= H(x,y,t)]

To facilitate the marking of calculational boundary types to avoid right
angles along no-flow boundaries, and to simplify representation of complex
boundaries, a systematic method of representing interior, exterior, and
boundary nodes was adopted. Figure C-3 illustrates the different kinds of
nodal types used in the vn code. There are basically four nodal types;
others simply arise to handle the various shapes and orientations of the
impermeable boundaries.
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• 't

f

is a water boundary, i.e., held potential boundary node
H(x,y,t) •

h

=

is an external node outside of the aquifer.

.....

,-

D

is an internal or nonboundary node which lies within the aquifer •

~ ~

these basic shapes with all their possible rotations are used to
represent the 24 kinds and shapes of impermeable boundary nodes.

CJ D.
Solution Techniques
Three different solution techniques were selected to solve essentially
the same set of equations, thus resulting in three separate versions of the
same model. Each of these is designed for use in specific problems. These
will be described in general to avoid lengthy mathematical discussions.
The VTT version of the model solves the transient form of the system of
finite difference equations by using the successive line overrelaxation
technique. For transient problems the solution is stable and convergent with
sufficient speed to make solution of large matrices practical.
The VTTSS3 version of the model solves the steady-state system of finite
differ~nce equations resultinq from the integration of Equation 18 when. the
transient term ne ~~ is set to zero. This set of equations is solved by using
a Newton iteration technique (Kellogg 1954). This version is primarily used
for a system of aquifers in which one is unconfined and, therefore, the equations are nonlinear. Convergence of this method is quadratic in nature and for
most ground-water problems the solution is reached in four to five iterations.
'. -

The VTTSSZ version of the model solves the same system of steady-state
equations discussed in the preceding paragraph, except that it uses a Colesky
decomposition method (Kellogg 1954). This version if used when all the
aquifers being simulated are confined. This method is many times faster than
the Newton vers ion, and since the system of equations wi 11 be 1i near, no
iteration is required.
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MULTICOMPONENT MASS TRANSPORT (MMT) MODEL
INTRODUCTION
To date, mass transport modeling in a given physico-chemical system has
been approached in two fundamental ways. One method is to describe the system
with an appropriate mathematical equation and then solve the equation with
initial and boundary conditions which characterize the system. The other
approach is to attempt to define numerical structures that represent specific
constituents or physical structures of the system and allow these numerical
representations to interact with the system as determined by the physicochemical driving forces that are active within the system, thereby creating a
more direct simulation.

-,

The first approach will be termed the "model-equation" method and usually
leads to a complex set of partial-differential equations that are typically
solved numerically by finite-difference or finite-element techniques, and more
recently by integrated-finite-difference techniques (Narasimhan 1976). The
second or "direct-simulation" approach requires an efficient bookkeeping structure to control the numerical representations so that the initial conditions,
boundary conditions, and other physical or chemical constraints are satisfied.
For WISAP, the initial step was to review several ground-water mass
transport models that used each of these funamental approaches and weight
their respective advantages and disadvantages with respect to consequence
analysis of deep geologic repositories (Raymond 1977). It was found that the
model-equation approach using finite difference or finite element techniques
suffered from numerical dispersion, which could be exaggerated by the required
long simulation times (~106). Another disadvantage was a greater development
time, since all models would have required modification to take care of decay
chains. The model developed by Pinder and Cooper (1970) using the method of
characteristics was investigated. It suffered less from numerical dispersion;
however, it had some stability and mass conservation problems.
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The approach chosen was a direct simulation technique similar to that of
Pinder and Cooper, except that the particles had mass associated with them
instead of concentration, and the dispersion process was handled as a random
process rather than solving finite-difference equations representinq the
diffusion equation. This method was adapted from a direct-simulation heat
transport analog developed by Eliason and Foote (1972). The primary
advantages of the subsequent model are:
• always mass conservative
• no cumulative numerical dispersion
• inherent numerical stability
• facilitiates handling of multicomponent systems.

I .

The following is the conceptual development of both the model-equation
and direct-simulation approaches. The direct-simulation method is actually
derived from the differential equations. This will provide a basis for
comparison of both methods.

MODEL EQUATION APPROACH
Equations of mass transfer are extensions of the continuity equation for
a specific chemical species. Stated in non-mathematical terms for a given
control volume:
Net rate of mass
Net rate of accumuefflux of species A + lation of A within
control volume
from control volume

Rate of chemical production of A within = 0
the control volume

A general continuity equation developed by Gray (1975) for
transport of species a is written for porous media as:
(l<po.>
e:---ar-

+1V

,

~

ae:

A

multiph~se

A

+ <po.> at + 1/ • «V> <po.» + 1/ • <po.V>

po.(V - W). no.dA
Afs (t)
Ja • nadA +

E:

= -1/.

<Ja>-

< Ra/

(1-1)

Afs(t)
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where
po. = ~lass concentration of a.' in the fl ui d
V = Fluid pore velocity
W= Velocity of the interface
E = Porosity
Jo. = Diffusive flux of a. with respect to the fluid pore velocity
Ro. = Rate of production of a. in the fluid phase
no. = Unit vector normal to the fluid-solid interface
<> = Indicates the average of the quantity enclosed
= The local fluctuations of the quantity.
A

The first term in the above equation is the accumulation term. The next
term accounts for concentration changes due to changes in porosity which is
useful for unsaturated conditions. The third term accounts for convection of
species a. by movement of the fluid. The following term is the divergence of
the average of the product of the local fluctuations of the mass concentration
and pore velocity. This represents hydrodynamic dispersion as defined by Bear
(1972). The last term on the lefthand side and the first term on the right in
equation (I-I) relate to the effect of geometry on diffusive flux (tortuoslty)
and the diffusive flux, respectively. The last two terms relate to interphase
mass transport and chemical production respectively.
Simplifying Assumptions
Equation (I-I) represents a completely general transport equation;
however,not all the terms in (I-I) are easily quantified given present
technology. Several simplifying assumptions are necessary to obtain a usable
formulation. Other justifications for simplifying equation (I-I) include:
• The level of complexity of a model used for simulating actual release
consequences is not justified beyond the complexity and quality of the
input data.
• Reasonable compuitation time and economical constraints, based on present
computing hardware capabilities, limit the level of complexity that can
be considered by a model. The simplifying assumptions will be denoted
with italics where they appear in the following text.
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It is assumed that the effects of changing atmospheric pressure is
negligible.

This assumption should be valid for most situations to be

considered.

--,

A velocity field is required for input to the model. This data can be
obtained from a flow model or from analysis of data produced from a field
study program. In any case, the flow field is calculated before computing the
mass transport simulation. Inherent in this procedure is the assumption that
the flou) patterns are independent of the chemical composition or temperature

This assumption is sound providing the system
is nearly isothermal and all solutes are at relatively low concentration. The
concentrations of the solutes must be low enough to not significantly affect
the viscosity of density of the solution. For many cases this asumption will
be valid, but for instances concerning salt water intrusion or dissolution of
salts from salt domes or bedded salt formations, this assumption is invalid.

of the ground-water solution.

The result of the above assumption is to allow decoupling the mass
transport equations from the flow equations and heat transport equations, thus
enabling simulation of each phenomenon separately rather than simultaneously.
In near surface aquifers where diurnal temperature fluctuations may be
important or in cases where heat sources are available, (such as a nuclear
waste repository), this assumption may not be valid.
Resolution of the flow patterns below a certain scale in a regional
aquifer is usually not feasible, if not impossible. This small scale
uncertainty in the flow field results in the term called mechanical or
hydrodynamic dispersion (Bear 1972).

.

.

Schwartz (1977) subdivided hydrodynamic dispersion by scale and called it
microscopic, macroscopic, or megascopic dispersion. Each term represents the
scale of heterogeneity in the ground-water system. At the microscopic scale,
dispersion occurs because the complex network of interconnected passages that
comprise the soil structure causes continuous division and re-division of the
flowing fluid. On the macro-scale local variations in lithologic units are
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responsible for dispersion. Regional variations in lithology account for
megascopic dispersion. In any case, the variation in hydraulic conductivity
accounts for dispersion.
Harleman, Milhorn, and Rumer (1963) correlated the dimensionless ratio of
longitudinal dispersion to the kinematic viscosity with a grain-size Reynolds
number and a permeability Reynolds number. The grain-size Reynolds number was
calculated with d50 , the 50% grain size, and the permeability Reynolds
number was calculated with the square root of the intrinsic permeability. For
sand they found:

DL

-v

2
- 0.90 Rl.
dSO

DL

88 Rl. 2

and
v

k

where DL/v is the inverse Schmidt number for longitudinal dispersion.
Unfortunately, dispersion has been quantified primarily in laboratory column
experiments, and a paucity of field. dispersion experiments exists because of
measurement difficulties.
The two larger scale dispersions are made of microscopic dispersion and
have results similar to molecular diffusion. In fact, Bear (1972) concluded
that after a sufficiently long period of time hydrodynamic dispersion could be
modeled as molecular diffusion. Therefore, for the t1MT model, it was assumed
that hydrodynamic dispersion processes can be incZuded with moZecuZar
diJ~usion in the reZative fZux turm.
Furthermore~ it is assumed that the
reZative mass flux can be adequately described by expressions of the form of
Fick's First Law. Thus,
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where
p

total mass density of the solution
Do. = hydrodynamic dispersion tensor
Wa = mass fraction of species a (Palo.)
=

Incorporating this assumption into Equation (I-I) results in:

(1-2)

Incorporated into Fick's First Law are the assumptions that the mixture
is an ideal solution and that only binary interactions at the molecular level
are significant.
The dispersivity tensor, Da. , is ·a function of both space and time.
dispersion is assumed to be isotropic in the directions longitudinal and
transverse to the direction

flow~

represented by:

then the components of 0a can be

Do. = 0L cos 2e cos¢ + Do. (sin2¢
xx
T
Do. = (DE Dr) sincj> coscj> cos 2 e
xy
(Do. Do.)
xz = T - L sine cose coscj>
oCt. = oCt.
xy
yx
2
2
O~y = oCt.L cos e si n cj> + D~ (cos 2 ¢

+

sin 2 e cos 2cj»

+

sin 2 8 sin 2 ¢)

00.

oCt. = (oCt. _ Do.) cose sine sin¢
yz
T
L

O~x = O~z
o~y = O~z
o~z = 00.L sin 2 e

+

o~ cos 2 e

~
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If

where
¢

= angle between the direction of flow and the (X,Y,Z) coordinate
system in the X-V plane measured from the X axis (see Figure 111-2).

e = vertical angle between the direction of flow and the X-V plane,
measured from the X-V plane.

= dispersion coefficient in the direction of flow L2/T
D~ = dispersion coefficient in the direction transverse to flow L2/T

Dr

D~

and Dr are commonZy (Boersma

DL

=

DT

=

1973) assumed

aL!v!
aT !vl

to be represented by:

(1-3 )

where aL and aT are longitudinal and transverse dispersivities as defined
by Bear (1972), which are functions of only a given porous medium. The
implication is that 5 is a function only of soil type, not of species a. The
assumption made in Equations (3) is that the contribution of molecular
diffusion is negligible or constant for all species.
The convective term can be expanded giving:
(1-4 )

The pore velocity, V, can be expressed as q/¢ where q is the seepage (or
Darcy) velocity and ¢ is the volumetric moisture content or porosity for
saturated flow. The assumption here is that Darcy's Law hoZds ,for
description of saturated ground-water flow. This should be a valid
assumption for cases where pore sizes are greater than 20 ~m. However, as
Boersma, Lindstrom, and Saxina (1973) point out for pore sizes less than
20 wm, there is a significant deviation from Darcy's law.

.,
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Expanding Equation (1-3) results in:

(1-5)

-.

If the transporting medium is assumed

incompressible~

which is valid except

near the boiling point of water, then:

v•

q = 0

v•

q = - ~

for saturated systems

(1-6)

for saturated systems.

( 1-7)

and

at

For WISAP applications the only region that would invalidate the above
assumption would be near a nuclear waste repository and then only a relatively
short time after implacement of the waste.
Incorporating the preceding assumptions and assuming that the total mass
density of the mixture is relatively constant~ Equation (I-I) becomes:
dO CL

at

=

v· -Dvp0,

+ r

a.

(1-8)

for saturated systems.

;"

-

..

-

In ground-water systems the production term, ra.' is usually a complex
function of several variables including soil or rock type, temperature,
pressure, and concentration of all species found at any point in the system.
This function is normally represented by a complex rate expression. However,
for most problems of practical interest these expressions are not known; and
due to very difficult experimental problems, these expressions are not likely
to be obtained before a waste repository is put into operation. Fortunately,
most ground water moves slowly and reaction kinetics are rapid with respect to
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the flow velocity to enable the assumption that most ground-water systems are
at or near chemical equilibrium at all times. Thus, at the end of each
numerical time step, all species are constrained to be in equilibrium with
each other.
Ground water consists of many constituents. Some of the species exist at
concentrations high enough to affect the chemistry of other species in
solution. These are called macroions. It is assumed that the radionuclides
leached from a repository or naturally occurring exist only in minute

•

quantities compared to macroions and do not appreciably affect the chemistry

These are referred to as microions. This
assumption will be important in a later section dealing with how MMT handles
the production term.

of

o~her

constituents in solution.

The equations which describe the current computerized versions of MMT are:
30

op

at

ax

..-:...£. + V

CI.

(I-9)

:;;:

for the one-dimensional model, and a vertically-averaged equation

(I-1O)
represents the 2-D version.
THE DIRECT SIMULATION APPROACH
The intent of the direct-simulation approach is to create a numerical
analog that directly represents the physical behavior of a system. The model
must satisfy the principle of mass conservation and it must account for all
important physical constraints and driving forces present in the system. A
direct simulation approach applicable to WISAP ground-water transport is
outlined in the following text. All assumptions will again be indicated by
italics.
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Particles of Mass

•

The first step in creating an analog of a mass transport system is to
define a numerical construct that represents the chemical species of
interest. It has proven useful to view material systems as being comprised of
a number of discrete particles. Pinder and Cooper (1970), Bredehoeft and
Pinder (1973), and Konikow and Bredehoeft (1974) chose to have these particles
represent concentration. In Ahlstrom, et al. (1977), these particles
represent mass or radioactivity. The latter was chosen for the MMT models.
Carried to the atomic or molecular scale, this concept has been established as
a reliable description of the nature of matter.

•

It is not computationally feasible to consider molecular scale particles;
however, the same concept can be used to create a satisfactory analog. The
following assumptions apply to MMT:
• Material that is in solution with ground water can be represented by an
ensemble of a finite number of discrete particles of mass.
• Water that is carrying the material is assumed to be a continuum, subject
only to laminar flow.
• All particles are assumed to move with the continuum and at its velocity.
• All particles are independent of one another.
•

Particle motion is governed by Newtonian rather than relativistic
mechanics.

Because of computational restrictions, the number of particles is usually
restricted to something on the order of 10 4 - 10 5. The fourth assumption
is valid only for dilute solutions, but is true for all except highly
concentrated solutions. By definition the particles occupy zero volume.
Convective Transport
'.

-

Convection of the particles is controlled by the motion of the host
medium. It is assumed that the number or type of particles does not
significantly alter the flow properties of the host medium. This implies
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that the momentum and mass transport equations are decoupled and that the
motion of the particles is governed by the physical properties of the fluid
and the geometry of the system.
The flow of water in a ground-water system is usually represented by a
matrix of velocity components. This matrix must represent a mass conservative
flow field in order to correctly simulate mass transport in subsurface flow
systems. The flow field can be obtained by several methods, but most often it
is obtained from a ground-water flow model. In the WISAP suite of models
these flow simulations can be made by PATHS, VTT, or FAST. Each particle is
allowed to move for a time interval, 6t, as determined by its location in the
flow field. The time step is restricted so that the maximum distance a
particle can travel is no larger than one grid spacing of the grid upon which
the velocity field is defined.
Dispersive Transport
This transport process, usually called diffusion or dispersion, results
in a net flux relative to the ambient convective transport. A qualitative
discussion of dispersion was previously presented. Here again this effect has
been handled by different methods. Pinder and Cooper (1970), using the method
of characteristics, obtained intermediate concentrations after convecting the
particles and then solved an iosotropic diffusion equation using those
concentrations by finite differences. Ahlstrom, et al. (1977) assumed that
particles of mass are subject to various dispersive mechanisms which cause
statistically random displacements. Justification for this approach is

presented in Ahlstrom, et ale (1977) in Section II.
Total Particle Movement
To summarize particle movement, a particle of mass is defined that is
assumed to be subject to displacements resulting from both convective and
dispersive mechanisms during a given time s~ep. If a large number of
particles are released at a concentrated location after several time steps, an
ellipsoidal cloud will result with a center paint moving with the average flow
velocity and the major semi-axis coincident with the direction of flow.
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Another significant point to note is that based upon the assumptions
presented above, the motion of a particle is dependent only on the nature of
the flow system and not on the type of species being transported. This
suggests that each particle can be tagged with more than one mass quantity,
each representing a different species. By computing the movement of one set
of particles, the transport of several species can be simulated simultaneously
with considerable savings in computer time. However, for the WISAP versions,
in order to minimize run time and handle decay chains, it is more convenient
to allow each species to have its own set of particles.
Concentration Distribution
At the end of any desired time step, the solution can be halted and the
amount of mass residing within any defined volume can be tabulated yielding an
average concentration value for the volume. The solution can then continue
transporting each particle from where it was halted, stopping again to compute
another concentration distribution when desired. This procedure is completely
mass conservative as opposed to some earlier Lagrangian solution techniques
such as the PIC method (Pinder 1970), which tags each particle with a
concentration rather than a mass. Averaging a set· of concentrations to
calculate an overall cell concentration can often lead to serious mass
conservation problems.
Source/Sink Terms

t •

Injection or withdrawal of contaminants from a system is easily simulated
by adding or removing particles at appropriate locations. Other types of
source/sink mechanisms, such as radioactive decay or chemical reaction,
require that the mass quantities with each particle be adjusted or
redistributed. This applies to WISAP applications except when reversible
sorption and decay are the only source/sink terms. It is then possible to
alter the velocity field by a retardation coefficient. This will be explained
later in the text. The current soil-waste reaction chemical model used in the
two-dimensional MMT is explained by Routson and Serne (1972).
Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions for the direct approach model can be specified
quite easily. Two distinct types can be identified:
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1.

Free flow boundary - any particle transported out of the system across
this type of boundary is assumed to have exited from the system. New
particles with appropriate mass are created at inflow boundaries.

2.

Reflecting or no-flow boundary - any particle encountering this type of
boundary is reflected back into the system.

Assumptions for the Vertically-Averaged Version
The preceding discussion described the assumptions in the current
vertically-averaged version of MMT-DPRW with one exception. Local reductions
on aquifer thickness should hinder horizontal spreading, and increases in
thickness should increase the spreading rate. In a fully three-dimensional
model this is taken care of by specifying the aquifer top and bottom as
reflecting boundaries. However, in the 2-D vertically-averaged version, the
particles do not have a vertical coordinate associated with them that could
make use of this boundary condition.
Fortunately, it is still relatively easy to account for this phenomenon
in the 2-D model. In Equation (1-10) this spreading rate adjustment is
computed by the ~H.~pk term. Careful examination of Equation (1-10)
indicates that the net result of this term is to increase or decrease the pore
- Consequently, the vertically-averaged model formulation
velocity, v.

*

approximates these spreading rate pertubations by addin~ a(ccmponent to each velocity vectcr of the flow field.

~ ~H)

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE DIRECT SIMULATION APPROACH
Advantages
The direct approach to model development has been found to have the
following Significant advantages over more traditional model-equation based
approaches:
• Always Mass Conservative - The fundamental approach of the algorithm is
inherently mass conservative in contrast to the somewhat similar PIC
technique.
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•

Inherent Stability - The response of this numerical analog is inherently
stable with respect to time step size and other model parameters such as
the dispersion coefficient and the magnitude of the velocity (see Trent
1975).

•

No Cumulative Numerical Dispersion - Most of the numerical smearing
problems often found in other numerical schemes are eliminated (see Trent
1975). The main reason for this is the Lagrangian approach to advection
computation. Many of the stability and numerical dispersion problems of
Eulerian methods arise from the approximations made to the advective
term. This property was one of the primary motivating factors for
development of the direct approach. The only numerical dispersion in
this approach occurs when concentrations are computed. This results from
calculating an average concentration for each grid cell. However, this
numerical dispersion is not carried forward in time since particle
positions and associated masses are not affected by this averaging
process.

•

Ease of Control of Solution Accuracy - The accuracy of the solution can
be easily controlled by specifying the number of particles to be used in
the simulation. This allows a rough preliminary debugging solution to be
computed for the full length of a simulation using only a few particles
at a sUbstantial reduction in cost compared to a more accurate run using
a large number particles (see Ahlstrom, et al. 1977).

• Solution Stacking - If nonlinear source/sink terms are not present in a
given simulation (based upon the previously stated assumption, this is
the only way nonlinearity can enter the problem), the results of one
solution for a given problem may be averaged with subsequent solutions of
the same case to give more accurate results. For instance, suppose that
after computing a simulation it was apparent that too few particles had
been used, the entire simulation need not be re-computed using more
particles. Instead, an additional run of the same simulation can be
computed (making sure the pseudo random number generator continues where
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it left off) and its results averaged with the previous run. This
process effectively increases the particle density in each cell and can
be repeated as many times as necessary to achieve the desired solution
accuracy.
• Adaptability to Small, Economical Computer System - The fact that each
particle is independent of any other makes this solution technique
particularly easy to program for small computers with limited addressable
memory but with fairly large mass storage (disk) resources. Only a few
sets of particle data need to be in memory at anyone time, with the
remainder of the data residing on disk. The smaller machines, although
somewhat slower than most larger systems, are usually much more cost
effective and allow real-time user interaction. The independence of the
particle trajectory calculations also makes this model attractive for use
on computers designed with a high degree of parallelism.
•

Ease to Coupling New Source/Sink Models - The capability of being able to
simply re-distribute particle mass as a means of responding to an
externally defined reaction scheme and the simplicity of adding or
removing particles to simulate injection or withdrawal allow a great deal
of flexibility.

• Complicated Mathematical Structures are Avoided - The direct,
discrete-particle solution approach is basically simple. The entire
scheme can be described with a few algebraic expressions. The main task
in implementing this algorithm is concerned with creating an efficient
bookkeeping structure for keeping track of particles. This type of code
is much easier for nonprofessional computer technicians to understand
than complex numerical solution schemes necessary for solving the
differential equations upon which models are usually based. This allows
more rapid program development and debugging as well as making the
resulting code easier to maintain and modify.
•

Easy to Use for Three-Dimensional Applications - Assuming the accuracy is
to remain constant, computation time increases linearly with the number
of vertical levels used. This 1S a much less rapid increase in
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computation time than is the case with other methods. Also, problems
that often arise from very high aspect ratios (the ratio of the
horizontal size of a system to its vertical extent) are nonexistent .
• Complex Boundaries are Easily Handled - All that is necessary to account
for boundaries is a knowledge of the coordinates of the boundaries and
the location of each particle. When a boundary is encountered by a
particle, appropriate action, as discussed above, is taken based on the
boundary type.
Disadvantages
In addition to these advantages, three primary disadvantages of the
discrete particles method have been noted:
• Computation Speed - The primary drawback of the particle-based method
outlined above is the computational speed. For circumstances where model
parameters have values that are within the stability range of a
finite-difference or finite-element solution schemes, these types of
algorithms are usually faster for a given decree of accuracy, except
perhaps for some three-dimensional cases. This problem is most acute
when high accuracy solutions are required and nonlinear terms are
present. The convergence of the discrete particle scheme improves only
as the square root of computation time. (E.g., four times as many
particles must be used to double the accuracy.) When the problem is
nonlinear, the entire solution set of particles must be brought forward
in time before the next time step can be computed. This eliminates many
of the advantages gained from the assumed independence of each particle.

J.

(

_

The relatively large computation times are partially offset by the
reliability of the algorithm for any combination of values of model
parameters and by the compatibility of this method with small economical
computer systems. However, this approach very likely is not the best
method to use for problems requiring a solution with a very high degree
of accuracy. Fortunately, most environmental simulation problems are not
of this type. For most large-scale environmental simulations, the
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required input data are usually not known within an accuracy of better
than a few percent. Consequently, a simulation using a relatively small
number of particles is usually acceptable.
•

Presence of Random Noise - A certain amount of statistical random noise
is always present in solutions computed with the direct simulation
scheme. As more particles are added, the amplitude of the noise
decreases; but because of the statistical nature of the random walk
analog, it is always present to some degree. The random noise portion of
the solution can be reduced, quite markedly in some instances, by
post-processing the results with various smoothing or filtering methods
(see the section on Error and Sensitivity Analysis).

•

Number of Particles - A general criterion has yet to be developed for
selecting the number of particles needed to obtain acceptable solution
accuracy. Although the solution stacking procedure can be helpful in
this regard, much depends upon the experience of the user.

Although the discrete particle approach has been shown to have several
advantages and commendable properties, it should not be viewed as the best
method for all problems. The possible applications of this scheme are quite
broad, but it probably should not be used when the computed solution accuracy
must be with 5% of the true value. However, for environmental simulations,
where predictions that might be in error by a few percent are totally
acceptable, this method holds a great deal of promise.

.

.

•
• <
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NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION
The numerical scheme resulting from the direct simulation approach is
termed the Discrete-Parcel-Random-Walk (DPRW) method. The basic device or
numerical tool employed by this procedure is a hypothetical entity referred to
as a computational parcel. The term "parcel" was chosen to distinguish the
numerical.tool from the more general but slightly vague "particles" referred
to in the previous section. The continuum of dissolved or suspended matter to
be modeled is represented as consisting of a finite ensemble of these
parcels. The parcels have, by definition, zero size, but each has associated
with it a set of Car~esian spatial coordinates (x~, y8, z8)k and a set
of discrete quantities of mass k,n, where:
p = the parcel index (p = 1,2,3 ••. Np) where Np is the total number of
parcels used to represent a given quantity of matter.
k = the transported species index (k = 1,2,3 ... K) where K is the total
number of constituents present in the system.
n = the time level index (n = 1,2,3 •.. Nt ) where Nt is the number of
time increments to be computed.
For example, the location of parcel 3 after five time steps is (x~, x~, z!).
If the problem is concerned with five constituents, this process would be
repeated for all the parcels associated with each constitutent.
During a given time step a new location for each parcel is computed as
determined by advective and dispersive mechanisms, and the weights associated
with each parcel are adjusted to account for any source/sink processes. The
sequence of these computations is as follows:
J,

1.

First, the new location as determined by convective motion is calculated.

2.

This new location is then modified by a random step to simulate
dispersion .

3.

Parcel weights are adjusted to account for first-order source/sink
mechanisms such as decay.

..-
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4.

The masses of all the parcels in each cell are added to obtain the total
mass of each constituent in each cell.

5.

Source/sink mechanisms such as radionuclide decay chains are then taken
into account.

6.

In the case of decay chains, parcels of daughters are then created.

Each of these steps are more fully explained in the following subsections.
Convection Component
The M~T-DPRW models require as input a mass conservative velocity field.
At present the one-dimensional version requires a single constant velocity as
its input, while the current 2-D version allows for spatially and time variant
velocity fields. The components must be arranged on a regularly-spaced grid
that remains stationary with time. One or two velocity components as required
by the dimensionality of the problem are defined at each nodal point of the
flow field. In the case of a spatially variant problem the velocity field is
linearly interpolated at points away from the node locations.
As defined in Pinder and Cooper (1970), for two dimensions the convective
characteristic equations of Equation (1-7) are:

~~ = u and

%r

=v

(II-I)

where
u
v

velocity component in the x-direction
velocity component in the y-direction

=
=

The convective transport contribution is therefore calculated by:
x*p

=

xpn + ~tn un

(II -2)

y*p

=

l p + ~tn

vn

(II -3)
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where
~t

= the computational time step

xnp = the x location of parcel, p, at the end of the nth time step
* = indicates an intermediate value of the new parcel location.
Dispersive Component
A dispersive transport component is then calculated for each parcel by
assuming that the ensemble of parcels is subject to Brownian-like random
motion resulting from the tortuous path that the host fluid takes through a
complex medium such as soil. The equation that represents dispersion along
the direction of flow is:
x~

= 24DL~t (0.5 -

[R]~)

(II-4)

This equation is sufficient for one-dimensional simulations, while dispersion
in the direction normal to the direction of flow is represented by:
(I I -5)

where
x~

= the

location of parcel, p, along the XI-axis oriented in the
direction of flow

y~ =

the location of parcel, p, along the yl-axis oriented normal to the
direction of flow

DL

=

longitudinal dispersion coefficient

DT

=

transverse dispersion coefficient.

These equations are derived in Ahlstrom et al. (1977).

". -

.,

The remaining computation is to transform the dispersive components from
the (Xl, yl) coordinate system to the (x,y) coordinate system and add the
dispersive contribution to the convective contribution to obtain the location
of the parcel at the end of the current time step. The new location is
ca 1cu 1ated by:
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Xpn+1

= x*p + X'p cos ~

- y'p sin ~

(I 1-6)

ypn+l

=

yp* + X'p sin ~ + y'p cos ¢

(I1-7)

where ~ is the angle between the (x', y') coordinate system and the (x, y)
coordinate system. Equation (11-6) is sufficient for one-dimensional systems
where ~ = O.
Conversion to Intensive Values
When the advective and dispersive computations have been completed for
every parcel in the system, a grid network can be superimposed upon the
spatially-distributed ensemble of parcels (Figure III-I). The nodal points of
the grid are labeled with i, j indices, as appropriate to the problem, where
number of nodal points in x-direction
= number of nodal points in y-direction

i = 1,2,3 ... I

I =

j = 1,2,3 ... J

J

The nodal points form the vertices for (I-I) x (J-I) rectangles which
are referred to as cells. The dimensions of cell (i,j) are 6X.1- by
6y..: by;
J

where

"
~y

-

x

= Y":+l -

Y.J

= xi+l

2.x
.

J

:J

(I I -8)
v

( II -9)

A'

Parce1 "17" is sa id to 1i e within cell (i ,j) if:
x."

< xl<. .. n+ 1

<

x,,1"
.. 1

Y ..: < yl<., n+ 1 < y

.

U

(II-IO)

":+1

(II-11)

< Zz+ 1

(II-12)

u

<

7<. ..

Zz - Z

n+l

The total amount of mass of each species within a cell (as defined above)
is computed by summing the mass quantitites associated with each parcel within
that cell. If concentration is needed for calculation of a source/sink term,
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the total mass within each cell is divided by the volume of water within each
cell. Thus, concentration within each cell for species
is calculated by
G E: ..
"<--.,"'

(II-l3)

'./,j

where
G

a conversion factor from model distance units to those desired by
the user (e.g., converting from Ci/ft 3 to pCi/ml)
v.. = volume of cell i.j
¢ij = porosity or volumetric IA/ater content of cell i~j
~~. = the intermediate concentration of species a in cell i,j.
1,J
=

'7 '7

v<!

~

This intermediate concentration is now used for source/sink calculations
requiring concentration (e.g., cases where concentration differences provide
the driving force).
Source/Sink Contribution
The source/sink phenomena accounted for by WISAP versions of MMT are
first order decay, radionuclide decay chains, and sorption.
Radioactive Decay Losses of Contributions
First-order decay is handled easily by adjusting each parcells associated
mass by
(II-14)

..

where Aa is the first-order decay constant of species a, and ~t is the time
step. In the case of decay chains all current parcel weights are decayed by
the above equation. In the case of chains, concentration is not required.
The mass sums are then adjusted by analytically solving the appropriate set of
simultaneous ordinary differential equations that describe the decay losses
and additions for the chain of interest over the last time step. Since the
current parcel weights have been first order decayed, the amount of a daughter
to created is the difference between the first order decayed weight sum, and
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the weight sum adjusted by the analytical solution describing the decay
chain. The operation is described by:
n+l
*,n+l -Aa I:J. t
I:J.€ a = €a,p - Ea,P e

(II-15)

where, I:J.E". is the amount of a to be created, and 11*11 indicates the
intermediate weight sum before adjustment by decay chain mechanism. l:J.E,a is
then divided by the number of parcels the user desires to create to obtain the
weight of the new parcels of a created by parents of a.
The remaining problem is to locate the created parcels in the system
relative to the parents creating the parcel. This is done as a random time
event relative to the center of mass within a cell of the parent nuclide.
While summing the weights in a given cell, a center of mass for the parents is
ca 1cu 1ated by
m

L Xa £na,m
m=l
xa,c = m n
£a,m
L
m=l

(II-16)

where Xa is the X-location of the parcel and Xa,c is the X-location of the
center of mass in cell i,j. During the time step the center of mass of the
parcels has moved a distance I:J.X p' while a postulated center of mass of
daughter parcels starting from the same location would have moved a distance
6X d. Each created parcel is assumed to be created at some random time
[RJ] during the time step, and is convected and dispersed during the
remaining fraction of the time step after it was created. Thus, the location
of a given parcel is calculated by
xnd+1

V (l-r)!:J.t + ~24DL(1-r)6t(O.5-[RJ )
= xnp,c + rI:J.x p + R
0
d

where

X~+l = the X-location of the created daughter parcel after
the previous time step
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(II-l7)

X~,c =

the X-location of center of mass of the parent from
the previous time step

r

=

[RJ 1 which is the fraction of the current time step
o
when the daughter parcel was created

Rd

=

retardation coefficient of the daughter

[R]lo = random walk dispersion movement random number
Thus the new parcels are created and located as above. This operation is
repeated for each cell containing parcels and every time step. When a parcel
decays to a zero weight within the accuracy of the machine, it ;s eliminated
from further consideration.
Sorption
When considering sorption of the radionuclides by the porous media
through which the radionuclides and water are flowing, equation (6) becomes
for one-dimension and first-order decay:
Bd

V apo. - A (Po. + :;- S)
ax
a.
't'

(II-18)

where
Bd = bulk density of the media
S = mass concentration of a. sorbed to the porous media
Ao. = decay constant
Since the concentration of radjonuclides is assumed to be small, the sorption
equilibrium curve should be nearly linear and is described by
(II-19)
where, Kd is the distribution coefficient.

-. .
•.

Thus, by substituting equation

Bd
(11-19), the last term in equation (11-18) becomes ACt(l + ~ S)Po..

Since

sorption is assumed to occur rapidly with respect to ground-water movement,
equation (11-19) becomes
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aP a

aSa _

(II -20)

at - Kd at

when differentiated with respect to time. It must be stressed that this is
only true when sorption occurs rapidly relative to the movement of the ground
water or when the ground water is at or near equilibrium at all times. Thus,
equation (11-18) becomes
(I1-21)

after substituting equation (II-20); where Ra is the retardation coefficient
equal to 1 + ~d Kd.

For decay chain migration equation (II-21) becomes

(II-22)

R aNn
n at

=

0 a2Nn _ V aNn _
R Nn
X nAn
ax2
a

+ A R

n n- INn - 1

( II-22)

for linear chains, where N indicates activity concentration usually expressed
in cur.ies. Thus, the characteristic convection equations are

dX

Vx

err: = Ra

and

dy
dt

=

~

(II-23)

Ra

.

-

The retardation of nuclide migration is accounted for by dividing the velocity
and dispersion coefficient by the retardation coefficient. This gives an
accurate result at the output of the ground water to the biosphere.
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APPENDIX B
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION MODEL
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APPENDIX B
CLIMATE CHANGE - USING EVAP-9 MODEL TO IMPLEMENT CHANGES
To consider an increase of two-fold in the present mean annual precipitation and to attempt to estimate the effects of increased precipitation in
regard to relative humidity, sky cover, and temperature, the assumption was
made that a linear relationship existed among these parameters. Multiple
linear regression was applied to the Hanford long-term climatologic means and
the relationship among any three of them described by an equation of the form:

,

z

=a

+

bx + cy

Using the regression equation for the Hanford long-term means for precipitation, temperature and relative humidity, each new monthly precipitation value
(three times the long-term mean) was used to predict monthly values for relative hymidity, sky cover for the new relative humidity value, and finally temperature for the changed precipitation.
The estimated values of temperature, dew points (calculated from relative
humidity and air temperature) and percentage sunshine (calculated from sky
cover) were used as input to the EVAP-9 Model, which computes an estimate of
potential evaporation and evapotranspiration. The estimate of evapotranspiration (AET) was then compared to the precipitation to determine if there would
be any excess water for runoff and/or recharge.

~

.

.

.

For the increased precipitation case described here, the surplus preclpltation, the amount by which precipitation exceeds AET is about 23 mm (0.9 in.)
per year. This amount is believed to be a good estimate for three times the
present annual precipitation, because at present the potential evaporation at
Hanford is five to nine times the mean annual precipitation (Wallace 1978).
The 23 mm surplus with only three times the precipitation is due to the lower
temperatures and increased cloudiness which, because of the linear relationship assumed, result from the increased precipitation. The result is lower
potential evaporation requirements for the existing precipitation.
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THE EVAP-9 MOOEL
The EVAP-9 Model is a revision of a formulation using a conceptual model
for estimating evaporation and transpiration. This method was originally
published by Morton (1976). The model is based on the interactions between
the evaporating surfaces and the temperature and humidity of the overpassing
air. The original equation was the Penman equation in the form:

,

_ t:.
y
(
)
Ep - t:.+yRA + t:.+yfA v-v O

where
Ep = potential evaporat ion
RA = areal net radiation
fA = areal vapor transfer coefficient
v,

Vo

=

saturation vapor pressures at air and dew point temperatures,
respectively

t:. = rate of change of saturation vapor pressure with respect to air
temperature

y = the psychrometric constant.
The revised form is:

where
A = Y + 40(T+273)3
fA
o = the Stefan-Boltzman constant
T = temperature, °c
and the other variables are defined as above.
From the relationship between potential evaporation and areal evaporation
by Morton (1976) a complementary relationship has been proposed that is
expressed as:

8-2

..

where
where
EA = areal evaporation
oE A = the change in EA caused by a change in the availability of water
oEp

=

the resultant change in potential evaporation.

From the above relationships, the Morton formulas (1976) are expressed as:
Ep

= ORA

+ (l-D)E

where

o = (1 - i)-l
E = fA(v-v D)

=

Penman weighting factor

and
EA

= 2~(RA

+ M) - Ep

EA = areal evaporation = the evapotranspiration from an area so large
that the effects of the evapotranspiration on the temperature and
humidity of the overpassing air are fully developed.
~

= an improvement to the Priestly-Taylor weighting factor

M= advection energy term.

, ••

The EVAP-9 Model requires as input: latitude, average atmospheric pressure and average annual precipitation for each station, and air temperature,
dew point temperature and the ratio of observed to maximum possible sunshine
duration for each time period. A FORTRAN program (presently unpublished) by
Morton and modified slightly at Battelle, PNL, will accept either solar
radiation measurements or sunshine percentage values as input. For sunshine
percentage input the program computes extra-atmospheric insolation, various
albedo values, precipitable water vapor, a dust extinction coefficient, partial transmissivity due to absorption and finally incident insolation at the
station.
B-3
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APPENDIX C
GRAPHS OF RADIONUCLIDE CONCENTRATION VERSUS TIME.
FOLLOWING A 1,OOO-YEAR RESIDENCE PERIOD
IN THE 200-EAST AND 200-WEST TANK FARMS
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APPENDIX D
METEORITE IMPACT MODELS FOR HIGH-LEVEL WASTE TANKS

APPENDIX 0
METEORITE IMPACT MODELS FOR HIGH-LEVEL WASTE TANKS
MODEL DESCRIPTION
Model 1 - Single Cluster of 160 Tanks

•

It was assumed that the cratering rate follows an inverse square law for
crater diameters greater than 60 m (Grieve and Robertson 1979). Hence,
(0-1 )

where
¢ = the number of craters formed each year - km 2 with diameters larger
than D.
C := a constant
o = crater diameter, km.
For the purpose of simplifying the problem, it was assumed that all
Hanford waste tanks were located within a single circular impact zone. The
impact zone is defined here as a circular area which has a radius equal to the
sum of the crater diameter and the effective radius of the tank cluster.
Hence,
p

= 7f

f (0 + R) 2 d ¢

( 0- 2 )

where
P

= probability

of a crater intersecting the perimeter of one or more

tanks.
R = effective radius of 160 HLW tanks sites
since,
.'

.,

.

.

d¢

= _2CO- 3

dO

then
(0-3 )

0-1

or,
P = 2nC [ 1n( 02)
01 + ° 12R° 2 ( °2 - °1 ) + 2"1 ( 01 R)2
02 ( °22 - °12 )

J

(0-4)

For the following parameters, Equation (0-4) yields a probability value of
2.0 xlO- 10 yr- 1 .

•

01 = 0.06 km
02

=

181 km

R = 0.226 km( a)
C = 1.44 x 10- 12 yr- 1• (b)
Model 2 - Four 40-Tank Clusters
This model is similar to Modell except that independent meteorite events
can occur for crater diameters less than the distance which separates the tank
clusters. This effectively increases the probability of a meteorite impacting
a tank farm by a factor equal to the number of independent tank clusters (tank
farms). Equation (0-2) is increased by this factor over the appropriate range
of crater diameters. For example, if four tank clusters are separated by a
minimum distance of 1 km and a maximum distance of 5 km, then Equation D-2)
becomes:
P = 4n J~:66 (0 + R)2 d¢ + 2n J6:~ (0 + R)2 d¢ +n

J~~§ (0 + R)2 d¢

(0-5)

or,
P=l:P·1

i=1,2,3

(D-6 )

..
. .
(

(a) 160 tanks (1000 m2 per tank)
(b) Grieve and Robertson 1979

0-2

.

From Equation (0-4)

..

P1

= 8lT (1.44 x 10-12 yr- 1) (7.18)
= 2.6 x 10-10 yr- 1

P2

1

0.226
1 .113 2
[ in5 + 1.25 (2) + 2 1.25 (6.25 - 0.25)J

= 4lTC
= 4lT

(1.44 x 10-12 ) (1.61 + 3.20 + 1.92)

= 1.22

x 1- 10 yr- 1

=

2lT (1.44 x 10- 12 ) (4.28 + 1.58 + 0.32)

=

0.56 x 10- 10 yr- 1

or,
P

= rPi
= 4.38 x 10-10 yr- 1

.~

.

0-3

Model 3 - Random Tank Distribution
This model assumes that the tanks and other Hanford facilities are
randomly distributed on the Hanford reservation. Based upon the time required
to partially excavate the entire reservation, estimates can be made of the
fraction of the waste released as a function of time.
If,

Then,

The combined incremental area of the craters of diameter 0 is:
2

dA

=

~
d¢
4

or,
TIC
dA = -2

(~D)

Integrating,

fO

dA

=-

A
A -2
- TIC

TIC

2

1

02

01

~n

dO
0

O2

D1

0-4

If,
C = 1.44 x 10 -12 yr -1

..

D2

=

181 km

D1

= 0.06 km

then,

•

R-n ( 181)

o:t56

A = 1.8 x 10 - 11 yr-1
A- 1

=

5.5 x10 10 yr

Which is the time required for total excavation of the Hanford Reservation to
a minimum depth of 12 meters. This is roughly 10 times the estimated age of
the earth1s crust and about 5 times the expected lifetime of the earth. By
comparison, complete excavation to a depth of 8 meters would occur in about
4.5 x 10 10 years. It has been estimated that cratering rates of the moon
and earth are approximately equal (within a factor of two). From an
examination of the lunar surface, it is apparent that, based upon past
meteorite events, complete excavation of the terrestrial surface to a depth of
10 meters during a period of 5 x 10 10 years is a reasonable assumption.
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APPENDIX E
CALCULATIONS FOR CRITICALITY IN HIGH-LEVEL WASTE
•

~

CRITICALITY SCENARIOS
In this analysis, two scenarios are identified in which the plutonium
content of the waste could be brought into a critical configuration. Both of
these scenarios are predicated on a loss of institutional control followed by
the establishment of irrigation or a major climate change to a wetter climate
throughout the area containing the waste tanks as discussed earlier in this
report. In addition, the assumption is made the tank (or tanks) under
consideration will have failed to the extent of permitting water to flow in at
the top and out at the bottom.
Waste Composition
For the criticality analysis, a simplified waste configuration in layers
was considered within the high-level tanks (ERDA-77-44, 1977). This
configuration consists of a bottom layer of sludge where all of the plutonium
is assumed to be located; a middle layer of salt-cake; and an upper layer of
sand and gravel in the case of the in situ disposal alternative, or of
supernatant liquid in the case of continued present action. The nominal
composition of the sludge is a wet mixture primarily of soluble sodium salts
plus a small amount of aluminum oxide (A1 203), ferric hydroxide
[ Fe(OH)3], plutonium, and other minor compounds. The salt-cake is
generally considered to be a wet mixture of soluble sodium salts including
sodium carbonate, nitrite, nitrate and phosphate. Detailed average
compositions and waste descriptions are given in ERDA-77-44 (1977).
Heterogeneous distributions of plutonium could provide a more reactive
condition. Due to the small plutonium inventory, critical configuration
involving a small heterogeneous mass of plutonium is more likely than a
criticality involving a homogeneous mass. However, the homogeneous model is
adequate for the purpose of obtaining criticality parameters.
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SCENARIO 1 - CRITICALITY INSIDE A HIGH-LEVEL WASTE TANK
This scenario is based on the following assumptions:
•

The maximum plutonium inventory of any single tank is less than 100 kg.
(The 20-ft diameter tanks probably contain less than 10 to 40 kg of
plutonium.)
• The source of the waste is from reprocessed natural uranium fuel;
however, some tanks may contain enriched uranium or no uranium.
• The 75-ft diameter tanks contain 100,000 gallons of sludge and the 20-ft
diameter tanks contain 10,000 gallons with a nominal composition given by
Table 3.1 (ERDA-77-44, 1977).
• The tank is breached at the top and bottom so that any available water
flows through the sludge.
• Irrigation or significant climate change has occurred to make sUbstantial
quantities of water available.
These assumptions result in a scenario in which criticality is
theoretically possible in the small tanks based on physically reasonable
processes. For the larger tanks, with greater sludge volumes and diameters,
criticality inside the tank as discussed in this scenario is not believed to
be a credible incident as shown later in this section.
Calculating Criticality
Under the assumption that the tank fails at top and bottom and that
sufficient water is made available (through irrigation or climate change), the
first result of water flowing through the tank will be the leaching of the
soluble components. As the soluble constituents are removed, the residual
insolubles (alumina, ferric hydroxide, and plutonium hydroxide)(a) could
compact at the bottom of the tank, resulting in a reduced volume sludge layer
of enhanced plutonium concentration.

(a) It is assumed that uranium is not present for the following discussion.
Tanks containing natural uranium would be effectively "poisoned" and
criticality would not occur.
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The 55,000 gallon tank has a diameter of 20 ft and it is assumed that the
residual sludge containing the plutonium is reduced to a thin layer. Neutron
leakage would be high for the assumed plutonium inventory even with the
remains of the tank bottom and the adjacent soil serving as a reflector.
However, criticality may occur over a range of hydrogen to plutonium atom
ratios for a heterogeneous configuration. On this basis, the potential for
criticality was estimated by using a simple manual calculation for Koo(a)
based on one (thermal) group of neutrons. While such a calculation is less
accurate than reactor design calculations, it is adequate to indicate a
potential for criticality.
The calculation was done for several assumed tank inventories from 10 to
40 kg for the small tanks (100 kg for the large tanks) and for various admixed
water concentrations. The hydrogen to plutonium (H/Pu) atom ratio ranged
between 200 and 1100 with water fractions ranging from zero to 16 wt%. The
assumption was also made that the ratio of weights of A1 203, Fe(OH)3 and
plutonium remained constant during the volume reduction process as the soluble
components were leached.

4

•

The estimated values of Koo were greater than unity for the plutoniumwater combinations indicated in Table 11 of the text. Of the four cases
indicated, only the first two would have any real likelihood of having an
effective multiplication factor (Keff) greater than unity, which implies a
potential for a nuclear excursion. For the first two cases in Table 11, with
Koo far greater than unity, the chances for criticality at much higher water
concentrations (except when the water concentration is so high that hydrogen
poisoning could hinder criticality) still exist because the value of Koo could
be high enough above unity for criticality to occur. Also, if the water flow
stops (for example, because of closure of the breach at the tank top) the heat
of nuclear reaction will reduce the available water and hence the H/Pu ratio;
which would increase the Koo value and possibly accelerate the reaction.
(a) Koo is an index of criticality in an infinite medium. (If Koo>l, there
exists a potential for criticality which increases as Koo increases.)
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For the larger size tanks, criticality does not seem to be a credible
event. For example, for a large tank containing an assumed 100 kg of
plutonium in 100,000 gallons of sludge (the H/Pu ratio will be 740 which
corresponds to the largest reactivity case with no admixed water), the value
for Koo is 1.07; this is the same Kw value as for a small tank with 10 kg of
plutonium according to Table 11. The effective multiplication constant
(Keffective) for this case is estimated to be less than unity. Since it is
not considered credible to have single tank inventories larger than 100 kg,
and since the H/Pu ratio is greater than the most effective value even without
the presence of water, the large tanks are not credibly at risk for in situ
criticality under this scenario.
The Hanford tank farms consist of both the small (20-ft diameter) and
large (75-ft diameter) tanks discussed in this scenario. The potential for
criticality occurring in small tanks is greater than for large tanks as shown
in the above discussions, all other conditions being equal. The probability
of the assumed condition actually occurring is not addressed in this
discussion; however, the simultaneous occurrence of all of the above
conditions (tank failures, irrigation and/or climate change, high plutonium
inventory, absence of uranium, compaction of sludge, etc.) implies a low
probability.
SCENARIO 2 - CRITICALITY OUTSIDE OF THE TANK
This scenario is based on the following assumptions:
A single tank contains up to 100 kg of 239 pu .
Irrigation or significant climate change has occurred to make substantial
quantities of water available.
• The tank is breached at the top to allow water to enter and a small
failure occurs at the tank bottom for water to exit.
• The soil through which the water flows is alkaline and contains
considerable carbonate content (e.g., CaC03).
• Plutonium will form a complex with carbonate in an alkaline environment
with sufficient carbonate ion present.
•
•
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•

•

Uranium is not present in significant amounts either inside the tank or
below the tank.

It has been reported (Moskvin 1958) that a carbonate ion will form a
stable complex with a plutonium (IV) ion. Under the conditions outlined in
this scenario, a sufficient quantity of plutonium may possibly accumulate to
present a criticality hazard.
As in the case for Scenario 1, the tank top has been breached and
carbonate-saturated water is free to enter the waste tank. Another assumption
is that a small failure occurs in the bottom of the tank. This failure
directs the flow of water through the tank to a limited volume beneath the
tank. In the initial stages, it is assumed that the salt-cake and sludge in
the waste tanks are highly basic and are composed mostly of very soluble
compounds. The soluble compounds are removed by dissolution in the water
flowing through the tank. With the soluble component removed, the water,
which is saturated with carbonate ion from the surrounding soil, forms a
carbonate complex with the otherwise insoluble plutonium.
Ferric hydroxide is also a component of the sludge, however, it also has
a very low solubility so that it will have little influence on the alkalinity
of the flowing water. The pH in the tank will be determined primarily by the
dissolved carbonate/bicarbonate ions in the water and should be in the range
of 8 to 9. At this value, plutonium reportedly will strongly complex to form
PUCO;+ (Moskuin 1958).
As the carbonate-saturated water continues to flow through the tank it
will mobilize this complex and carry it through the failure in the tank
bottom. Because of the positive ionic charge on the complex, it has been
suggested the PUCO;+ will strongly sorb onto the soil beneath the tank.
If this is the case, the plutonium will accumulate locally at the place where
it first contacts the soil. This series of events provides a concentration
mechanism where a potentially critical amount of plutonium may collect.
Since there is initially a large amount of water present, hydrogen
poisoning may suppress the criticality as long as the plutonium enriched
volume remains wet. If the water flow should stop for some reason (ceasing of
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irrigation, drought) the local water content will decrease by evaporation
until a critical concentration is reached. At this point, increasing
temperature will accelerate water removal and increase the reactivity.
Potentially, a high energy yield critical incident could result.
If the assumed chain of events comes to pass, the potential for
criticality outside the tanks exists. However, in this analysis, no attempt
has been made to estimate the probabilities of the above outlined chain of
events actually occurring although it would be very low and dependent on the
specified chemical reactions taking place.

•
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Estimates of flow rates sufficient to cause erosion of the 200 Areas were
derived using a two step process. First, estimates of flow rates were
determined for a channel cross-section near Vernita Bridge by application of
the uniform flow equation (Chow 1959):

where
Q = water discharge
A = cross-section area
R = cross-section area/wetted perimeter
S = channel slope
n = channel roughness parameter (Manning's n)
Second, a water discharge rating curve was developed for the Columbia
River by assuming steady flow conditions over a range of potential water
surface elevations.
Geometric data, including channel slope, were obtained from USGS
topographic maps. A value of 0.035 was selected for Manning's n based on the
earlier work of Baker (1973). Baker discussed a range of n-values from 0.040
for basalt channels to 0.032 for loess-bounded channels. A value of 0.035 was
selected for the gravel and cobble roughness of the channel between Gable
Mountain and the 200-East Area.

.

.

From an examination of topographic data, the location and approximate
depth of the tank farms, and the size distribution of the geologic media, the
water surface elevations required to sufficiently inundate the 200-East and
200-West Areas were selected. Water discharges and mean flow velocities were
determined using the rating curve developed at Vernita for each elevation.
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To determine if flow velocities are sufficient to entrain the high-level
wastes stored in each area, the erosion potential of each flood even was
determined. Since the coarser fractions of the soils in the tank farms areas
are in the gravel range, the competent velocity, Vb' (velocity at the
channel bed) required to move the maximum size in the gravel range (2-1/2 in.
or 6.4 cm) was determined based on Baker (1973). In this case
Vb = 0.7 V
where
Vb = competent velocity
V = mean cross-section velocity.
and the 2-1/2 in. (6.4 cm) size was assumed to be an intermediate particle
diameter. The velocity, Vb' required would be about 4 fps and a mean
cross-section velocity of 5.7 fps (1.2 m/sec).
Because the circulation patterns for glacial age floods are difficult to
estimate without physical model studies, the use of a mean velocity could
introduce significant error. For the first two scenarios, water surface
elevations providing at least 20 ft of depth were assumed and the competent
velocity checked. This would seem to insure that enough flow would pass over
the 200-East and 200-West Areas for the divided flow conditions of major
glacial age floods.
For the change in river course case, a trial and error procedure was used
to determine the water discharges required to erode the tank farms. A water
surface elevation was selected and a discharge and mean velocity (V m)
computed. If the velocity was greater than 5.7 fps then the discharge was
divided by 5.7 fps to determine the cross-sectional area required to reduce
Vm) to 5.7 fps where erosion would be likely to cease. Repeated trial
calculations would yield a rough estimate of the flow value needed to erode
into the tank farms areas if all flow was passing between Gable Mountain and
200-East Area.
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